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INTRODUCTION 

As a figure of major importance during the reign of 

Queen Elizabeth I, Sir Francis Drake (15^07-1596) has 

received a great deal of attention from modern historians 

and biographers. Some of the better known and more authori

tative treatments are found in Sir Julian Corbett's Drake 

and the Tudor Navy (1898), James A. V/illiamson's The Age of 

Drake (1952), Henry R. l/agner's Sir Francis Drake's Voyage 

around the V/orld (1926), and Alfred E. W. Mason's The Life 

of Francis Drake (19^1). The historian's interest in Drake 

has persisted up to the present, for several recent studies 

of the famous English seaman have been produced. Cyril 

Hamshere's The British in the Caribbean (1972) devotes arriple 

attention to Drake, though it also treats John Hawkins and 

the successors of Drake during the age of colonization. 

Even greater emphasis is placed on Sir Francis in Kenneth 

R. Andrews' The Last Voyage of Drake and Hawkins (1972), 

the latest contribution to a large p-roup of distinguished 

studies on Drake published by the Hakluyt Society. A recent 

full-length biography of the English privateer can be found 

in George M. Thomson's Sir ^rancis Drake (1972). 

Although Drake has attracted careful scrutiny from 

historians and bio^-raphers, little attention has been 



focused on him by literary students. Unlike Ralegh, 

Drake did not possess the versatility that could make 

him simultaneously a poet, historian, courtier, explorer, 

and colonizer. Sir Francis has been credited with the 

authorship of one short poem, and he may have contributed 

to some of the accounts which treat his voyages and other 

accomplishments; but what little he may have written in 

the area of creative literature would not merit an extended 

study. As a character v7ho appears in contemporary liter

ature, on the other hand, Drake enjoyed a prominent place, 

for the interest in the voyagers—especially one who had 

successfully circumnavigated the v/orld—was great among a 

broad spectrum of Elizabethan and seventeenth-century 

writers, from the literary giants such as Shakespeare, 

Spenser, and Milton, to the obscure dabblers and hack 

writers such as Henry Roberts (or Robarts) and Thomas 

Greepe, The impact which Elizabethan voyagers in general 

made upon their contemporaries has been noticed by several 

students of literature, as well as by historians. The 

English literary scholar V/alter Raleigh, for example, 

stressed this impact, v/hile at the same time observing 

that "the influences of the voyagers upon the great 

literature of the time has been little recognized, be

cause the reflection of contemporary events in thought 
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and imagination is always indirect, difficult to outline, 

and utterly unlike expectation."^ One of the modern his

torians who does seem to have recognized the influence of 

Drake and other voyagers on contemporary poets is Franklin 

McCann, who wrote: 

Drake's plundering of the west coast of Spanish 
America in 1577-I58O, on his voyage around the earth, 
did not stir an immediate, corresponding round of 
literary applause, perhaps because of the disap
proval of those vjho thought his warlike achieve
ments mere acts of piracy. This feeling was soon 
submerged in the rising tide of resentment against 
Spain so that in a few years only admiration for 
his daring and success remained. In 1585 A Farewell 
to Sir Fraunces Drake, a poem by one Henry Roberts, 
was addressed to him on the eve of his departure 
with Frobisher for the '-Jest Indies, and during the 
centuries following a continuing admiration for 
Drake has found expression from time to time in 
English song and story.^ 

Robert R. Cawley, the author of several books and 

articles concerning the influence of the voyagers on 

Elizabethan and seventeenth-century writers, has provided 

certain' justification for an extended study of Sir Francis 

Drake as a figure in the literature of the period under 

consideration. Though his books and articles are not 

limited to one particular voyager, he stated in one con

text that "all told, there are five references to Drake 

^Walter Raleigh, The Enq-lish Voyages of the 
Seventeenth Century (Glasgow, r910), p. 55. 

^Franklin T. McGann, ErK-lish Discover-^ of America 
to 158 5 (New York, 1952), pp. 19^-95. Later chanters in 
this study will show that McCann's stateraent is not quite 
accurate, since several commendatory poems v/ere pro>iuced 
soon after Drake's return to England in 1^80. 



for one to any other seaman," and in another that "Drake 

is the hero most often held up for emulation."- A figure 

of this magnitude undeniably merits an investigation for 

his place in Elizabethan and seventeenth-century liter

ature, especially considering the fact that other his

torical personages—such as Robert Devereux, Earl of 

Essex, whose path crossed Drake's—have been the r̂foject 

of similar studies. 

Furthermore, anyone interested in Drake's role in 

the literature of his age cannot ignore the wealth of 

attention lavished upon him by the contemporary Spanish 

writers, particularly the poets and the authors of voyage 

accounts. Even though Drake made his name at the expense 

of the Spaniards, they still felt a reluctant admiration 

for the corsario ingl/s (English pirate), who^e daring 

incursions into the Pacific Ocean and Spanish-held terri

tories were, according to the South American novelist 

Vicente F. Lĉ pez, "the most colorful and noteworthy of 

all."^ The wealth of attention accorded to Drake by the 

-̂ Robert R. Cawley, Unpathed V/aters (Princeton, 
19^0), pp. 1^^, 150. 

Ray Heffner, "The Earl of Essex in El iz". lie than 
Literature" (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, Joli-̂us 
Hopkins University, 1928). 

^Vicente F, Lĉ pez, La novia del here.ie,o la 
inquisici(fe de Lima (Buenos Aires, 19^7), P. ̂ 9o. 
"Los mas pintorescos y notables." 



sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Spanish poets has 

elicited one extended study, John Arthur Ray's Sorbonne 

dissertation, Drake dans la po^sie espagnole (1906). 

More recent scholarly articles have explored the por

trayal of Drake in Lope de Vega's La Dragontea and Juan de 

Castellanos' Discurso de el Capit^n Francisco Draque, 

but much remains to be done in comparing the English and 

Spanish treatments of Drake, who made an indelible im

pression on both cultures. While the motivations may 

have differed from time to time, the literature pertain

ing to Sir Francis Drake in both England and Spain during 

the late-sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries exag

gerated Drake's image at times to the point of epic 

proportions, so that his significance as a heroic character 

in literature parallels or surpasses his role as a his

torical personage. The purpose of this study, therefore, 

will be to examine the corresponding roles of Drake in 

these two national literatures, with the major emphasis 

being placed on voyage accounts, poetry, and drama. 

A, K. Jameson, "Lope de Vega's La Dragontea: 
Historical and Literary Sources," Hispanic Review. 
VI (1938), 10^-19. 

Geoffrey Gallender, "Fresh Light on Drake," 
The Mariner's Mirror, XI (1923), 16-28. 



CHAPTER I 

DRAKE IN ENGLISH VOYAGE ACCOUNTS OF THE 

SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES 

Voyage accounts play an important role in English 

literature of the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth 

centuries, particularly with the appearance of Richard 

Hakluyt's Principall Navigations (I589, 1598-16OO) and 

the more voluminous but less significant Hakluytus 

Posthumus or Purchas his Pilgrimes (I625), compiled by 

Samuel Purchas. Even earlier, the contagious atmosphere 

of geographical discovery had affected Sir Thomas More's 

Utopia (1516) and John Rastell's Interlude of the Four 

Elements (ca. 1517); later, Hakluyt's voyage accounts 

would wield a distinct influence on the towering figure 

of Shakespeare in such plays as The Tempest and Othello, 

as in a famous passage from the latter: 

And of the cannibals that each other eat. 
The Anthropophagi and men whose heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders. 

Although the early voyage accounts of discovery and adven

ture, well represented by Hakluyt, are rarely read novi 

by students of English literature, literary anthologies 

still include some of the more prominent examples, such 

as Francis Drake's so-called "Famous Voyage" around the 

world and Sir Walter Ralegh's "The Last Fight of the 

6 
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Revenge at Sea," both of which were printed in the 

Principall Navigations, Ralegh's narrative is an 

exception to the rule, being one of the few whose auLhoi' 

achieved distinction in other areas of literature. For 

most of the voyage accounts v/ere written by esse.itially 

non-literary men whose ability to express therasel /es 

vividly and straightforwardly anticipated the ruocioyn 

utilitarian prose style, usually thought of as cOIT:I:Jeyeing 

in the late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth centuriec. 

Though not among the best known examples of voyare liter

ature, several of these accounts are devoted to ihe 

career of Sir Francis Drake, who, as a historical fip;ure, 

ranks with Ralegh, John Hav/kins, and others, among the 

most famous personalities from the heyday of Elizabethan 

England. 

From the literary standpoint, the most important 

narratives in this large body of voyage literature pG:r-

taining to Sir Francis Drake are Sir Francis D7̂ ake Revived 

(1626) and The World Encompassed (1628), both of vihi oh were 

published under the authorization of Drake's nephev;. Sir 

Francis Drake the younger. The first of these narratives 

recounts Drake's immensely successful adventure of 1572-

1573 on the Spanish Main and in Central America; th(. second, 

of course, narrates the events of his famous circumn'-v'ga-

tion (1577-1580). A meaningful assessment of these two 
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works, however, requires that an examination be made of 

earlier accounts concerning Drake's voyages, many of v/hich 

were written during Drake's lifetime, and most of which 

were published in Hakluyt's Principall Navigations. As 

early as 1582, Richard Hakluyt had alluded to Drake 

briefly in his Dedication to Divers Voyages, but it was 

not until the publication in 1589 of the first edition of 

the Principall Navigations that Hakluyt devoted signifi

cant attention to Drake, whose achievements he enthusi

astically praised in his prefatory letter to the "favour

able Reader." Concerning the Cadiz expedition (I587), he 

commended "the two most fortunate attempts of our famous 

Chieftaine Sir Fraimcis Drake, the one in the Bale of Cales 

upon a great part of the enimie's chiefest shippes, the 

other neere the Islands upon the great Carrack of the 

East India, the first (though peradventure not the last) 

of that imployment, that ever discharged Molucca spices 

in English portes."^ Later in the prefatory letter, in 

previewing the contents of his work, Hakluyt wrote, "The 

next leaves thou turnest, do yeelde thee the first valiant 

^Richard Hakluyt, Divers voyages touching the 
discoverie of America and the Hands adiacent vnt:o the same 
(London, 1582; rptd. Ann Arbor, 1966), Sig.^ 2r,^3r-3v. 

^Richard Hakluyt, The Principall Voiages ^raffiques 
and Discoveries of the En?lish Nation (London, 1598-11)00; 
rptd. 1926), I, 7. All reT̂ erences to Makluyt' s Principall 
Navigations villi be cited by volum.e and page number in the 
text. 



enterprise of Sir Francis Drake upon Ilombre de Dios, the 

mules laden with treasure v/hich he surprized, and the 

house called the Cruzes, which his fire consumed" (I, 10). 

Hakluyt also discussed Drake's circumnavigation in the pre

fatory letter to the reader, but that passage will be 

examined in a later context. Just as Hakluyt devoted con

siderable attention to Drake in his preface to the 1589 

edition, he also gave the seaman a prominent place in the 

I598-I6OO edition of the Principall Navigations, v/hich was 

expanded to three folio volumes. In it Hakluyt included 

several accounts of Drake's voyages, and the following 

examination of the early narratives concerning Drake is 

based primarily on these accounts. They will be treated 

in chronological order as the events occurred in Drake's 

career, even though Hakluyt may not have arranged the 

records chronologically in his text. In general, these 

earlier accounts can be placed into three categories: 

those dealing with Drake's early exploits, especially the 

events at San Juan de Ulua and Nombre de Dios, when the 

young sea captain was aspiring to fame; those dealing with 

Drake at the pinnacle of success, such as the famous 

circumnavigation and the './est Indian campaign of 1585-

1586; and those accounts dealing vjith the latter—and 

declining—part of Drake's career, after the defeat of the 

Spanish Armada, when Fortune seemed to abandon the "Enf':lish 

Heroe." 
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The first group of narratives in Hakluyt, which 

concern themselves with Drake's early career, revolve 

around two expeditions—the so-called "third voyage" of 

Sir John Hawkins, in which Drake (a distant kinsman of 

Hawkins) played a prominent part, and the Nombre de Dios 

affair, in which Drake struck his first legitimate claim 

to fame. Hawkins' expedition is referred to as the 

"troublesome voyage," both in its original version,-^ and 

as it appeared in the Principall Navigations, and for good 

reason. For, although Hawkins' purpose was a peaceful 

trading mission, as his earlier voyages had been, in which 

he intended to sell Negro slaves that he had picked up on 

the African coast to Spanish settlements on the Spanish 

Main, he was forced by bad weather to put in at San Juan 

de Ulua in the Gulf of Mexico (present-day Vera Cruz) just 

before the Viceroy of Nev; Spain landed with his fleet. The 

Spanish Viceroy, Don Martin Enriquez, initially promised 

peace and friendship to Hawkins; but, owing to the Viceroy's 

superior numbers and firepower, and resentful of what he 

considered English encroachments upon Spanish territory, 

Don Martin attacked Hawkins' fleet. Though the English 

fought valiantly, the results were disastrous to them. 

^John Hav/kins, "A True Declaration of the trouble
some Voyage of M. John Hawkins. . . , in the years of our 
Lord, 1567 and 1568," in Voyages ani Travels :\ai!ily durir'̂ -
the 16th and 17th Centuries, ed. by G. Raymond r-eazley 
(New York, 1903; rptd. 1964), I, 91-103. 
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Hawkins escaping v;ith only 200 men in the Minion, and 

Drake, who had earlier been placed in command of the 

Judith, escaping with a small number of men in that ship. 

In Hawkins' 1569 account of his unfortunate and "trouble

some" third voyage, he never mentioned Drake by name, but 

he left the implication that Drake had deserted him at a 

critical moment. During the night after the battle at 

San Juan de Ulua, the two ships got separated, and each 

made its way back to England alone, Drake arriving first. 

In his account of the voyage, Hav/kins wrote, concerning 

this particular incident: 

The most part of the men that were left alive in the 
Jesus (the fleet's flagship), made shift and followed 
the Minion in a small boat, the rest which the little 
boat was not able to receive, were inforced to abide 
the mercie of the Spaniards (which I doubt was very 
little) so with the Minion only and the Judith (a 
small barke of 50 tunne) we escaoed, which barke the 
same night forsooke us in our great miserie. 

(Principall Navigations, VII, 60) 

Two other accounts in Hakluyt that narrate the San 

Juan de Ulua affair are more favorable tovjard Drake. The 

first of these is "A discourse written by one Miles Philips 

Englishman, one of the company put on shoare riorthv:ard of 

Panuco in the V/est Indies by Mr. John Hawkins 1568. . . . 

An. 1582" (VI, 296). Philips, instead of v;riting that 

Drake's ship deserted Hawkins, merely stated that the two 

ships got separated: 

After that the Viceroy, Don Martin Henriques, had 
thus contrary to his faith and promise most cruelly 
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dealt with our Generall master Hawkins, at S. John 
de Ullua, where most of his men were by the 
Spaniards slaine and drowned, and all his ships 
sunke and burned, saving the Minion, and the 
Judith, which was a small barke of fiftie tunne, 
wherein was then Captaine master Francis Drake 
aforesayd: the same night the said barke lost us, 
we being in great necessitie, and inforced to 
remoove with the Minion two bow-shoote from the 
Spanish fleete, where we ankered all that night. 

(VI, 30^-305) 

Philips was one of the Englishmen made prisoner 

by the Spaniards after being put on shore to relieve the 

overcrowded Minion, and his only other significant allu

sion to Drake was his relating to Spanish authorities the 

news he had heard about Drake's landing at Acapulco during 

the circumnavigation (VI, 325-27). At this point. Philips 

had been a hostage in Mexico for ten years. 

The other account of the events at San Juan de 

Ulua is entitled "The travailes of Job Hortop, which Sir 

John Hawkins set on land within the Bay of Mexico, after 

his departure from the Haven of S. John de Ullua in Nueva 

Espanna, the 8. of October I568" (VI, 336). Its author, 

like Miles Philips, was also imprisoned by the Spaniards. 

Hortop had nothing at all to say about Drake's alleged 

desertion of Hawkins, mentioning only that Drake obeyed 

Hawkins in relieving the Minion of some of its men and 

supplies before the battle took place (VI, 3^4). Hortop 

did, however, add more details about Drake's activities 

during the course of the voyage than either Hawkins or 

Philips. He included, for example, Drake's quickly being 

made "master Sc captaine" of a ^rench caravel captured on 
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the way to the Cape Verde Islands (VI, 337); and he 

gave the new captain a large share of the credit, along 

with "captaine Dudley and his souldiers," for a success

ful foray against "seven thousand Negroes" at the tovm of 

Rio Grande in West Africa, with the loss of only one 

man (VI, 339). But Hortop's most important comments 

about the young sea-dog recount Drake's impulsive action 

against the Spaniards at Rio de la Hacha on the Spanish 

Main, concerning which Hortop wrote, 

Hee [Hawkins] sent . . . the Angel and the Judith 
to Rio de Hacha, where we anchored before the town. 
The Spaniards shot three pieces at us from the 
shore, whom we requited with two of ours, and 
shotte through the Governour's house: vre wayed 
anchor, & anchored againe without shot of the 
towne, where we rid five dayes in despite of the 
Spanyards and their shot. 

(VI, 3^0) 

Here Hortop was relating the first of Drake's many aggres

sive actions against the Spaniards, whom Drake detested. 

Undoubtedly, the accounts of both Hortop and Philips place 

Drake in a more favorable light than the narrative of 

Hawkins, who did not mention Drake by name and who also 

implied that Drake had abandoned him. It should be borne 

in mind, however, that the accounts of Philips and Hortop 

were first published in 1582 and 1591 respectively, much 

later than Hawkins' account, which had been published in 

1569. By the time Philips and Hortop were writing, Drake 

had completed his circumnavigation and was rich, famous, 
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and powerful. 

In a previously quoted passage from the prefatory 

letter of the Principall Navigations, "Richard Hakluyt to 

the favourable Reader," the Elizabethan geographer spoke 

of the Nombre de Dios expedition (1572-1573) as "the first 

valiant enterprise of Sir Francis Drake" (I, 10). Although 

Hakluyt's statement is not quite accurate in that Drake 

had been actively reconnoitering and plundering the coast 

of Central America in 1570 and 1571,^ it is true that 

Drake's astounding accomplishment at Nombre de Dios made 

his name noted in England—and notorious in Spain—thus 

marking the culminating event of his early career. In 

spite of the fact that Hakluyt enthusiastically commended 

this early achievement of Drake in his preface, his adapta

tion of the account itself for use in the Principall 

Navigations is disappointing. He merely translated an 

account (to be examined more closely in a later chapter) 

written by Lopez Vaz, a Portuguese vrho vjas captured by the 

English in I586 and whose account puts Drake in a bad light 

as a coward and murderer. Furthermore, though Drake 

returned to England a hero, he was forced to disappear for 

a time, because of the delicate political situation in which 

Julian S. Corbett, Drake and the Tudor Mavy 
(London, I898), I, 420. 

^Henry R. Wagner, Sir Francis Drake's Voyage aro'rrvl 
the World (San Francisco, 1926), p. 10. 
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Queen Elizabeth was trying to avert open hostility v/ith 

Spain. Nothing is known of his activities until he reap

peared in 1575, in the company of V/alter, Earl of Essex, 

who was putting down a rebellion in Ireland. 

But if Elizabeth could not afford openly to ack

nowledge Drake's achievement in Central America, that was 

certainly not her response to his next voyage, the famous 

circumnavigation (1577-1580), which brought Drake to the 

high point of his career and won for him a knighthood in 

the Queen's unprecedented visit to his flagship, the Golden 

Hind. In the Principall Navigations Richard Hakluyt, as 

might be expected, devoted considerable space to narratives 

concerning Drake's great voyage. His preface to the 1589 

edition, "Richard Hakluyt to the favourable Reader," con

tains a statement regarding the voyage that has puzzled 

bibliographers and students of Drake ever since. Hakluyt 

appears to have possessed a full account of the voyage, but, 

as he stated in his prefatory letter, he was reluctant to 

publish it in the 1589 edition: 

I must confess to have taken more then ordinarie 
paines, meaning to have inserted it [an account of 
the voyage] in this worke: but being of late 
(contrary to my expectation) seriously delt v;ithall, 
not to anticipate or prevent another mans paines 
and charge in drawing all the services of that 
worthie Knight into one volume. I have yeelded unto 
those my freindes which pressed me in the matter, 
referring the further knowledge of proceedings to 
those intended discourses. 

(I, 11) 
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Thus, Hakluyt indicated in his prefatory statement that 

some other individual, whose identity cannot be definitely 

determined (though it may have been Francis Fletcher, v/ho 

will be discussed more extensively later), was planning a 

complete account, not only of Drake's circumnavigation but 

also of his other exploits as well. Yet the temptation to 

get Drake's great achievement into his 1589 edition was 

too enticing for the compiler to resist, regardless of his 

apparent deference in the preface. For the majority of 

extant copies of Hakluyt's I589 edition contain an account 

of the voyage (which Hakluyt may have originally printed 

separately) inserted as a gathering of six leaves without 

pagination, usually between signatures 3̂ 13 and 3M̂ i that is, 

pages 6̂ 3 and 6^^, in the original text.^ In the 1598-16OO 

edition of the work this account was reprinted as a delib

erately planned part in essentially the same form as the 

version of 1589, but with a number of changes in details. 

Hakluyt entitled this narrative "The famous voyage of Sir 

Francis Drake into the South sea, and therehence about the 

whole Globe of the earth, begun in the yeere of our Lord, 

1577" (VIII, ^8). He had also included earlier in his 

expanded edition an account of Drake's activities on the 

^Willis Holmes Kerr, "The Treatment of Drake's 
Circumnavigation in Hakluyt' s 'Voyages,' 1589," '̂he Paoers 
of the Bibliographical Society of Anerica, XJ-CXIV (19'^0), 
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coast of California, which he labeled "The course v/hich 

Sir Francis Drake held from the haven of Guatulco in the 

South sea on the backe side of Nueva Espanna, to the North

west of California as far as fourtie three degrees" 

(VI, 2^0). This narrative is merely a section lifted from 

"The Famous Voyage" and changed only slightly in its 

opening paragraphs, apparently in order to correct a minor 

error regarding the landings at the island of Gano and at 
7 

the town of Guatulco in New Spain.' 

"The Famous Voyage" itself, as it appears in the 

1598-I6OO edition of the Principall Navigations, is a 

straightforward, matter-of-fact account of the main events 

of the circumnavigation, with a minimum of emphasis on the 

persons involved. Although Drake is alluded to frequently 

as "our Generall," no attempt is made to delineate his 

nature, to elevate him as a hero, or to reduce him to a 

villain, the narrative being concerned almost wholly with 

external affairs. Only on one occasion did the author— 
o 

whose identity is uncertain —rise to warm praise of Drake, 

this being near the end of the voyage, v/hen the Golden Hind 

ran aground on a reef and seemed in danger of capsizing. 

In this crisis, the narrator revealed that "our Generall as 
"̂ V/agner, p. 2^0. 

^Corbett, I, ̂ 26; \7agner, p. 238. Corbett attributed 
the narrative to Francis Pretty, the author of GavendiGh's 
circumnavigation account; V/agner attributed the account to 
Hakluyt himself, v/ho, according to Wagner, compiled it from 
three or more sources. 

file:///7agner
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hee alwayes hitherto shewed himselfe couragious, and of a 

good confidence in the mercie and protection of God: so 

now he continued in the same, and lest he should seeme to 

perish wilfully, both he, and we did our best indevour to 

save our selves, which it pleased God so to blesse, that 

in the ende v/e cleared our selves most happily of the 

danger" (VIII, 71). On the whole, "The Famous Voyage" 

reads like a log-book or journal arranged chronologically, 

significant dates receiving special emphasis and insigni

ficant ones being omitted altogether. Frequently, the 

narrator would begin a paragraph rather unimaginatively by 

simply stating the day and the month, as in the opening 

sentence: "The 15. day of November, in the yeere of our 

Lord 1577. M. Francis Drake, with a fleet of five ships and 

barkes, and to the number of 16^. men, gentlemen and sailers, 

departed from Plimmouth, giving out his pretended voyage for 

Alexandria" (VIII, ^8). The events themselves, as they un

fold, fall into three natural sections: those taking place 

in the Atlantic Ocean and the Straits of Magellan, those 

taking place on the western coasts of South and North 

America, and those occurring mainly in the Pacific on the 

return voyage around the globe. Probably the most memorable 

incident during the early part of the voyage was the trial 

and execution of Thomas Doughty, a gentleman v/hom Drake had 

met in Ireland and who became a severe threat to his author

ity, "The Famous Voyage" is notably restrained in its 
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treatment of the Doughty affair, simply stating that "our 

Generall began to enquire dilip-ently of the actions of 

M. Thomas Doughty, and found them not to be such as he 

looked for" (VIII, 55)* Doughty, whose case will be more 

closely examined later, was tried and convicted of trea

son, and was sentenced to be executed; yet the narrator 

managed to present both Drake and Doughty favorably. At 

the communion just before Doughty's execution, 

our Generall himselfe accompanied him [parson Fletcher] 
in that holy action: which being done, and the place 
of execution made ready, hee [poughty[ having em
braced our Generall and taken his leave of all the 
companie, with a prayer for the Queenes majestie and 
our realme, in quiet sort laid his head to the 
blocke, where he ended his life. This being done, 
our Generall made divers speaches to the whole com
pany, perswading us to unitie, obedience, love, and 
regard of our voyage. 

(VIII, 55) 

The other significant event in the early part of the voyage 

concerns the passing of the Straits of Magellan, which, 

having been achieved only once prior to Drake's successful 

attempt, was a particularly critical undertaking. Though 

the narrator described the Straits in considerable detail 

and stressed the tortuous nature of the passage, this sec

tion of "The ^̂ 'amous Voyage" is, for the most part, dis

appointing, owing partly to the excessive abruptness and 

choppiness of the paragraphs. The author simply failed to 

convince the reader that Drake's passage through the Straits 

was as difficult as it must, in realitv, have been. 
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The middle section of "The Famous Voyage" con

cerns itself with the most appealing segment of Drake's 

voyage around the world, his successful raids on the 

Spanish colonies in Chile, Peru, New Spain, and his so

journ among the American Indians on the northern Cali

fornia coast. An interesting part of Drake's dealing 

with the Spaniards on the Pacific coast in this particu

lar account is his capture of the Spanish treasure-ship, 

Nuestra Se'nora de la Concepcidn, "called the Cacafuego" 

(or "Shit-fire"). The amount of treasure carried by the 

ship was immense, and the narrator's delight in Drake's 

having captured it appears obvious from the text. He even 

indulged in a rare bit of humor, uncharacteristic of the 

prosaic account, in an anecdote concerning a serving boy 

on the captured ship: 

When this Pilot departed from us, his boy sayde 
thus unto our Generall: Captaine, our ship shall 
be called no more the Cacafuego, but the Caca-
plata, and your ship shall be called the Cacafuego: 
which pretie speach of the Pilots boy ministered 
matter^of laughter to us, both then and long 
after.^ 

(VIII, 61) 

After successfully plundering Spanish treasure from the 

mines of Chile and Peru, as well as considerably damaging 

%he popularity of this amusing story amon^ Drake's 
contemporaries is evidenced by its appearance in Joseph 
Hall's burlesque travel account. The Discovery of a Ilevj 
World (1605). 
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Spanish shipping in the area, Drake moved on to the coast 

of California, evidently checking out the possibility of 

locating a Northwest Passage back to England. He had 

rejected the return through the Straits of Magellan, as the 

"Famous Voyage" reveals, "for two special causes: the one, 

lest the Spaniards should there wait, and attend for him 

in great number and strength. . . . The other cause v/as the 

dangerous situation of the mouth of the Streights in the 

South sea, where continuall stormes raging and blustering, 

, , , he thought it not good to adventure that way" 

(VIII, 62), While anchored in a "good Baye" on the Cali

fornia coast, Drake and his company were visited by a group 

of friendly natives whom "our Generall (according to his 

naturall and accustomed humanitie) courteously intreated" 

(VIII, 63). During his sojourn, the California Indians 

made Drake their king, and he named the land Nova Albion, 

setting up a monument of his being there, "as also of her 

Majesties right and title to the same, namely a plate, 

nailed upon a faire great poste, wherein v/as engraven her 

Majesties name, the day and yeere of our arrivall there, 

. , , together with her highnesse picture and armes, in a 

peece of sixe pence of current English money under the 

plate, wherounder was also written the name of our 

Generall" (VIII, 66-67). 

The latter part of the voyage, across the Pacific 
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to the Philippines and the Moluccas, through the Indian 

Ocean and around the Cape of Good Hope, forms the least 

interesting section of "The Famous Voyage." It narrates 

visits to several islands in the East Indies, Baratavia, 

Java, and' Ternate, where Drake befriended the king; but 

it is distinguished only by the reef episode, already 

alluded to in some detail. Probably the most distin

guishing characteristic of "The Famous Voyage" as a piece 

of voyage literature is its numerous descriptions of the 

flora, fauna, and native inhabitants of various localities. 

These descriptions comprise some of the best written por

tions of the narrative, illustrated, for example, by the 

author's comments on the coconut, which was not commonly 

known in England: 

The tree beareth no leaves nor branches, but 
at the very top the fruit groweth in clusters, hard 
at the top of the stemme of the tree, as big every 
severall fruit as a mans head: but having taken 
'off the utter-most barke, which you shall find to 
be very full of stringes or sinowes, as I may terme 
them, you shall come to a hard shell which may 
hold in quantitie of liquor a pint commonly, or some 
a quart, and some lesse: within that shell of the 
thicknesse of half an inch good, you shall have a 
kinde of harde substance and very white, no lesse 
good and sweete then almonds: within that againe 
a certaine cleare liquor, which being drunke, you 
shall not onely finde it very delicate and sweete, 
but most comfortable and cordiall. 

(VIII, 50-51) 

Even more interesting are the narrator's descriptions of the 

fauna, such as flying fishes and penguins, and of the native 

inhabitants, particularly the California Inriians. These he 
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described in considerable detail, observing that "the men 

go naked, the women take bulrushes, and kembe them after 

the manner of hempe, and thereof make their loose gar

ments, which being knit about their middles, hang down 

about their hippes, having also about their shoulders a 

skinne of Deere, with the haire upon it" (VIII, 63). 

This preoccupation with describing the flora, fauna, and 

aborigines observed during the voyage, which is as ex

tensive as the author's interest in Drake's activities as 

a leader, suggests that Hakluyt had a hand in composing the 

account for publication, for his prefatory letter to the 

Principall Navigations indicates a powerful attraction to 

such matters when he stated that "in the course of this 

history often mention is made of many beastes, birds, fishes, 

serpents, plants, fruits, herbs, rootes, apparell, armour, 

boates, and such other rare and straunge curiosities, which 

wise men take great pleasure to reade of, but much more con

tentment to see" (I, 12 ).•'••'• 

^^Wagner, p. 238. 

•̂ -̂ Three other narratives in the Principall Naviga
tions concern Drake's circumnavigation: Edward Cliffe's 
"The voyage of M. John Winter into the South Sea by the 
Streight of Magellan, in consort v;ith M. Francis Drake" 
(VIII, 87); "The Relation of a Voyage made by a Pilot 
called Nunc da Silva for the Vice-roy of New Spaine" 
(VIII, 15)\ and "A discourse of the V/est Indies and South 
Sea written by Lopez Vaz" (VIII, 153). An examination of 
these accounts v/ill be deferred to later contexts. 
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If Drake was an unacclaimed sea captain in 1572 

and a privateer sailing with secret instructions from the 

Queen at the beginning of his circumnavigation in 1577, 

he had her full and open commission when he set out for 

the West Indies in 1585 with nearly thirty ships and 23OO 

men. Though open war with Spain had not yet been declared, 

Drake's West Indian expedition is usually taken to mark 

the war's commencement, even though it differed only in 

degree from much that had taken place previously.•'•̂  The 

most important account of this highly successful campaign 

against the Spanish was published by Hakluyt as "A summarie 

and true discourse of Sir Francis Drake's West Indian 

voyage, begun in the yeere I585. V/herein were taken the 

cities of Saint lago, Santo Domingo, Cartagena, and the 

towne of Saint Augustine in Florida; Published by M. Thomas 

Gates" (VII, 77). In a separately printed version of the 

account, a dedicatory epistle to Robert Devereux, Earl of 

Essex, explains that the narrative was begun by Captain 

Walter Bigges, to whom it is frequently ascribed, and that, 

after his death, it was finished by "his Lieutenant Maister 

1 ? Croftes, or some other."^ Finally, it was entrusted to 

Gates himself, another officer in the company, for publi

cation. 

^^Corbe t t , I I , 3 . 

13 
-^Walter Bigges , et_ a ]^ . , A Summarie and True Pi re

course of F r a n c i s Drakes ./est I n d i a n '/oyage (London, 1589; 
rptd. Amsterdam, 1969) , S i g . A2r. 
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Written from the soldier's viewpoint—Bigges, 

Croftes, and Gates all serving as officers under the com

mand of the lieutenant-general, Christopher Carlisle,— 

the narrative devotes as much attention to Carlisle as 

it does to Drake. The account opens with enthusiastic 

praise for both leaders, Drake being lauded as "this 

worthy knight [making preparationi] for the service of 

his Prince and countrey," In the following paragraph, 

Carlisle is described as "a man of long experience in the 

warres as well as by sea as land, who had formerly carried 

high offices in both kindes in many fights, which he dis

charged alwaies very happily, and with great good 

reputation" (VII, 11), Considerable attention is given to 

the passionate nature of Drake in an episode from the suc

cessful attack on Santo Domingo, on the island of Hispan-

iola, one of the major objectives of the campaign. After 

Carlisle and his troops had managed to take the town, Drake 

sent a Negro serving boy with a v/hite flag of truce and a 

message to the Spaniards, some of whose soldiers "furiously 

strooke the poor boy thorow the body x̂ îth one of their 

horsemens staves," The boy managed to return to Drake and 

died in his presence, 

wherewith the Generall being greatly passioned, com-
maunded the Provost Martiall, to cause a couple of 
Friers then prisoners, to be caried to the same 
place where the boy was stroken, accompanied with 
sufficient guard of our souldiers, and there pre
sently to be hanged, dispatching at the same 
instant another poore prisoner, vjith this . . . 
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message further, that until the party who had thus 
murdered the Generals messenger were delivered 
into our hands, to receive condigne punishment, 
there should no day passe, wherein there should 
not two prisoners be hanged, until they were all 
consumed which were in our hands. 

(VII, 90-91) 

This emphasis on delineating the personality and character 

of Drake, however, is the exception rather than the rule 

in the Gates account. In the next major battle, the taking 

of Carthagena on the Spanish Main (present-day Colombia), 

Drake was not even mentioned, and Carlisle became the cen

tral character. The narrator was careful to stress 

Carlisle's capable leadership and underscored his bold 

action in the "furious entry" to the town, where "the 

Lieutenant generall slew with his owne hands the chiefe 

Ensigne bearer of the Spaniards, who fought very manfully 

to his lives end" (VII, 95). Even when he set out delib

erately to commend Drake, the author could not resist 

bringing in Carlisle's name for a share of the glory, as 

in the incident at Cape St, Anthony: 

I doe wrong if I should forget the good example of 
the Generall at this place, who to encourage others, 
and to hasten the getting of fresh water aboord the 
ships, tooke no lesse paine himselfe then the 
meanest; as also at S. Domingo, Cartagena, and all 
other places, having alwayes so vigilant a care and 
foresight in the o-ood ordering of his Fleete, accom
panying them, as it is sayde, with such wonderfull 
travell of body, as doubtlesse had he bene the 
meanest person, as hee was the chiefest, he had yet 
deserved the first place of honour: and no lesse 
happy doe we account him, for being associated with 
Master Carliel his Lieutenant generall, by v/hose 
experience, prudent counsell, and gallant performance 
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he atchieved so many and happy enterprises of the 
warre, by vjhom also he v;as very greatly assisted, 
in setting dovme the needfull orders, lawes, and 
course of justice, and the due administration of 
the same upon all occasions. 

(VII, 103) 

It is difficult not to conclude from reading "A Summarie 

and True Discourse" that the real hero of these soldiers 

who composed the account was not Drake, but Christopher 

Carlisle, 

On the v7hole, however, the Gates account is a well 

written and highly readable example of voyage literature, 

one of the better pieces in the Principall Navigations per

taining to Drake, Its literary value clearly surpasses 

the other English account of the V/est Indian campaign, an 

anonymous narrative not printed in Hakluyt entitled "The 

discourse and description of the voyage of Sir Francis Drake 

and Mr, Captain Frobisher set forv/ard the l^th day of 

September, 1585." Compared v;ith "A Summarie and True 

Discourse," the anonymous narrative reads like a dry, 

monotonous log-book account of the voyage, with no individ

ual attention to Drake himself and V7ith too much emphasis 

on unrelated details set down in one-sentence paragraphs, 

as in the following description of Hispaniola: 

Ik _ 
"The discourse and description of the voyage of 

Sir Francis Drake and Mr, Captain Frobisher set forvrard ̂ ,he 
l̂ th day of September, 1585," in Papers Relating to the 
Navy during the Sioanish V/ar, 1585-1'^37, ed. by Sir Julian S. 
Corbett (London, 1898), pp. 1-27. 
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There groweth great abundance of ginger, pepper, 
locusts and strange fruits. 
All this isle is full of vfoods, also there are 

oranges, lemons pomegranates and dates. 
The Spaniards dare not go ten miles' compass for 

fear of the Indians.15 

An even better means of illustrating the literary superi

ority of the Gates account is to compare its treatment of 

the serving-boy episode discussed above with the treatment 

of that episode in the anonymous narrative, which reads: 

Now it chanced that a Spaniard came in near our 
courts [of guard] with his flag of truce on horse
back, and the captain sent a negro boy to talk 
with him, and after they had talked together he 
took his staff and ran the boy through and rode 
away in haste, for he was without our courts of 
guard. 
The next day when the Spaniards came in with 

their flags of truce they were told of it, and they 
said he should be hanged if they might know him, 
but it was not done, \ihen the tovm was taken first 
we took two friars and certain Spaniards, and they 
were kept in prison for to be ransomed, and we by 
consent made a pair of gallows v/ithout the tovm 
where the Spaniards came daily, and hanged the two 
friars in lieu of slaying the negro boy.l^ 

Perhaps this latter account of the incident is more factual 

than the episode as it appears in Hakluyt and thus may be of 

importance to the historian, but it conveys nothing of the 

pathos in the cruel slaying of the Negro boy, of the justi

fiable indignation on the part of Drake, or of his pas-

sionate desire for retribution, all vjhich come through 

vividly in "A Summarie and True Discourse." 

Near the conclusion of the V/est Indian campaign, after 

^^Ibid., p, 18. ^^Ibid., pp. 16-17. 

file:///ihen
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attacking the Spanish fort at St. Augustine, Florida, 

Drake stopped at Sir Walter Ralegh's Roanoke colony in 

Virginia (actually present-day North Carolina), vjhere he 

visited Ralph Lane and the other colonists. Drake's visit 

is recorded in both the Gates narrative and in the anonymous 

account; it also appears in another narrative from Hakluyt, 

"An account of the particularities of the imployments of 

the English men left in Virginia by Sir Richard Greenevill 

under the charge of Master Ralph Lane Generall of the same, 

from the 17. of August 1585. until the 18. of June 1586" 

(VI, 1^1), in V7hich Drake was lavishly praised for his 

liberality, his "commendable maner of government," and for 

his "most honourable actions against the Spaniards" (VI, 

l60, 162). As the three accounts reveal, Drake offered 

the Roanoke colonists two choices: either he would leave ' 

them some boats and supplies, or he v;ould give them passage 

back to England. Lane accepted the first offer and would 

have stayed on, but a "great storme" (VII, 107), apparently 

a hurricane, caused so much damage to Drake's shipping and 

so daunted the colonists' spirits that "Haster Lane with 

those of the chiefest of his company which hee had then 

with him, . . . made request unto the General imder their 

hands, that they might have passage for England: the 

which being graunted, . , . v/e departed from that coast 
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the 18. of June," arriving in England the 28th of July, 

1586 (VII, 108),^"^ 

During 1587, the year following his return from 

the West Indian campaign, Drake "singed the King of Spain's 

beard" by attacking Spanish shipping in the harbor of 

C^iz, as England and Spain drew nearer to openly declared 

war. That this undertaking belongs among the most notable 

achievements at the summit of Drake's career is apparent 

from Hakluyt's giving it prominent mention in his pre

fatory letter to the Principall Navigations (I, 7). He 

also included one brief account of the expedition, though 

it is not a particularly distinguished one, in his com

pilation. The account is headed "A briefe relation of the 

notable service performed by Sir Francis Drake upon the 

Spanish Fleete prepared in the Road of Cadiz: . . , Per

formed in the yeere 1587" and concerns itself mainly with 

cataloguing the number and types of shipping and supplies 

destroyed by the English, which amounted to "30. [ships] 

at the least, being (in our judgement) about 10000. tunnes 

of shipping" (IV, 282). The narrator had very little to 

say about Drake as the leader of the expedition, noting 

only that "over the Fleete she [Queen Elizabeth] appointed 

1 7 
'Another account in the Principall Navigations 

alluding to Drake's V/est Indian campaign is "The Opinion 
of Don Alvaro Bayan. Marques of Santa Cruz, . . . 
touching the armie of Sir Francis Drake lying at the 
Isles of Bayona in Galicia, . . . 1585," in which Bayan 
gave his view of Drake's alternatives and suggested ways 
of countering the offensive (VII, 73-77). 
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Generall sir Francis Drake (of whose manifold former good 

services she had sufficient proofe) to whom she caused ^, 

ships of her Navie royall to be delivered," and that "by 

the assistance of the Almightie, and the invincible courage 

and Industrie of our Generall, this strange and happy enter-

prize was atchieved in one day and two nights, to the great 

astonishment of the King of Spaine" (IV, 281, 283). The 

author did, however, attribute one virtue to Drake that 

nearly all the other narrators of Drake's adventures have 

included—his kind treatment of prisoners. In capturing 

a richly laden Portuguese carrack called the Saint Philip, 

he placed the "people thereof in certaine vessels well fur

nished with victuals, . , , sending them courteously home 

into their Countrey" (IV, 28^), 

In contrast to the highly factual Hakluyt account, 

with its minimum of attention to Drake, is another narrative 

of the expedition, not included in the Principall Naviga

tions, and entitled "The true Discripcion of the last 

voiage of that worthy Captayne, Sir Francis Drake, knight, 

with the service done against the Spanyardes; collected by 

1S 
Robert Leng, gentleman, one of the said voiage," Leng's 

1 P, 

Clarence Hopper, ed., Sir ^rancis Drake's Memorable 
Service Done against the Spaniards in 1587 (London, 186^), 
pp. 1-23, In his introduction Hopper listed a third account 
of the Cadiz voyage, a very brief one "contained in a con
temporary tract preserved in the Grenville Library, and 
asserted to be unique, entitled 'Newes out of the Coasts of 
Spain,' ^-^ Lond,, 1587, (v7hich no doubt v̂ as vrritten by Cap
tain Thomas Fenner, vice-admiral in succession to Captain 
Burrough)" (p, 5). This account is listed unf3er Henry 
Haslop in Pollard and Redgrave's Short-"̂ /itie C'atalogue 
(no, 12926), 
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account is important because he vias perhaps the first 

writer of voyage accounts concerning Drake to think of 

himself as a poet—though a humble one—and of his narra

tive as a literary treatment of Drake's heroic accomplish

ments. He therefore anticipated the later Sir Francis 

Drake Revived and The V/orld Encompassed and approximated 

the effect of Thomas Greepe's commendatory poem on Drake's 

West Indian campaign by identifying Drake with heroic 

19 figures from classical and biblical literature. ^ In his 

prefatory letter "To the Reader" Leng counted himself, though 

somewhat reluctantly, "wanting both learning and skyll in 

armes," among the poets and placed Drake v/ith the great 

heroes, "whose worthy actes may commende hiir. for pollycye 

a seconde Vlisses, for martiall affayres an other Hector, 

20 and for profitable government a new Licurgus." In "The 

Preface" Drake is called a "valyant and fortunate Ghampyon," 

and, in the account itself, Drake is identified not only 

with Ajax, another Greek hero, but the patriarch Moses, 

whose hand was guided by Jehovah Himself: 

But the Allmightye God, knovfinge and seeinge his 
wycked intent pCing Philip's] to ponishe, molest, 
and treble his lytle flock,"the children of Israel, 
hath raysed up a faithfull Moyses for the defence 
of his chosen, and will not suffer his people 

Greepe's poem. 

20 

•'•̂ See infra, pp. 170-73, for a discussion of 

Hopper, p. 12. 
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21 vtterly to fall into the hands of there enimyes. 

The conception of Drake as a hero of epic and biblical 

proportions remains consistent to the conclusion of Leng's 

narrative, where he is compared to Scipio Africanus, 

Hannibal, Achilles, and Hector, 

who, being both barberous and rude men, were taught 
by the lawes of nature to preferr the honor of 
there country before the respect of there lyves. 
And, as the wyse philosopher Solon was wounte to 
say, noe man is borne for him selfe but for his 
countryes cause; so both this faythfull generall 
consyderately performed the office of a Christian 
captaine in scourginge the enimyes of the truth, 
in enrychinge his country, in gevinge generall 
and evident example of vertue to all such as 
valiant courage shall here after annymate or 
styre up to do the lyke.^^ 

Like the account of the voyage in Hakluyt, Leng's 

narrative purports to be a "true discourse," and it includes 

the chief details of the campaign, such as the sacking of 

"Cales" (in the harbor of Ca3.iz), the capture of the Saint 

2? Philip, and Drake's humane freeing of captives; ^ yet it 

differs from the version in the Principall Navigations, not 

only in its consistent elevation of Drake to the rank of a 

-̂ Ibid. . pp. 13, 15-16. Drake apparently con
ceived of himself as a deliverer of his people after the 
fashion of Moses. In a letter to a preacher, Mr. John 
Foxe, concerning the attack on C^diz, he asked Foxe to 
pray for him, "that our present service may take good 
effect as God may be glorified, his church our Q. and 
countreye preserved, and the enemiy of truth utterly 
vanquished, that we may have continev/all peace in 
Israeli" (Hopper, p. 30). 

^^Ibid,, p. 22. ^^rbid. , pp. 12, 1^-1% 18, 21-22 
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Christian hero, but in its conscious attention to style. 

The paragraphs of the Leng account are full, well developed, 

and decorated with rhetorical flourishes, particularly 

toward the eloquent conclusion, which is distinguished 

by its parallel structure, deliberate alliteration, and 

rich imagery, taken primarily from the Bible: 

But this valiant Captayne, leavinge carped service 
to them that seeke the gaynes thereof, hath (to the 
glorye of God, for that all we doe must be referred 
to that sacred purpose,) abayted the courrage of 
the prowde enimye, discovered many secrett practyces 
intended to his sacred and swete prynces, who lyke a 
faithfull mother norisheth her children, defendes 
them from the bloodye myndes of enimyes, and, lyke 
a carefull pastoresse, feedeth her shepe and de
fendes them from the teeth of tearing wolves, who 
sytt barking att the mone, on the mountes of 
Albion, whose tounges the two-edged sworde of our 
Jehova I wyshe to cutt of, and lett his brasen 
rodd bruse the bones of thoise secrett wolves, 
that coutch them safely in the woodes of Saba, and 
lurcke in the wynter amongst the braunches of our 
ceeders, whiche Jehova send prosperytye to his lytle 
England and adde more ages to Elizabeth.^^ 

Leng's "The true Discripcion" constitutes something new and 

different from the more pedestrian narratives in the 

Principall Navigations, for his vrork is the first self

consciously literary voyage account concerning the exploits 

of Sir Francis Drake to appear in England. 

Up to this point, the emphasis has been placed on 

voyage accounts, primarily from Hakluyt's Principall 

Navigations, which concern Drake's rise to fame and his 

activities at the high point of his success; it is now 

^̂ Ibid.. , p. 23. 
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time to examine the voyage accounts from Hakluyt concerning 

the last stage of Drake's career, when fortune began to 

decline for the bold, but aging, adventurer. It is true 

that the Armada campaign of I588 was a climactic event in 

the history of Elizabethan England and that Drake played a 

prominent role in England's victory, serving as vice-

admiral of the navy under Lord Charles Howard of Effingham, 

Yet the account of the famous confrontation in the Principall 

Navigations is more concerned with the heroism of England 

as a whole, united against a common enemy, than with the 

elevating of one hero, even one so renowned as Drake, Never

theless, Drake received his share of praise in the narrative, 

which Hakluyt labeled "The miraculous victory atchieved by 

the English Fleete, under the discreet and happy conduct of 

the right honourable, right prudent, and valiant lord, the 

L. Charles Howard, L, high Admirall of England, &c. Upon 

the Spanish huge Armada sent in the yeere 1588. , , . 

Recorded in Latine by Emanuel van Meteran in the 15. booke 

2 5 
of his history of the low Countreys" (II, 369). According 

%he major authorities for the Armada campaign are 
Petruccio Ubaldino's "Gommentario della impresa fatta contra 
il regno d'Inghilterra dal re Catholico I'anno 1588" and 
A. Ryther's (R. Adams) "A discourse concerning the English 
Fleete invadinge Englande in the yeere 1588 . . . written in 
Italian by P. Ubaldino and translated for A. Ryther." The 
latter was printed in London in 1590 and was translated 
from an earlier version of Ubaldino's narrative, h modern 
translation of Ubaldino's "Gommentario" can be found in 
George P, B, Naish, ed,, "The Spanish Armada," in The Naval 
Miscellany, ed, by Christopher Lloyd (London, 19527̂ ^ 
PP. 30-82. 
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to the Hakluyt account, Drake provided one of the chief 

reasons that King Philip determined to attack England and 

the low countries all at once, since it would be difficult 

"to maintaine a warlike Navie to defend his East and West 

Indie Fleetes, from the English Drake, and from such like 

valiant enemies" (II, 370). Furthermore, when Drake was 

about to capture the crippled ship of Don Pedro de Valdez, 

"Valdez and his company understanding that they were fallen 

into the hands of fortunate Drake, beeing moved with the 

renoume and celebritie of his name, with one consent 

yeelded themselves" (II,'383). Kissing the hands of his 

captor, Valdez complimented the vice-admiral, doubting 

"whether his enimies had more cause to admire him and love 

him for his great, valiant, and prosperous exploites, or to 

dread him for his singular felicitie and wisedom, which ever 

attended upon him in the warres, and by the which hee had 

attained unto so great honour" (II, 38^). But other leaders 

of the English forces, such as Frobisher, Hawkins, and 

Howard, received their share of the glory also, so that no 

one individual dominated the whole action; and the ballad 

appended to the end of the account, which praises the Eng

lish victory, names only tv/o heroes—Queen Elizabeth and 

England itself (II, ^01). 

Although Drake vjas an active participant in 

Elizabethan England's greatest victory, his last two voyages 
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brought him failure, disgrace, and, finally, death. The 

first of these vjas the so-called Drake-Norris expedition 

of 1589, in which Drake, as the commander of the naval 

forces, and Sir John Norris, as the comm.ander of the army, 

were to destroy the remaining ships of the battered Spanish 

Armada gathered on the Biscay coast of Spain. Instead, 

they changed their plans and attacked Corunna, on the north

west coast of Spain, then Lisbon, viith unfortunate results 

to the English forces, who were reduced by about 1,000 men, 

with only about two-thirds of the remaining 9,000 fit for 

26 service. Suffering from sickness and heavy seas, the 

fleet returned to England without attempting an attack on 

the Azores, part of the original plan, and both Drake and 

Norris were charged with disobeying the instructions of the 

Queen. 

The only account of the Drake-Norris expedition in 

Hakluyt's Principall Navigations is an impassioned defense 

of the two generals' conduct, which carries the title of 

"A true discourse written (as is thought) by Colonel 

Antonie V/inkfield emploied in the voiage to Spaine and 

Portugal, 1589 . . . published for the better satisfaction 

of all such as havin-":̂  bene seduced by particular report, 

have entred into conceits tending to the discredite of the 

^^Corbett, II, 3^7. 
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enterprise and actors of the same" (IV, 306). ' In gen

eral, Drake took second place to Norris in this narrative, 

it being written from the military rather than the naval 

point of view. That the author was serving under the com

mand of Norris is apparent from his explanation of the 

strategy at Lisbon: 

The Generals there fully resolved, that the Armie 
should march over land to Lisbone under the conduct 
of Generall Norris; and that Generall Drake should 
meete him in the river thereof with the Fleete. . . . 
Generall Drake, although hee were to passe by Sea, 
yet to make knowen the honorable desire he had of 
taking equall part of all fortunes with us, stood 
upon the ascent of an hill, by the which our 
battalions must of necessity march, and with a 
pleasing kindness tooke his leave severally of the 
Commanders of every regiment, wishing us all most 
happy successe in our journey over the land. 

(IV, 329) 

But the real purpose of the narrator was to defend the con-

duct of both leaders of the unsuccessful campaign, and, by 

implication, his ovm conduct and that of the army as a 

whole. Thus, he justified his polemical tone in his con

cluding remarks with "the necessitie of conserving the 

reputation of the action in generall, & and the honors of 

"̂̂ Except for the addition of a brief address "To the 
Reader," the same account was published separately in 1589 
as "A True Coppie of a Discourse written by a Gentleman, em
ployed in the late Voyage of Spaine and Portugale." The 
work is ascribed in the Short-'^itle Catalogue (no. 6790) to 
Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, who took an active part in 
the campaign, much to the chagrin of Queen Elizabeth. A 
Latin account of the campaign, "Ephemeris expeditionis 
Norreysii & Draki in Lusistaniam," also appeared in 1589, and 
an English version of the Latin work appeared the same 
year, making it difficult to determine which came first. 
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our Generals in particular, . . . the one having by the 

vertue of the other made our country more dreaded & 

renowmed, then any act that every England undertooke 

before" (IV, 35^). 

Such a defense, if it ever reached the ears of the 

Queen, was of little use to Drake. He retired from the 

Court in disgrace and spent the next five years in seclu

sion at his Devonshire estate of Buckland Abbey, near 

Plymouth, where he did at least take an active part in 

local affairs. He was not recalled to service until 1595, 

when Queen Elizabeth commissioned Drake and Hawkins to at

tempt the capture of the Spanish treasure fleet in the V/est 

Indies, hoping that such an action would shorten the pro

longed hostilities between Spain and England. This was the 

last voyage, not only for Drake, but for Sir John Havjkins 

as well, and it also ended in miserable failure. Of the 

three extant English accounts of the final voyage, two were 

included in the Principall Navigations .""̂  The first of 
•I I. I - -* 

these, "The voyage truely discoursed, made by Sir Francis 

Drake, and Sir John Hav;kins, chiefly pretended for some 

speciall service on the Islands and maine of the West 

Indies . . . in the year 1595" (VII, 183), were it not for 

A third im.portant account is Thomas Maynarde' s 
Sir Francis Drake His Voyage, 1595, edited by V/. D, Cooley. 
Maynarde v/as somev/hat negative in his vievj toward both 
Drake and Hawkins; yet, on the v7hole, he exhibited a 
favorable attitude toward the voyage, his account a'̂ reeir;̂  
substantially with the other narratives. 
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the prosaic, matter-of-fact handling of the material, 

could be a moving and powerful narrative, since it treats 

the twilight events of Drake's career in his last, tragic 

voyage—such events as the death of John Hawkins, whom 

Drake had accompanied as a young sea captain in 1568; his 

last attack on Rio de la Hacha, where Drake had first com

mitted aggressive action against the Spaniards; and 

especially the abortive attack on Nombre de Dios, where 

Drake had first made his name a legend more than twenty 

years earlier. In his completely uninspired fashioning of 

promising material, the author supplied only the bare facts 

of Drake's illness and death: 

The 28 [of January] at ^ of the clocke in the morning 
our Generall sir Francis Drake departed this life, 
having bene extremely sicke of a fluxe, which began 
the night before to stop on him. He used some 
speeches at or a little before his death, rising 
and apparelling himselfe, but being brought to bed 
again within one hour died. 

(VII, 19^) 

The other account of the voyage in Hakluyt, Henry 

Savile's "A Libell of Spanish lies written by Don Bernaldino 

Delgadillo de Avellaneda, Generall of the king of Spaines 

Armada, concerning some part of the last voyage of sir 

Francis Drake" (VII, 199), is essentially a defense of the 

military forces under Sir Thomas Baskerville against the 

slurring remarks made in Don Bernaldino's official dispatch 

to Spain, Savile set out to "correct" the erroneous points 

made by Don Bernaldino—two of which related directly to 
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Drake—and to give an account of the action at Isla de 

Pinos near Cuba. Predictably, Savile's translation of the 

original Spanish text, a copy of which latter resides in 

the Museo Naval, Madrid, is a bad one and was silently 

amended by Hakluyt in various places, the result still 

being faulty. The portion of Don Bernaldino's letter 

appearing in Hakluyt's version of Savile's "Libell of 

Spanish Lies" thus differs slightly, though not insigni-

ficantly, from the Spanish original. -̂  The first point 

Savile attacked was the statement in the Spaniard's letter 

that Drake died at Nombre de Dios, to V7hich Savile re

torted: 

For it did ease the stomaches of the timorous Span
iards greatly to heare of the death of him, whose 
life was a scourge and a continuall plague unto 
them. . . . For it had bene suficient to have sayd, 
that Francis Drake was certainly dead, without pub
lishing the lie in print, by naming Nombre de Dios; 
for it is most certaine that Sir Francis Drake 
died twixt the Hand of Escudo, and Puerto Bello. 

(VII, 203) 

In reply to the second point concerning Drake, that he died 

"for very griefe that he had lost so many barkes and men," 

Savile argued that "sir Francis Drake died of the fluxe 

which hee had growen upon him eight dayes before his death, 

and yeelded up his spirit like a Christian to his creator 

quietly in his cabbin" (V̂ II, 203, 20^). As might be 

^^Kenneth R. Andrews, ed. , The Last Vo:̂ age of Drake 
and Hawkins (Cambridge, England, 1972), D. 2'̂ 0". 
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expected, Savile adapted his translation of Don Bern

aldino 's letter to make the Spaniard appear an outrageous 

liar, for five of the six lies with which Savile charged 

him result from mistranslations.^ Yet Savile's heated 

denunciation of Don Bernaldino verges on satire at several 

points—as in the implication that the Spaniard's lengthy 

name sounded like "wordes of conjuration" (VII, 207)—and 

his account makes lively and amusing reading. One could 

wish that his racy narrative had given more attention to 

Drake's role in the voyage, which culminated in a some

what ignominious conclusion to a brilliant and glorious 

career. 

Attempting to assess the literary value of Richard 

Hakluyt's Princiioall Navigations, George B. Parks, in Richard 

Hakluyt and the English Voyagers, devoted an entire chapter 

("The English Epic") to drawing comparisons between Hakluyt's 

work and the epic form,-̂  Taking a cue from J. A. Froude, 

who had described Hakluyt's work as "the prose epic of the 

modern English nation,"-^ Parks attributed to the collection 

what he considered to be three major characteristics of the 

epic. First of all, "an epic must embody a theme of some 

30 Corbett, II, ̂ 57-58; Andrews, p. 2^0. 

-^George B. Parks, Richard Hakluyt and the English 
Voyagers. 2nd ed. , ed. by James A. Williamson (Nev; York, 
1961), pp. 187-99. 

32 Ibid.. p. 187. 
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consequence," which Parks considered to be "the search and 

discovery of the world leading to the radiation of English 

enterprise overseas. It is clear that, like the Iliad, the 

English epic is an unfinished story. "-̂ ^ Secondly, "an epic 

tells a noble story of heroic characters."^ In discussing 

this characteristic. Parks specifically included Drake as 

one of the heroic figures of the Principall Navigations, 

although he considered other figures just as important: 

Enough praise has been given the fighting sea dogs--
the heroes of the Armada and the heroes v;ho singed 
the Spanish beard. They have their sufficient place, 
a Hawkins at bay at Vera Cruz, a Drake and an Oxen-
ham swashbuckling in the Pacific, a Frosbisher and 
an Grenville, as well as a Drake and a Hawkins, 
meeting valiantly a valiant end. But fully as im
portant as these are the explorers: Cabot and 
Chancellor, Jenkinson and Newbery, Frobisher, Davis, 
Cavendish, and many more, adventurers into the 
darkness.^^ 

In the third place, according to Parks, "the epic story is 

infused by its very nature with the mysterious and the 

remote," and he singled out the reception of Drake by the 

California Indians as an outstanding example of this ro

mantic interest.^ Although the characteristics of the epic 

suggested by Parks in Hakluyt's collection of voyages are 

both interesting and provocative, the term "epic" can be 

applied to the Principall Kavigations only in the broadest 

sense of the term. Certainly, Hakluyt's work violates some 

of the most basic principles of the epic form, such as 

^^Ibid., pp. 187, 189. ^^Ibid.. p. 190 

^^Ibid. ^^Ibid.. pp. 197, 199. 



the insistence on a dignified and lofty style. By no 

stretch of the imagination was Hakluyt deliberately at

tempting to construct a prose epic in which one central 

figure would emerge as the embodiment of the virtues which 

the English nation admired most. It is true that Drake 

occupied as prominent a position as anyone in the Princi-pall 

Navigations; yet, for the most part, the voyage accounts 

treating the exploits of Drake tend to subordinate him to 

some other leader closer to the narrator, to praise him 

lavishly at certain points in the account but ignore him 

most of the time, or to give only a prosaic, factual account 

of an achievement, without any attempt at embellishment. 

None of the accounts examined thus far, with the exception 

of Robert Leng's "The true Discripcion of the last voiage 

of . . . Sir Francis Drake," which was not printed in Hakluyt, 

has made a self-conscious literary effort to portray Drake 

as a hero of epic proportions. Though the character of 

Drake was beginning to find a place in English poetry before 

the end of the sixteenth century, it vras not until well into 

the seventeenth century, v;ith the publication of Sir Fraî .nis 

Drake Revived (1626) and The V/orld Encompassed (1628), that 

Drake emerged in English voyage literature as a fully 

realized literary figure. 

A quarter of a century had passed betvreen the pub

lication of the final volumes of Hakluyt's Princi]-all 
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Navigations (1600) and the appearance of Sir Francis Drake 

Revived in 1626,-̂ '̂  This quarter-century belonged to the 

reign of King James I, whose conciliatory policy toward 

Spain tended to discourage fiercely anti-Spanish publica

tions, such as those pertaining to Drake, and resulted in 

the imprisonment and eventual death of another Devonshire 

man. Sir Walter Ralegh, who had ventured boldly against the 

Spaniards in Guiana, But the situation was different, at 

least during the earlier years of Charles I's reign, when 

war with Spain once again erupted, and when Charles and 

Buckingham "were stirring up the country into their la

mentable travesty of the Elizabethan policy."^^ Thus, the 

initial dedication of Sir Francis Drake Revived, composed 

by Drake's nephew. Sir Francis Drake the yoimger, was made 

to none other than Charles himself.-^^ Furthermore, the 

37 
^'A year earlier, in I625, Samuel Purchas' Hakluytus 

Posthumus or Purchas His Pilgrimes was printed at London in 
four volumes. It contained little-changed accounts of Drake's 
circumnavigation (II, 119-^9) and the V/ingfield version of 
the Drake-Norris expedition (XIX, 516-^9). It also contained 
"A briefe Historie of Sir Francis Drake's Voyages" (XVI, 113-
33), an undistinguished summary of Drake's chief voyages, 
taken mainly from William Camden and the accounts in Hakluyt. 

^^Corbett, I, ̂ 21. 

39 
Drake Revi ^ ___ ,.,_._ „ 
and 17th Centuries, ed. by C. Raymond Beazley, II, 223. All 
references to Sir Francis Drake Revived are taken from the 
second volume of this edition and will be cited by page 
number in the text. A second edition was published in 1628 
and has been reprinted in Documents Concerning English Voyages 
to the Spanish Main. 1569-1580, edited by Irene rv. wright. 

"̂  Qir Francis Drake, Bart., et alj , Sir Francis 
Ivecl, in Voyages and Travels Mainly during the I6th 
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title page, which reads, "Sir Francis Drake revived; call

ing on this dull or effeminate Age, to follow his noble 

steps for gold and silver" (p. 221), has a propagandistic 

ring to it. 

Nevertheless, Sir Francis Drake Revived cannot be 

dismissed as a piece of anti-Spanish propaganda; nor can 

it be explained away as a younger relative's attempt to 

preen his own vanity by exaggerating the deeds of the famous 

uncle whose name he bore—though that undoubtedly had some 

part in the publication of the narrative. As a matter of 

fact, just how active a part the younger Drake took in com

posing Sir Francis Drake Revived (and The World Encompassed 

as well) is difficult to determine, for the question of 

authorship is a complex one, as can be seen from the state

ment on the title page that the account was "Faithfully 

taken out of the report of Master Christopher Ceely, Ellis 

Hixom, and others, who were in the same Voyage with him; 

By Philip Nichols, Preacher. Reviewed also by Sir Francis 

Drake himself, before his death; and much holpen and 

enlarged by divers notes, with his o\m. hand, here and there 

inserted. Set forth by Sir Francis Drake, Baronet (his 

nephew) now living" (p. 221). No further allusion is made 

to Philip Nichols, but the "Dedicatory Epistle" to Queen 

Elizabeth is ascribed to "Sir Francis Drake, deceased" in 

its title, is signed by him, and is dated January 1, 1592 
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(pp, 22^-25). Perhaps dissatisfied with his meager showing 

in the accounts of the Armada campaign, Drake appears to 

have been contemplating a complete autobiography, in v/hich 

an account of his successful adventure at Nombre de Dios 
LLQ 

would be the first part. For, in the "Dedicatory Epistle" 

to Elizabeth, he made the statement, "So I have accounted it 

my duty, to present this discourse to Your Majesty, as of 

right; either for itself being the firstfruits of your Ser

vant's pen, or for the matter, being service done to Your 

Majesty by your poor vassal, against your great Enemy" 

(pp. 22^-25). Along these same lines, Drake's nephew had 

written in the immediately preceding Dedication to Charles 

concerning his uncle, "Caesar wrote his ov/n Commentaries; 

and this Doer was partly the Inditor"; but he also added, 

"Your favourable acceptance may encourage my collecting of 

more neglected notes!" (p 223), a statement which attri

butes a large share of the credit to the younger Drake. The 

nephew's comments in his prefatory epistle "To the Courteous 

Reader" also imply that he was instrumental in the composi

tion of the narrative. After briefly reviewing the ad

venturer's early life and brilliant career, he concluded 

passionately: 

I intend not his praise: I strive only to set out 
the oraise of his and our good God: that guided him 
in his truth: and protected him in his courses: My 
ends are to stir thee up to the worship of God, and 

^0 Corbett, II, ̂ 50. 
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service of our King and Country, by his example: 
If anything be worth thy consideration; conclude 
with me, that the Lord only, can do great thin.^s: 

(p. 226) 

Whether Sir Francis Drake the younger, or some other 

individual, was chiefly responsible for the composition and 

publication of Sir Francis Drake Revived, the account it

self, which tells the story of Drake's wild exploits at 

Nombre de Dios in 1572, reads like a fast-moving adventure 

story with particular emphasis on the brilliant leadership 

of Drake, who emerged as a shrev/d, discreet, yet bold, coura

geous, and ultimately magnanimous leader enjoying the bles

sings of God's providence—all this a radical departure from 

Lopez Vaz's portrayal of him in the corresponding account 

from Hakluyt. The first section of the narrative, which 

carries the action through the first attack on the tovm of 

Nombre de Dios, opens with three introductory paragraphs 

more deliberately rhetorical than the narrative proper. These 

defend Drake's anti-Spanish conduct against possible charges 

of piracy as being justifiable acts of vengeance, "For as 

Esop teacheth, even the fly hath her spleen, and the emmet 

is not without her choler; and both together many times find 

means whereby, though the eagle lays her eggs in Jupiter's 

lap, yet by one way or other, she escapeth not requital of 

her wrong done the emmet" (p. 227). The specific wrongs 

alluded to in the introductory paragraphs which drove this 

"English Captain" to avenge himself against "the mighties+ 
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monarch of all the worldl" are enumerated as the incident 

at Rio de la Hacha in the company of John Lovell in I565-

1566 and the incident at San Juan de Ulua in the company 

of John Hawkins, 1567-I568. Also enumerated are the recon

noitering voyages to Central America in 1570 and 1571 "to 

gain such intelligences as might further him, to get some 

amends for his loss" (pp. 227-28). Thus, the subject 

matter of Sir Francis Drake Revived, if the narrative is 

accurate, actually concerns Drake's fifth voyage to the 

V/estern Hemisphere. 

Immediately following the introductory paragraphs, 

the first part of the narrative proper wastes no time getting 

Drake from England to the Atlantic side of the Central Ameri

can coast, where he harbored in a hidden bay east of Nombre 

de Dios, called Port Pheasant. Here he laid plans for his 

attack on the town, the event of central importance in the 

initial section of the account. About two weeks after his 

arrival, with a force of fifty-three men from his own ranks 

and twenty men from the company of a Captain Ranse, who had 

recently joined forces with him, Drake sailed westv;ard up 

the coast in four pinnaces and attacked Nombre de Dios, 

depending on the element of surprise and intending to sack 

the "King's Treasure House" (p. 23B), where the gold and 

precious jewels from South America v/ere regularly delivered 

and stored. He divided his forces into three main companies, 

two of which marched into the town from different directions. 
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making as much noise as possible and frightening the Spanish 

inhabitants, most of whom fled. The bold stroke might have 

succeeded had not the Spaniards regrouped their forces and, 

with the help of reinforcements, retaliated, putting Drake's 

men in fear of losing their pinnaces. Adding to this compli

cation, a sudden shower of rain broke loose and dampened the 

Englishmen's bowstrings and powder. Nevertheless, Drake 

ordered his brother and John Oxenham to break open the King's 

Treasure House, while he and the other men kept the Market 

Place under guard. But, at this point, as Drake stepped 

forward. 

His strength and sight and speech failed him, and he 
began to faint for want of blood, which, as then we 
perceived, had, in great quantity, issued upon the 
sand, out of a wound received in his leg in the first 
encounter, whereby though he felt some pain, yet . . , 
would he not have it known to any, till his fainting, 
against his vjill, bexvrayed it: the blood having 
first filled the very prints which our footsteps made, 
to the greater dismay of all our company, who thought 
it not credible that one man should be able to spare 
so much blood and live. 

(p. 238) 

Completely disheartened at the discovery of Drake's wound, 

and enti:̂ ely against Drake's will, the men "joined alto

gether and with force mingled v/ith fair entreaty, . . . bare 

him aboard his pinnace, and so abandoned a most rich spoil 

for the present, only to preserve their Captain's life: 

and being resolved of him, that while they enjoyed his pre

sence, and had him to comm.and them, they might recover 

wealth sufficient; but if once they lost him, they should 
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hardly be able to recover home" (p. 239). Thus, the initial 

foray against Nombre de Dios ended in comparative failure, 

no treasure of significance being taken and several men 

being wounded, though only one Englishman and one Spaniard 

were slain. Drake's only satisfaction was the flattery of 

the Spanish envoy sent to him after the battle, who, upon 

being courteously dismissed from Drake's presence, commented 

that "he was never so much honoured of any in his life" 

(p. 2^1), 

After this first abortive attack, Drake found it 

necessary to divert attention from himself by making it 

appear as though he had left the area and had turned his 

attention to other ports in the West Indies, such as Carta

gena on the northern Atlantic coast of South America. These 

delaying tactics are narrated in the middle section of Sir 

Francis Drake Revived, which admittedly sags somevrhat while 

Drake was biding his time. The most interesting aspects of 

the middle section are Drake's befriending the Cimaroons— 

the former Negro slaves who had escaped from the Spaniards 

and had united into independent bands—and his various 

strategic acts, vrhich portray him as a shrev7d and careful 

leader, Drake's collaboration with the Cimaroons v/as made 

possible when Diego, one of their number, joined Drake's 

men during his initial attack on Nombre de Dios. The Cima

roons apparently possessed great admiration for the English 

leader, counting it "great joy of his arrival, because they 
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knew him to be an enemy to the Spaniards, not only by his 

late being in Nombre de Dios, but also by his former 

voyages" (p. 250), Drake, however, was cautious toward 

these people at first, shrewdly weighing their speeches 

"with his former intelligences had not only by Negroes, but 

Spaniards also, whereof he was always very careful" (p. 251). 

Later, the leader of the Cimaroons, a man named Pedro, would 

vow his loyalty to Drake by declaring that "he would rather 

die at his foot, than leave him to his enemies" (p. 27^). 

Another example of Drake's shrewd leadership in the 

narrative's middle section was his decision to sink the 

Swan, one of his two ships, so that he could more effectively 

man his pinnaces. Knowing that his men would object to this 

course of action, he had his ship's carpenter, Thomas Moone, 

clandestinely bore three holes in the hull of the ship. The 

next morning, while taking his pinnace out for a fishing 

excursion, Drake called out to the men in the Swan, inno

cently inquiring "why their bark was so deep" (p. 2k5). 

By this time, of course, discovering the leak would be 

impossible, and the Swan was allov/ed to sink, after its sup

plies had been safely transferred to the flagship. Drake 

generously compensated for his duplicity by declaring that 

his brother John, who had been the captain of the Sv/an, 

"should be captain in the admiral," or flagship, and that 

"himself would go in the pinnace, till he could provide him 

some handsome frigate" (pp. 2^5-^6). Both John and a 
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younger brother of Drake's, named Joseph, were to meet 

premature deaths toward the end of the middle section, 

John being slain while attempting to board a Spanish fri

gate, and Joseph dying of the "calenture," a tropical fever, 

"in our Captain's arms" (p. 263). The latter incident, 

potentially moving, loses its effectiveness through the 

narrator's indelicate handling. For, after Joseph's death, 

that the cause of the disease "might be the better dis

cerned, and consequently remedied, to the relief of others, 

by our Captain's appointment he was ripped open by the 

surgeon, who found his liver swollen, his heart as it were 

sodden, and his guts all fair. This was the first and 

last experiment that our Captain made of anatomy in this 

voyage" (p. 263). 

In the third section of Sir Francis Drake Revived 

the action returns again to its fast-moving pace and reaches, 

not only a dramatic climax, in which Drake successfully 

captured the gold he had so diligently been seeking, but an 

emotional climax as well. Combining seventeen of his men 

with a group of thirty Cimaroons, Drake trekked through the 

Panamanian jungles to a location near the town of Panama 

on the Pacific coast, where he planned to make a surprise 

attack on a recua, or mule-train, bearing gold and jewels 

across the isthmus to Nombre de Dios. At the summit of the 

central mountain range which the men v/ere forced to cross, 

Pedro, the Cimaroon leader, directed Drake to a huge tree 
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which he had notched. Climbing to the top of the tree, the 

English captain could look out and see both the Atlantic 

Ocean to the north and the Pacific Ocean to the south, 

much as Balboa had viewed it early in the sixteenth cen

tury. In a scene of great emotional excitement, the inci

dent unfolds: 

After our Captain had ascended to this bower, with 
the chief Cimaroon, and having, as it pleased God, 
at that time, by reason of the brize, a very fair 
day, had seen that sea, of which he had heard such 
golden reports: he "besought Almighty God of His 
goodness, to give him life and leave to sail once 
in an English ship, in that sea:" And then calling 
up all the rest of our men, he acquainted John 
Oxnam especially with this his petition and purpose, 
if it would please God to grant him that happiness. 
Who understanding it, presently protested, that 
"unless our Captain did beat him from his company, 
he would follow him, by God's grace!" 

(p. 269) 

This powerfully narrated climactic scene is follov/ed up, how

ever, by a second abortive attempt on the Spanish gold; for, 

although Drake had successfully laid his ambush on the 

narrow passage just outside Venta Cruces (a small settle

ment near Panama), one of his men, named Robert Pike, 

"having drunken too much aqua vitae without water" (p. 272), 

stood up prematurely and revealed the presence of the Eng

lishmen, Warned of the ambush, the Spaniards held back the 

richly laden recua. and a decoy of baggage and victuals was 

sent through, which Drake and his men mistakenly attacked. 

Thus, after storming through Venta Cruces in retreat, Drake 

was forced to return empty-handed to his hiding T̂ lace on 
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the Atlantic coast. Once again, he had to bide his time 

until, joined by a French captain named Guillame de Tetu, 

he was ready to make his third, and successful, attempt on 

the Spanish treasure. 

This time the course of action was similar to the 

preceding ambush, but the scene was laid close to Nombre de 

Dios, in order to avoid the long march through the Pana

manian jungle. In this attack, fortunately for Drake, there 

was no bungling on the part of Robert Pike (his fate is not 

revealed in the account) or any other, and three recuas 

totalling 190 mules were taken. The Englishmen were able to 

carry away only the gold, and they buried several tons of 

silver, which was later recovered by the Spaniards. Then 

follows the dramatic climax to the narrative, one of the 

most incredible episodes in all of the Drake literature. 

Returning to the Chagres River, where Drake and his men 

were supposed to meet the pinnaces, Drake discovered that 

the boats had not been able to reach the rendezvous point 

and were nowhere in sight. His men becoming panicky, the 

captain encouraged them with the idea to construct a raft 

from logs in the river and set out to search for the pin

naces. The raft was hurriedly constructed, with a biscuit 

sack for a sail and a make-shift oar for a rudder. After 

a short speech of encouragement, and with three volunteers, 

Drake, "in this manner pulling off to the sea, . . . sailed 

some three leagues, sitting up to the waste continually in 
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water, and at every surge of the wave to the arm-pits, for 

the space of six hours, upon this raft: what with the 

parching of the sun and what with the beating of the salt 

water, they had all of them their skins much fretted away" 

(pp, 288-89), At length, however, "God gave them the sight 

of two pinnaces," and, after being taken aboard, Drake was 

anxiously asked by his rescuers, "'How all his company did?' 

he answered coldly, 'Weill' They all doubted that all went 

scarce well. But he willing to rid all doubts, and fill 

them with joy, took out of his bosom a quoit of gold, thank

ing God that 'our voyage was made:'" (p. 289). About four 

months after the voyage had thus been "made," on August 9, 

1573, Drake put into port at Plymouth while church services 

were in session, "at what time, the news of our Captain's 

return brought unto his, did so speedily pass over all the 

church, and surpass their minds with desire and delight to 

see him, that very few or none remained with the Preacher. 

All hastening to see the evidence of God's love and blessing 

towards our Gracious Queen and country, by the fruit of our 

Captain's labour and success" (p. 29^). 

Of major importance in analyzing Drake as the central 

character of Sir Francis Drake Revived is the fact that, in 

contrast to most of the earlier narratives, he dominated the 

action throughout. Several other strong figures played 

important roles in the work—such as Captain Ranse, who 
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abandoned Drake; the Frenchman Tetu, who was slain by the 

Spaniards in the last foray; and especially John Oxenham, 

another swashbuckling figure whose later exploits in Panama 

and eventual death at the hands of the Spanish authorities 

are the subject of separate accounts. But the stature of 

Drake so overshadows these personalities that they remain 

undistinguished figures in the background. The action of 

the narrative is unified around the movements of Drake to 

the point that the narrator even minimized the usual emphasis 

on descriptions of flora, fauna, and the native inhabitants. 

There are a few interesting descriptions in the course of 

the narrative—the huge mahogany trees (pp. 231-32), the 

mosquitoes (pp. 2^7-^8), the Cimaroons (p. 267)—but these 

are the exception rather than the rule, the explanation being 

supplied at the conclusion that "many strange birds, beasts, 

and fishes, besides fruits, trees, plants, and the like, were 

seen and observed of us in this journey, which willingly we 

pretermit as hastening to the end of our voyage" (p. 29^). 

But most important, the myth-making faculty appears to have 

been actively at work in the final compiler of Sir Francis 

Drake Revived, for Drake emerged more as a literary figure 

larger than life than as a historical personage. This is 

particularly true of such passages as the climactic raft 

episode, which was undoubtedly embellished to make Drake 

^^One example is Lopez Vaz's account in Hakluyt's 
Principall Navigations, VII, 6^-68. 
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appear more heroic, though Julian Corbett insisted that it 
. , k? 

must have been factual. 

Furthermore, Drake is portrayed not only as a 

shrewd and careful leader, virtues previously discussed, 

but as a kind, generous, and ultimately magnanimous indi

vidual. Drake's kindness appears most clearly in his 

treatment of captives. Not only would he release them 

unharmed, but he would protect them against "the deadly 

hatred of the Cimaroons; who sought daily by all means they 

could, to get them of our Captain, that they might cut their 

throats, to revenge their wrongs and injuries which the 

Spanish nation had done them: but our Captain persuaded 

them not to touch them, or give them ill countenance, 

while they were in his charge" (p. 26^). On one occasion, 

in the retreat through Venta Cruces, Drake even found time 

to stop and comfort "three gentlewomen which had lately been 

delivered of children there" (p. 276), assuring them that 

he and his men would do them no harm. His generosity is 

revealed especially in his conduct toward the Cimaroons, 

who had served him with great loyalty. A day or tv/o before 

his departure, the captain "willed Pedro and three of the 

chiefest of the Cimaroons to go through both his frigates, 

to see what they liked; promising to give it to them, what

soever it were, so it were not so necessary as that he could 

k2 Corbett, I, ̂ 23. 
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not return into England without it" (p. 292), 

Finally, Drake is described as possessing the highest 

of Renaissance virtues—magnanimity. The term is specifi

cally applied to Drake in his visit to the Cimaroon capital 

on his way to Panama, The Negroes invited him to spend 

several days with them, promising to double his company of 

men with reinforcements; but he refused, replying that it 

was time to continue his journey and that he needed no more 

men, "'although he might have presently twenty times as 

much:' Which they took as proceeding not only from kindness, 

but also from magnanimity" (p. 268), After his voyage had 

been "made," Drake was offered four quoits of gold by Pedro 

as a token of the Negro leader's gratitude. But the English

man refused to accept it as his own and had it included with 

the rest of the treasure, magnanimously explaining that "'if 

he had not been set forth to that place, he had not attained 

such a commodity, and therefore it was just that they which 

bare part with him of his burden in setting him to sea, 

should enjoy the proportion of his benefit whatsoever at 

his return'" (p. 293). 

It is hardly likely that Drake could have possessed 

all the virtues attributed to him in Sir Francis Drake 

Revived, and no mention is made at all of his faults. The 

point is even reached when one of the Frenchmen, who had 

escaped from the Spaniards after Tet^ had been slain, sank 
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to his knees, "blessing God for the time, 'that ever our 

Captain was born; who now, beyond all his hopes, was become 

his deliverer'" (p, 290), Actually, one could argue that 

Drake ruthlessly sacrificed over half his crew—including 

two brothers—to a monomaniacal obsession for wealth and 

fame. Yet for his nephew and the other men who contri

buted to the final version of the account, Drake must have 

represented the epitome of Elizabethan heroism. Their 

embellishment of his early adventures at Nombre de Dios 

was therefore designed as a stirring challenge "to follow 

his noble steps for gold and silver." 

The World Encompassed (1628), the culmination of the 

voyage accounts concerning Sir Francis Drake, must have been 

intended as a continuation of Sir Francis Drake Revived, for 

the title-page reads, "The World Encompassed By Sir Francis 

Drake, Being his next voyage to that to Nombre de Dios 

formerly imprinted," It also bears the younger Sir Francis 

Drake's authorization in a dedicatory epistle to Robert, 

Earl of Warwich, -̂  which Wagner considered to be the nephew's 

only contribution to the publication of The World Encom

passed. Actually, as in the case of Sir Francis Drake 

Revived, the authorship of The World Encompassed is 

•̂  [Sir Francis Drake, Bart., et. alTj , The World 
Encompassed by Sir Francis Drake (London, 1028; rptd. 
Amsterdam, 1969), Sig. A2r-2v. All references to The Worli 
Encompassed will be cited by page number in the text. 

kk r^n /" 
Wagner, p. 286. 
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difficult to determine. On the title-page an explanation 

is given that material for the narrative was "carefully 

collected out of the notes of Master Francis Fletcher 

Preacher in this imployment, and divers others of his 

[[Drake's} followers in the same," indicating that the 

accoiint is a compilation from several different sources, 

Wagner judiciously theorized that the first part of the 

work was probably compiled from the Fletcher manuscript and 

the account by Edward Cliffe printed in Hakluyt, the second 

part being compiled from unknown sources, though a revised 

version of Fletcher's account, not extant, was almost cer

tainly used. Concerning the identity of the author, Wagner 

concluded, "Who the compiler was we do not know; probably 

he was the individual who compiled Sir Francis Drake 
LLC 

Revived, which had been published in 1626." -̂  

Much in the manner of Sir Francis Drake Revived, 

The World Encompassed opens with four stylistically elaborate 

introductory paragraphs commending the achievement of Drake. 

In contrast, where the earlier narrative had introduced 

Drake as an insignificant English captain whose desire for 

vengeance drove him to heroic action, in the latter account 

Drake has already earned his place among the "heroicall 

spirits" who have attempted the circumnavigation of the 

globe (p. 1), This emphasis on the heroic nature of Drake 

^^Ibid., p. 289. 
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is further augmented in the introductory paragraphs by 

comparing his achievement to that of other voyages, both 

mythical and historical: 

And therefore that valiant enterprise, accom
panied with happy successe, which that right rare 
and thrice worthy Captaine Francis Drake atchieved, 
in first turning up a furrow about the whole world, 
doth not onely overmatch the ancient Argonautes, 
but also outreacheth in many respects, that noble 
mariner Magellanus and by farre surpasseth his 
crovmed victory. But hereof let posterity judge. 

(p. 2) 

The narrative proper of The World Encompassed 

recounts the same events as those contained in "The Famous 

Voyage" from Hakluyt's Principall Navigations—Drake's pas

sage across the Atlantic through the dangerous Straits of 

Magellan, his plunder of the Spanish settlements and shipping 

along the Pacific coast of South America and Mexico, his 

sojourn among the California Indians, and, finally, his 

passage across the Pacific Ocean around the Cape of Good 

Hope and back to England. It expands these events, however, 

to several times the length of "The Famous Voyage" by adding 

new details and descriptions, though these are never allowed 

to obscure the central position of Drake, as had been the 

tendency in the Hakluyt account. Particular attention is 

given to describing, not only various native groups, but 

such bizarre creatures as ostriches (p. 19), llamas (p. 56), 

glow-worms (p. 96), and the fascinating flying fish, which 

seems to have intrigued the entire crew, the narrator 
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remarking that "among the many strange creatures which we 

sawe, we tooke heedful notice of one, as strange as any; 

to wit, the flying fish" (p. 13). In addition to embel

lishing the descriptive details of the voyage, the narrator 

embellished the character of Drake as well, around whom the 

action of the voyage revolved. That the author was 

mythicizing Drake into the central hero of an exciting 

adventure story is easier to perceive than in Sir Francis 

Drake Revived, because several independent accounts of the 

circumnavigation have survived with which the events, as 

they are narrated in The World Encompassed, can be compared. 

The most important of these separate narratives, besides 

"The Famous Voyage," are the manuscript notes of Francis 

Fletcher, the manuscript narrative of John Cooke, and 

Edward Cliffe's account of the voyage from the Principall 

k6 Navigations. 

The most instructive example of this process of 

myth making in The World Encompassed appears in the trial 

and execution of Thomas Doughty near the Straits of 

Magellan, one of the most controversial events in the entire 

k6 
Another less important English account of the 

circumnavigation is an anonymous narrative sometimes attri
buted to William Legge, reprinted in Wagner, pp. 26^-85. 
Allusions, sometimes rather lengthy, to Drake's voyage also 
appeared in the 1592 edition of John Stow's Annales_, Thomas 
Blundeville's Exercises (159^), John Davis' Worldes Hydro-
graphical Discription (1595), and William Camden's '̂ he True 
and Royall History of the famous Empresse Elizabeth (1615» 
1625). All these allusions are reprinted in Wagner, pp. 
303-23. 
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voyage. In the 1628 account of the episode Drake came off 

as an innocent would-be victim of Thomas Doughty's malice, 

which was purportedly aimed at raising a mutiny and sabo

taging the voyage. According to The World Encompassed. 

Drake had been warned of Doughty's treachery before leaving 

England but had refused to accept such accusations against 

"a person whom he loved so deerely, , . . and therefore, 

he did not onely continue (to this suspected & accused per

son) al countenance, credit, and courtesies, which he was 

wont to shew & give him; but encreased them, using him in a 

manner as another himselfe, and as his most inmost friend" 

(p. 29). But, as Doughty»s malice seemed to grow more and 

more extreme every day, it became necessary for Drake to 

take away his position, to imprison him, and finally to bring 

him to trial, during which "Proofes were required and al-

leaged, so many, and so evident, that the gentleman himselfe, 

stricken with remorse of his inconsiderate and unkinde 

dealing, acknowledged himselfe to have deserved death, yea 

many deaths" (p. 30), Overcome with emotion at this con

fession, "the generall , , . withdrewe himselfe, as not able 

to conceale his tender affection" (p. 31), while the jury 

of forty men found Doughty guilty and sentenced him to death. 

Drake, however, offered Doughty a choice, "whether he would 

take, to be executed in this Hand? or to be sett aland on 

the maine? or returne to England, there to answer his deed 

before the Lords of her maiesties Councell?" (p. 31). 
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Doughty humbly thanked his captain, but replied that he 

could not bear the shame of being tried in England and 

that the most just course of action would be to execute 

him here and now. Then follows a highly dramatic scene 

in which the communion was celebrated, the general him

self taking part "with this condemned penitent gentleman; 

who shewed great tokens of a contrite and repentant heart, 

as who was more deepely displeased with his owne act, then 

any man else" (p, 32), Afterwards, the two men dined to

gether, Doughty sitting at the same table with Drake, "each 

cheering up the other, and taking their leave, by drinking 

each to other, as if some journey only had been in hand" 

(p. 32). The repast completed, and without further adieu. 

Doughty was beheaded in the fashion proper for a gentleman, 

leaving to the fleet "a lamentable example of a goodly 

gentleman, who in seeking advancement unfit for him, cast 

away himselfe" (p. 33). In this unpleasant affair, then, 

as the author of The World Encompassed treated it, Drake 

emerged as white as snow, and Doughty, though commendable 

in his noble death, was entirely at fault in his conduct. 

Almost the opposite conclusion is reached in the 

narrative written by John Cooke, who, in the company of 

John Winter, one of Drake's captains, sailed back to Eng

land after getting separated from the fleet at the Straits 

of Magellan. Virtually ignoring other aspects of the 
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voyage, Cooke wrote an impassioned defense of Thomas 

Doughty against Drake, whom he condemned as a "tyrannous 

k7 
and cruell tirant." ^ In direct contrast to The World 

Encompassed. Cooke took advantage of every opportunity to 

praise Doughty as a "carefull" leader and a "good sowldier," 

reducing Drake to the role of villain. According to Cooke, 

Drake even accused Doughty of witchcraft, "our Generall . . 

terming hym a coniurer and witche, and, at any tyme when he 

had any foule wethar, he would say that Thomas Doughty was 

the occasyoner thereof, and wolde say that it came out of 
kP> 

Tom Doughty's capcase." Doughty's woes thus "dyd daylye 

increase thrugh this tiranycall government," until the 

point was reached when Drake "spewyd oute agaynst Thomas 

Dowghty all his venome, . . . for here he mordered hym that 

yf he had well loked into hymself had bene a more sure and 

stedfast frend unto hym than evar was Pythias to his frind 

Damon. " ^ 

Between these two polar accounts of the Doughty 

affair, as they are presented in The World Encompassed and 

"John Cooke's Narrative," are the more objective—or at 

least more noncommital—versions in "The Famous Voyage,"-' 

^7John Cooke, "John Cooke's Narrative," in The 
World Encom.passed and Analogous Contemporary Documents, 
ed. by N. M. Penzer (New York, 1926; rptd. 1969), p. 1^^. 

^^Ibid., p. 1^9 ^^Ibid., pp. 153, 15^-55. 

5Qsupra. p. 19. 
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Edward Cliffe's story (also from Hakluyt), and the manu

script notes of Francis Fletcher, Cliffe, like Cooke, 

sailed with John Winter and was forced to return with him 

to England, His account, "The voyage of M, John Winter 

into the South sea by the Streight of Magellan, in consort 

with M, Francis Drake, begun in the yeere 1577," indicates 

that Winter compelled the crew to return to England against 

51 their will,^ Concerning the trial and execution of Thomas 

Doughty, Cliffe merely wrote, "The last of June M, Thomas 

Doughty was brought to his answere, was accused, and con

victed of certaine articles, and by M. Drake condemned. He 

was beheaded the 2 of July 1578, whose body was buried in 

52 the said island, neer to them which were slaine."^ This 

is all Cliffe had to say about the matter, although he 

implied that Drake took an active role in sentencing Doughty 

to death. 

Much more informative is yet another version of the 

affair in Francis Fletcher's notes on the first part of the 

voyage. The author of The World Encompassed claimed to 

have taken his material chiefly from Fletcher's notes, but 

the two accounts of the Doughty affair differ radically, 

Fletcher's notes do not make a villain of Drake, as Cooke's 

narrative had done; yet neither do they commend his conduct 

^^Hakluyt, VIII, 97. ^^Ibid.. p. 95 
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in the affair. Further, they portray Doughty as something 

of a martyr: 

How trew it was wherewith they charged him upon their 
Oathes I know not but he utterly denyed it upon his 
Salvation at the houre of comunicateing the sacramt 
of the body & blood of Christ & at the houre & 
Moment of his death affirmeing that he v/as inocent 
of such things whereof he was accused Judged k 
sufferd death for. Oft whom I must needs testifye 
the truth for the good things of God I found in him 
in the tyme we were Conversant & Especially in the 
tyme of his afflictions & trouble till he yeilded^^ 
up the spirit to God I doubt not to immortallity, ̂-̂  

Somewhere in the confusion of these contradictory accounts 

the facts of the Doughty affair probably reside. Perhaps 

Francis Fletcher came closest to the truth in lamenting the 

episode as a tragic event that could have been avoided, even 

though he has been accused of hostility toward Drake.-^^ 

Whatever the facts of the incident may have been, it is ob

vious that the author of The World Encompassed freely edited 

his material in order to present Drake in the best possible 

light. 

For the most part, then, the compiler of The World 

Encompassed has embroidered the earlier accounts, such as 

"The Famous Voyage," Francis Fletcher's notes, Edward Cliffe's 

narrative, and even John Cooke's version (which is fiercely 

anti-Drake), into the story of a great leader who possessed 

-̂̂ Francis Fletcher, "Francis Fletcher's Notes," in 
The World Encompassed and Analagous Contemporary Documents, 
P. 125. 

^^Corbett, I, ̂ 25. 
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the same heroic qualities exhibited in Sir Francis Drake 

Revived. Not only was Drake magnanimous, as portrayed in 

the Doughty affair, he also displayed brilliant leader

ship in times of crisis, taking great interest in the 

welfare of his men. Where Fletcher had given God the 

credit for putting in "the Generalls hart" the idea of 

using "Targetts" (shields) to defend against the arrows 

of savage natives,^^ the narrator of The World Encompassed 

gave credit to Drake himself: 

In this extremitie, if our generall had not beene 
both expert in such affaires, able to judge, and 
give present direction in the danger thereof, and 
had not valiantly thrust himselfe into the dance, 
against these monsters, there had no one of our men, 
that there were landed, escaped with life. 

(p. 27) 

In addition to Drake's brilliant leadership and constant con-

cem for his men, which are traits reiterated throughout 

the narrative, he is also portrayed as kind, not only in his 

treatment of Spanish and Portuguese captives, but in his 

treatment of the Indians. Even in the incident just alluded 

to, when the master gunner of his flagship was brutally 

slain, Drake refused to take vengeance against the ignorant 

savages, choosing rather "to depart, then to take further 

revenge of them, which now he might, by reason of his 

wounded m.an, whom for many good parts he loved dearely" 

(p. 27), and who presently died. Instead, the blame for 

the native's hostility is constantly laid at the feet of the 

^^Fletcher, p. 12^. 
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Spaniards, whose "bloody and most tirannous oppression" 

has made the savages "more monstrous in minde and manners, 

then they are in body" (pp. 28, ^8). 

Drake's kindness toward the natives is epitomized 

in his conduct among the California Indians. Completely 

awed by the presence of the English captain, "they thought 

themselves neerest unto God, when they sate or stood next 

to him" (p. 71), They begged him to become their king, and 

he accepted in the name of Queen Elizabeth, so that "the 

great and chiefe god was now become their god, their king 

and patron" (p, 16), Yet, as the episode progresses, Drake 

fulfilled more of a paternal role toward the Indians than 

a regal one. For the "generall (of whom they made account 

as of a father) was faine to performe the office of a father 

to them, relieving them with such victualls, as we had pro

vided for our selves, as, muscles, scales, and such like, 

wherein they tooke exceeding much content" (p. 79). 

Thus, the Francis Drake of The VJorld Encompassed, 

like the central character of Sir Francis Drake Revived, has 

become a larger-than-life figure who could do no wrong, con

tinually favored by the providence of God. The author did 

not even attempt to defend Drake's anti-Spanish conduct, 

both in the Atlantic and the Pacific, as justifiable acts 

of revenge; he merely laughed them off through an amusing 

application of humorous understatement. For example. 
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sailing along the coast of Chile in search of fresh water, 

the Englishmen had the good fortune to come across a 

sleeping Spaniard who was supposed to be guarding thirteen 

bars of silver. The crew "would not (could wee have 

chosen) have awaked him of his nappe: but seeing we, 

against our wills, did him that injury, we freed him of 

his charge, which otherwise would have kept him waking, 

and so left him to take out (if it pleased him) the other 

part of his sleepe, in more security" (pp. 5^-55)• A short 

time later they encountered a Spaniard driving eight llamas 

burdened with bags of silver. The men were unable to 

"indure to see a gentleman Spaniard turnd carrier so; and 

therefore without entreaty, we offered our service, and 

became drovers" (p. 55)t directing the llamas, of course, to 

their boats. As Drake sailed on to Lima, Peru, the narra

tive facetiously relates "a kindness" done by him to Captain 

San Juan de Ant(̂ n, "in freeing him of the care of those 

things with which his ship was loaden" (p. 59). Oddly 

enough, the narrator failed to take advantage of the amusing 

"Cacafuego" story as it had been recounted in "The Famous 

56 Voyage,"^ explaining only that "we found her indeed to be 

the Cacafuego; though before we left her, she were new named 

by a boy of her owne the Cacaplata" (p. 59). But one of the 

best examples of the irony of understatement in describing 

^%upra. p. 20. 
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Drake's plunder occurs in an episode at Guatulco on the 

western coast of Mexico, where a pot full of "ryalls of 

plate" was taken, "together with a chaine of gold, and 

some other iewells, which we intreated a gentleman Span

iard to leave behinde him, as he was flying out of to\>me" 

(p. 62). 

It should be apparent from the preceding discus

sion of Sir Francis Drake Revived and The World Encompassed 

that the two narratives possess greater literary than 

historical significance; in fact, the lack of historical 

accuracy—particularly in the latter account—has been duly 

noted by the historians.^' On the other hand, perhaps the 

chief literary merit of both works is their highly realized 

sense of unity, a characteristic lamentably absent in most 

of the earlier and more reliable voyage accounts. Sir 

Francis Drake Revived is especially distinguished by its use 

of climactic passages which tend to break the action into 

separate parts that contribute the impression of a beginning, 

a middle, and an end and avoid the monotony of unvaried 

movement. Predominantly, the two accounts achieve unity 

by subordinating all less important matters to one central 

concern, the delineation of Sir Francis Drake as a heroic 

figure. Where this all-absorbing interest in Drake's 

character had been obscured in the earlier accounts by 

^'^Corbett, I, 251, 258; Wagner, pp. 286, 287. 
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preoccupation with natural description, as in "The Famous 

Voyage," or in the accomplishments of some other figure, 

as those of Christopher Carlisle in the Gates version of 

the West Indian campaign, these are kept to a minimum in 

the two later narratives so that the reader never loses 

sight of Drake as the dominating figure in the action. That 

Drake metamorphosed from a historical personage into a fully 

realized literary figure of heroic proportions in Sir Francis 

Drake Revived and The World Encompassed has been recognized 

even by the historians of Drake, Corbett comparing the more 

romantic events of Sir Francis Drake Revived to something 

that Defoe or Stevenson might have invented, and Wagner 

stating that the work attributed to Drake audacity, boldness, 

and unscrupulousness, combined with a cautiousness that pre

vented his taking unnecessary chances—an almost impossible 

combination of virtues.^ This mythologizing of Drake into 

a heroic figure of voyage literature was to be carried one 

step further, late in the seventeenth century, in a kind of 

epic biography by a London bookseller named Nathaniel Crouch, 

who wrote under the pseudonym of Robert Burton. It is 

entirely appropriate, moreover, considering the direction 

in which the voyage literature pertaining to Drake had 

58corbett, I, ̂ 23; Wagner, p. 12. 
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As the culmination of seventeenth-century voyage 

accounts pertaining to Drake, Crouch's work (1687) is 

based primarily on a later edition of Sir Francis Drake 

Revived, which had been published in I653 and which had at

tempted to treat Drake's career more comprehensively by 

combining in one volume Sir Francis Drake Revived. The World 

Encompassed. "A Summary and True Discourse of Sir Francis 

Drake's West Indian Voyage" (1585), and "A Full Relation of 

Another Voyage into the West Indies Made by Sir Francis 

Drake" (1595).^^ In addition. Crouch added details which he 

had taken largely from Thomas Fuller's biographical account 

of Drake in the 16^2 edition of The Holy State, and he 

turned to Hakluyt's Principall Navigations for his account 

of Drake's participation in the Armada campaign of I588, 

The English Heroe is thus significant, not because it was 

the first work to treat Drake's career comprehensively, for 

Fuller had done that with greater literary acumen—although 

^^The full title of Crouch's account reads: "The 
English Heroe: or. Sir Francis Drake Revived. Being a full 
account of the Dangerous Voyages, Admirable Adventures, 
Notable Discoveries, and Magnanimous Atchievements of 
that Valiant and Renovmed Commander." 

^^Still later editions of the 1653 collection 
appeared in 1682 and I690, 
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much more briefly—in 164-2, Furthermore, the I653 edi

tion of Sir Francis Drake Revived is a comprehensive 

62 treatment of the chief events in Drake's career. What 

distinguishes Crouch's narrative is that he treated his 

subject with much greater elaboration than Fuller and other 

earlier writers had done, and he unified his material into 

a swift moving whole consisting of chapters, in contrast 

to the four separate narratives of the 1653 edition of 

Sir Francis Drake Revived, which were simply bound together 

into one volume without any attempt to supply transitional 

material. And, more important, throughout his narrative 

Crouch achieved unity by constantly holding Drake up as the 

model of conduct introduced in the "Epistle to the Reader": 

Among those Gallant Adventurers |jthe voyagers^ none 
is more renowned than our present Heroe Sir Francis 
Drake, who may be a Pattern to stir up all Heroick 
and active Spirits in these days to benefit their 
Prince and Countrey, and immortalize their names by 
the like Noble attempts, who by first turning up a 
furrow about the World hath exceeded all that went 
before him,63 

A closer examination of The English Heroe will more clearly 

illustrate Crouch's achievement. 

^^Thomas Fuller, "The Life of Sir Francis Drake," 
in The Holy State, ed, by Maximillian Graff Walten (New 
York, 1966), II, 132-41. 

^^An additional account which briefly treats 
the main events in Drake's career is Crouch's The English 
Empire in America (I685). 

63Nathaniel Crouch, The English Heroe (London, 
1687), Sig. A2v. 
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The first three chapters concerning "this famous 

Sea-Captain and our present Heroe" are taken essentially 

from the I653 edition of Sir Francis Drake Revived, although 

the details concerning Drake's birth and early life are 

based at least partially on Fuller's biography in The Holy 

State, a fact made evident by Crouch's echoing Fuller's 

statement that Drake was "almost the first of those that 

made a thorow-light through the world," as well as in other 

similarities in the wording of the two narratives, ^ Fur

thermore, Crouch phrased the material from the 1653 edition 

in his own words, leaving out many of the technical details 

and descriptive passages, thus speeding up the pace of the 

narrative. Crouch followed this procedure throughout The 

English Heroe in adapting to his own use the material from 

Sir Francis Drake Revived. The World Encompassed, and the two 

other narratives in the 1653 edition, though, admittedly, the 

result is not always a stylistic improvement. For example, 

Crouch's version of the passage from Sir Francis Drake 

Revived in which Drake climbs the tree with the Cimaroon 

chieftain to get a view of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans 

moves swiftly, but it lacks the dramatic effect of a 

^^Ibid., p. 1. 

^Fuller, p. 137. Grouch wrote (The English Heroe, 
p. 1) that Drake was "one of the first who put a Sea Jirdle, 
as it were, about the World." 
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climactic moment in Drake's career because Crouch, perhaps 

more concerned with the event itself than its significance, 

omitted the emotionally charged dialogue between Drake and 

John Oxenham: 

Drake having ascended the Tree, and the weather 
being fair, taking a full view of that Sea of which 
he had heard such golden reports, he besought God 
to give him life and leave once to sail an English 
Ship in those Seas, John Oxenham and the rest of his 
Company assuring him they would assist him therein 
to the utmost. 

On the other hand. Crouch compensated for his nar

rative deficiencies by giving a more comprehensive account 

of Drake as a heroic figure than any of the earlier narra

tives had done, and herein lies the real significance of 

the work. For he went on to include, not only The World 

Encompassed, "A Summary and True Discourse," and "A Full Rela-

tion of Another Voyage to the West Indies" as Chapters Four 

through Six, Chapter Seven, and Chapter Nine, respectively— 

all of which had appeared as separate narratives in the 

1653 edition—but he also brought in additional material on 

Drake, For instance, where both the 1628 and 1653 editions 

of The World Encompassed concluded with Drake's successful 

return to England, Crouch rounded out his version of the 

account by explaining that after Drake's return, he was 

knighted by Queen Elizabeth aboard his ship, the Golden Hind, 

that the ship was laid up for public view at Deptford, and 

that after its eventual decay, "a Chair was made of the 

^^Crouch, p. 48. 
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planks thereof and presented to the University Library of 

Oxford by John Davies of Deptford Esquire," "̂  Crouch then 

ended the chapter with Abraham Cowley's ode entitled 

"Upon the Poets sitting and drinking in the Chair made 

of the Relicks of Sir Francis Drakes Ship."^^ 

Perhaps the most striking example of Crouch's 

incorporating diverse material into a unified narrative 

on Drake as a heroic figure can be seen in Chapter Eight 

of The English Heroe. In this chapter Crouch retold 

Hakluyt's version of the "miraculous victory" against the 

Spaniards in I588, which had mentioned Drake prominently 

but which had made England the real hero rather than any 

69 specific individual, '̂  Although Crouch made no radical 

changes in the Hakluyt version, he greatly enhanced Drake's 

role in it, first of all, by adding his own opening para

graph : 

Heroick Spirits are seldom long at rest (being 
ambitious to be always imploy'd in glorious Actions 
and Atchievements) as appears in the Person of our 
Worthy Commander Sir Francis Drake, who having 
adventured so many Perils and Dangers in incomi-
passing the World with so great advantages to him
self, . . . when the Service of his Countrey called 
him forth, no man was more ready to obey his Prince 
in the defence thereof against a Forreign Invasion, 
as appears by his magnanimous Exploits in 1588.70 

Furthermore, Crouch had the captured Spaniard, Don Pedro de 

Valdez, declare the Drake's "Felicity and Valour was so 

^7ibid.. pp. 168-69 ^^Ibid., p. 169. 

69Hakluyt, II, 401. "^^Crouch, p. 188. 
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great that Mars the God of War, and Neptune the God of the 

Sea seemed to wait upon all his attempts,"^ This specific 

statement does not appear in the account from Hakluyt, 

although Drake's capture of Valdez's ship does receive 

considerable elaboration. Finally, at the conclusion of 

his version, Crouch placed much more emphasis on Drake's 

part in the English victory over the Spanish Armada than 

had been present in the Hakluyt account. According to 

Crouch, only "the courage and conduct of the Q and her 

valiant Commemders (among whom our renowned Sir Francis 

Drake deserves a principal place of Honour) obtained so 

Glorious and remarkable a deliverance."' 

Crouch constantly maintained this heroic image of 

Drake up until the very end. In his version of the final 

voyage, "Sir Francis Drake's last voyage to the West Indies 

in 1595" (Chapter Nine), Crouch introduced Drake with the 

statement, "As this valiant and heroick Worthy had for many 

years faithfully served his Prince, and Countrey so he died 

in this honourable imployment, and was buried in that Vast 

73 Ocean wherein he had spent the greatest part of his life."'^ 

The wording of this compliment closely follows that of the 

introductory sentence in the 1653 version, as do the events 

which he proceeds to narrate. Concerning Drake's death at 

Puerto Belo, however. Crouch added details to heighten the 

74bid.. p. 194. '̂ Îbid., pp. 198-99. 

73rbid., p, 199. 
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drama of the event not included in the 1653 edition. He 

wrote that "our famous Hero Sir Francis Drake departed 

this Life, his death being supposed to be much hastened 

by his unsuccessfulness in this voyage; his great Spirit 

alwaies accustomed to victory and success, not being able 

to bear the least check of fortune, vjhich occasioned 

such Melancholy thoughts as were thought to be a chief 

74 cause of his end."' Crouch then took his leave of the 

departed sea-captain with the following poetic epitaph: 

Where Drake first found there last he lost his Name, 
And for a Tomb left nothing but his Fame; 
His Body's b u r i e d under some g r e a t V/ave, 
The Sea that was his Glory is his Grave, 
Of whom an Epitaph none can truly make „^ 
For who can say; Here lyes Sir Francis Drake?'-^ 

Thus concludes Nathaniel Crouch's The English Heroe, 

a work perhaps of little significance from the historical 

viewpoint, since it depends entirely on previously published 

material on Drake, but one of key significance from the 

literary standpoint, because in it Crouch took the separate 

and independent accounts of Drake's activities from Hakluyt, 

Sir Francis Drake Revived, and other sources and welded them 

into a unified and comprehensive narrative which consistently 

portrays Drake as the undaunted and magnanimous hero that 

Crouch undoubtedly considered him to be. Therefore, if 

Hakluyt's Principall Navigations deserves Froude's epithet 

•̂ Îbid., p. 206. "̂ Îbid. 
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as "the prose epic of the English nation," then Crouch's 

narrative certainly qualifies, at least on the level of 

76 popular literature,' as a prose epic of "the English 

Heroe," Sir Francis Drake, 

"̂ T̂he immense popular appeal of Crouch's narrative 
to a strongly Protestant, anti-Spanish middle-class reading 
public is supported by the fact that The English Heroe 
went through nine editions from 1687 to I7I6. 



CHAPTER II 

DRAKE IN SPANISH VOYAGE ACCOUNTS OF THE 

SIXTEENTH AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES 

Turning from an examination of Sir Francis Drake 

in the English voyage accounts to the Spanish prose docu

ments of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries, we 

find less of interest from the literary perspective. Cer

tainly, there are numerous contemporary documents in 

Spanish concerning Drake, and this great bulk of material 

indicates the tremendous impact that Drake made on the 

Spanish-speaking world (especially in the Americas) during 

the latter part of the sixteenth century. The number of 

extant documents concerning only Drake's West Indian campaign 

of 1585-I586, for instance, is so vast that it elicited from 

Irene A. Wright, their collector, the comment, "These docu

ments are so numerous that to cite them properly becomes 

1 

difficult." Although the Spanish documents on Drake pos

sess great historical value, the majority of them are brief, 

factual accounts of Drake's activities without the slightest 

literary flourishes. Furthermore, the evolution of the 

English depiction of Drake—from individual narratives 

1 
Irene A. Wright, ed., Further English Voyages to 

Spanish America. 1583-1594 (London, 1951), P. xlii. 

82 
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through the compilations of Hakluyt and Purchas to the 

more literary treatments such as Sir Francis Drake Revived 

(1626), The World Encompassed (1628), and The English Heroe 

(1687)—has no equivalent in Spanish literature, even though 

some of the Spanish historians of the seventeenth century 

did treat Drake in a nearly comprehensive fashion. This 

is not to say, hov/ever, that the Spanish prose documents 

have no importance at all in the literary development of 

Drake as a heroic figure. 

In the first place, they served as important source 

materials for Spanish poets such as Juan de Castellanos 

and Lope de Vega, who would write epic poems on "el Corsario" 

—or the Pirate—as the Spaniards called Drake. Were it not 

for such documents as the letter of Diego Hidalgo Montemayor 

to Philip II in 1586, concerning the events at Carthagena 

during Drake's West Indian campaign, Castellanos' Discurso 

de el Capitah Francisco Draque perhaps could never have 
p 

been written. And though they exhibit little literary merit 

in themselves, such documents as the "Relaci(5h de lo 

sucedido en San Juan de Puerto Rico con la Armada inglesa del 

cargo de Francis Draque y Juan Aquines a los 23 de noviembre 

de 1595" and the "Relacidh de la vuelta que hizo el armada 

inglesa. General Francisco Drak, al puerto de Portovelo 

^Ibid.. p. 129. In some instances the wording of 
this letter ("Document No. 28") is very similar to the 
wording of Castellanos' poem. 
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despu^s de 24 dias que habfa partido del de [lic~| Nombre 

de Dios desbaratado" served as important sources for Lope 

de Vega's La Dragontea, to be examined in a later context,-^ 

A second literary importance of the Spanish prose 

accounts is that they contributed in a significant way to 

what Gregorio Maranon has termed the "mito Drakista," 

another aspect of the exaggerated view of Drake, in this 

case as a mythical figure, larger than life, whose advent 

came to be feared on the coasts of both Spain and Spanish 

America, Superstitions, exaggerations and inaccuracies 

found their way into the ostensibly matter-of-fact prose 

documents, an outstanding example being Caspar de Vargas' 

superstitiously associating Drake's departure from England 

in 1577 with a comet that appeared on the same day in New 

Spain, where de Vargas was the chief official at Guatulco, 

near present-day Acapulco.^ Another Spanish writer 

inaccurately described Drake as a Frenchman who had mar

ried in England; he was terrified at "the boldness of this 

-̂ A. K. Jameson, "Lope de Vega's La Dragontea: His
torical and Literary Sources," Hispanic Review, VI (1938). 
106, 108. 

Gregorio Maranon, "Documentos," in Lope de Vega, 
La Dragontea. ed. by V. Fernandez Asfs (Madrid, 1935), H , 10 

^Caspar de Vargas, "Report from Caspar de Vargas, 
Chief Alcalde of Guatulco, to the Viceroy Martin Enriquez." 
in New Light on Drake, ed. by Zelia Nuttall (London, 1914), 
P. 238, 
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low man, the son of low parents (for it is said that his 

father was a shoe-maker)." Still another document, the 

previously mentioned "Relaci(5h de la vuelta," implied that 

Drake's own men, offended by his conduct during the voyage 

of 1595, "habian ayudado a su muerte,"^ an implication 

which Lope de Vega used to great literary effect in La 

Dragontea. 

An even more dramatic and representative example 

of the Drake myth in Spanish accounts appears in their fre

quent allusion to Drake as a scourge sent from God to punish 

Spanish sins. This notion is particularly strong among the 

Spanish writers who treated Drake's attacks on Santo 

Domingo and Carthagena (on the coast of present-day 

Colombia) in 1585. The governor of Carthagena at the time, 

Pedro Fernandez de Busto, as well as other Spanish offi

cials, such as Diego Daga, Luis de Guzman, Alonso de Tapia, 

and Francisco de Avila, insisted that Drake's attacks were 

direct visitations of God's vengeance. Pedro Fernandez 

wrote to the Audiencia at Panama, "I do not know how to 

begin to tell your lordship of my misfortune and of the 

loss of Cartagena. I caji only say that it must be God's 

Miguel de Erase y Aguilar, "Letter from Don Miguel 
de Erase y Aguilar to King Philip II," in New Light on 
Drake, p. 118. 

'"RelaciorT de la vuelta que hizo el armada inglesa. 
General Francisco Drak, al puerto de Portovelo despues de 
24 dias que habTa partido del de Nombre de Dios desbaratado," 
in La Dragontea, II, 182, "They had helped bring about 
his death." 
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chastisement of my sins and those of others"; and he wrote 

to King Philip that "this [victory] Our Lord gave to the 
o 

enemy because of my sins and other people's." Similarly, 

Luis de Guzman and Alonso de Tapia wrote King Philip 

concerning Drake's humbling of Carthagena, "It all seems a 

scourge and chastisement which our Lord was pleased to 

visit upon us on account of our sins, because in burning 

and looting it the English left this city so completely 

destroyed that its present condition merits the deepest 
Q 

pity,"^ Clearly then, the idea of Drake as a scourge of 

God made a deep impression on several of the Spanish offi

cials who recorded their dealings with Drake, and their 

reports must have influenced the poets--Castellanos, Banco 

Centenera, Miramontes Zuazola, Lope de Vega—who at one 

point or another portrayed the English corsair as a visita

tion sent from God—or Satan, in the case of Lope de Vega. 

In addition to their providing important source 

material for the Spanish poets and their revealing the pres

ence of a Drake myth in the Spanish-speaking world, a small 

number of the Spanish prose accounts on Drake are worth 

examining on the basis of the literary merit which they 

exhibit independently. In general, the numerous Spanish 

^Wright, pp. 52-53, 139. 

9lbid,. p. 148, 
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documents concerning Drake can be classified into four 

groups: depositions made either by Spaniards or by English 

prisoners whose testimonies v/ere recorded in Spanish; 

relaciones in Spanish concerning Drake's activities, many 

of which remain anonymous; letters, mostly written from one 

official to another; and accounts of Drake's activities 

written by seventeenth-century historians and biographers. 

Some of the narratives in each of these groups show con

siderable literary skill, and several reveal great insight 

into the character and personality of Drake. Before an 

examination is made of individual documents from each of 

these four groups, it should be pointed out that two of the 

Spanish accounts treating Drake came into the hands of 

Hakluyt, who translated (or had them translated) into Eng

lish and published them in the Principall Navigations, 

These include two versions of an account by the Portuguese 

Lopez Vaz, and the well-known narrative of Nunc da Silva, 

the Portuguese pilot whom Drake captured in the Atlantic 

and took all the way with him to the western coast of Mexico 

during the circumnavigation. Since so much attention has been 

given to Drake's role in the Principall Navigations, an exam

ination of the individual Spanish accounts must logically 

begin with these two narratives. 

^^Reference is also made in Hakluyt to one of Don 
Bernaldino de Avellaneda's letters to Philip II. 
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The first of these, the Vaz account, which treats 

Drake's early successes at Panama in 1572, gives the details 

of how this narrative came into Hakluyt's possession in 

the title. It reads: 

The first voyage attempted and set foorth by the 
expert and valiant captaine M. Francis Drake himself, 
with a ship called the Dragon, and another ship and 
a Pinnesse, to Nombre de Dios, and Dariene, about the 
yeere 1572, Written and recorded by one Lopez a 
Portugall borne in the citie of Elvas, in maner follow: 
which Portugale, with the discourse about him, was 
taken at the river of Plate by the ships set foorth 
by the Right Honourable the Earle of Cumberland, in 
the yeere 1586.̂ -̂  

This version of Lopez Vaz's account, as well as a second 

version, which was expanded to include information on Drake's 

circumnavigation and West Indian expedition of 1585, appeared 

in the 1598-I6OO edition of Hakluyt, the title of the second 

version explaining specifically that "Captaine Withrington 

and Captaine Christopher Lister" were responsible for Vaz's 

12 capture. The two versions are worded somewhat differently, 

and the latter version includes some details not present in 

the former. For example, the first version states that the 

Spanish defenders of Nombre de Dios "shot one of the prin

cipall men thorow the legge, who seeing himselfe hurt retired 

13 to the Fort, where the rest of the company was left." -̂  

Hakluyt, VII, 62. The original text of Vaz's ac
count, which has not survived, was probably written in 
Portuguese, but since it concerns Spanish possessions in the 
New World and presents the Spanish viewpoint, I have chosen 
to include it in this chapter. 

^^Ibid., VIII, p. 153. ^^Ibid., VII, 63. 
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In the latter version the wounded leader is identified, 

for the Spaniards "shot the captaine (whose name was 

Francis Drake) into the legge: who feeling himselfe hurt 

retired toward the Fort, where he had left the rest of his 

«14 men," 

Nevertheless, in spite of the differences in wording 

and detail, the two versions relate an identical event and 

share the same anti-English tone. Both versions tell of 

Drake's attacking Nombre de Dios with I50 men; of his being 

driven off without accomplishing his objectives; of his 

collaborating with escaped Negro slaves (the Cimaroons) and, 

with their help, of successfully ambushing a mule-train 

laden with gold and silver; and of his attacking Venta 

Cruces and slaying six or seven merchants before burning 

the town. Finally, both versions relate his lucky escape 

with his treasure from 3OO Spanish soldiers by maneuvering 

his boats out of danger at just the right moment. Even in 

Hakluyt's translation of Vaz's account, Drake's courage and 

daring come through; yet the tone of both versions is 

strongly anti-English, and the narrator played down Drake's 

accomplishment as much as possible. In the first version 

the Englishmen were fearful and anxious to flee after their 

initial repulse at Nombre de Dios, for "the English captaine 

comming to the Fort, and not finding his men which he left 

14 Ibid., VIII, 153-54. 
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there, he and his were in so great feare, that leaving 

their furniture behind them, and putting off their hose, 

they swamme, and waded all to their Pinnesses, and so went 

with their ships againe out of the Port."^^ In the latter 

version Drake himself was specifically put to flight, and 

his failure to inflict damage is emphasized: 

Now Francis Drake (whom his men carried because of 
his hurt) when he came to the fort where he left 
his men and saw them fled, he and the rest of his 
company were in so great feare, that leaving their 
furniture behinde them, and putting off their hose, 
they swamme & waded all to their Pinnesses, and 
departed forth of the harbour, so that if the 
Spaniards had followed them, they might have slaine 
them all. Thus Captaine Drake did no more harme at 
Nombre de Dios.l" 

Both narratives even minimize the ultimate success of Drake 

at capturing the treasure-laden mule train, attributing his 

good fortune to surprise rather than to strength or courage. 

The first version states that Drake, in the company of 

"an hundred shot, . . . tooke two companies of mules, which 

came onely with their drivers mistrusting nothing"; the 

latter reads, "Francis Drake taking with him an hundred shot, 

and the said Negros, stayed in the way till the treasure 

came by, accompanied and guarded only by those that drove 

17 the mules, who mistrusted nothing at all." Considering 

the attention Hakluyt had given to Drake's accomplishment 

at Nombre de Dios in his prefatory remarks from the 

^^Ibid.. VII, 63. ^^Ibid., VIII, 154. 

'̂̂ Ibid.. VII, 63-64; VIII, 154. 
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Principal Navigations, one recognizes with surprise that 

he did not adapt Vaz's understandably hostile account more 

to Drake's advantage. Such an anti-English tone indicates 

that, although significant variations appear in the two 

versions of the Vaz account, Hakluyt's translation "is as 

IR 
honest as, in the circumstances, could be expected." 

In the second version of the Vaz account, which 

Hakluyt entitled "A discourse of the West Indies and South 

sea written by Lopez Vaz a Portugal," Vaz continued with a 

description of the Spanish possessions in the Western Hemis

phere, in which he devoted several paragraphs to Drake's 

circumnavigation, emphasizing his activities off the western 

coast of South America. It is interesting to note in the 

present context that Vaz, like many others writing from the 

Spanish point of view, portrayed Drake here as a scourge 

of God, lamenting that "surely this was a great plague of 

God justly inflicted upon us for our sinnes: for the taking 

of these ships is an especiall cause of all the dangerous 

19 warres that are likely to ensue betweene Spaine and England." 

The other Spanish account in Hakluyt is "The Rela

tion of a Voyage made by a Pilot, called Nunc da Silva, 

^^Lewis Gibbs poseph W. Cove] , The Silver Circli 
(London, I963), P- 151.'-

^^Hakluyt, VIII, 185. In this same context Vaz 
also touched on Drake's 1585-I586 campaign in the West 
Indies. 
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for the Vice-roy of New Spaine, the 20. of May in the 

yere of our Lord 1579, in the citie of Mexico."^^ Nunc 

da Silva, as already mentioned, was the controversial 

Portuguese pilot whom Drake picked up in the Eastern 

Atlantic and carried with him all the way to Mexico during 

the circumnavigation and who is mentioned with great fre

quency in both the English and Spanish documents treating 

this event. When Drake left him at Guatulco, da Silva 

found himself in trouble, not only with the civil author

ities, but also with the Spanish Inquisition; and he was 

forced to make two depositions each to both groups, four 

depositions in all, in addition to surrendering his log

book. His second declaration, made in Spanish for the 

Viceroy of New Spain, came into the hands of Hakluyt, who 

printed it in his 1598-I6OO edition. Since da Silva did not 

accompany Drake during the latter portion of his voyage, 

his narrative ends with Drake's arrival at Guatulco. From 

the factual standpoint it adds little of value concerning 

the event and Drake's part in it, and it is often incorrect 

in detail, which is understandable, considering the emotional 

tension that da Silva must have been experiencing when he 

made his deposition. Any credit for the narrative as a 

literary piece must rest with the English translator, who 

Nuttall, p. 256. I have chosen to use Zelia 
Nuttall»s translation of this account because she included 
the corrections and additions from the Spanish original in 
the Archive de Indias, Seville. 
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succeeded in transforming the material from an official 

examination into a coherent, fairly fast-moving voyage 

account. Drake himself is treated with great objectivity 

in the narrative, virtually all the references to him 

being of a factual nature; yet he is described as more of 

an efficient "Captaine" than as a pirate, as implied in one 

of the few subjective statements, "Francis Drake is a great 

mariner," a statement which, strangely enough, does not 

appear in the English translation but only in the Spanish 

21 original. Admittedly, no claim can be made that Drake is 

portrayed as a hero in Nunc da Silva's account, but then, 

neither is he portrayed as a villain, as was the case in 

some of the other Spanish depositions and accounts. 

As a deposition made in Spanish before Spanish 

authorities, Nunc da Silva's narrative belongs in the first 

of four categories of Spanish documents on Drake men

tioned earlier in this chapter. Other depositions in this 

first group can be further divided into two categories, 

those made in Spanish by English prisoners and those made 

by Spaniards who had dealings with Drake of one kind or 

another. As might be expected, the depositions are least 

important from the literary standpoint, because most of 

them consist merely of the deponent's testimony, hurriedly 

recorded by the court clerk. Nunc da Silva's narrative 

^^Ibid.. p. 270. 
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would, of course, constitute a notable exception here, 

his testimony being worked into the form of a voyage ac

count by its English translator. Of the depositions from 

the English prisoners, the most interesting are those made 

by Sir Francis' cousin, John Drake, though others include 

the sworn declarations of John Oxenham, John Butler, and 

Thomas "Xerores," whose identity is uncertain, but who, 

along with Butler and Oxenham, accompanied Drake to Panama 

22 in 1572, For his part, the younger Drake must have had 

the blood of his much older cousin coursing through his 

veins, for his life was almost as adventurous, if not as 

glorious, 

John, the orphan son of Robert Drake, one of Francis 

Drake's uncles, accompanied his illustrious cousin on the 

circumnavigation, serving as his page, and this voyage forms 

the subject matter of the two depositions he later made 

before Spanish officials. He appears to have been an 

extremely capable and versatile yoimg man, for Nunc da Silva 

testified concerning him that Francis Drake "has with him a 

boy, a relative of his, who is a great painter. When they 

both shut themselves up in his cabin, they were always 

2? painting," ^ According to his own testimony, John Drake was 

the first crewman to espy the hotly pursued Spanish treasure 

ship, Nuestra Senora de la Concepcioh (the Cacafuego), for 

^^Ibid,, pp. 1-18, ^^Ibid., p. 303. 
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which he received a special reward of a gold chain from 

24 Drake himself, John Drake was evidently so talented a 

young man that his cousin recommended him for a position 

in Edward Fenton's unsuccessful expedition to Brazil, 

which proved to be his undoing; for the small bark of 

which he was captain (owned by the elder Drake) foundered 

in the Rio de la Plata, leaving John Drake and his men to 

make their own way in the wilds of Argentina. After many 

hardships, including captivity by savage Indians, Drake 

and three surviving companions finally reached the vicinity 

of Buenos Aires, where they became prisoners of the Span

iards, who treated them kindly at first but with increased 

severity when they learned that John was a kinsman of 

Francis Drake. Consequently, John was subjected to a series 

of examinations during the following years, the records for 

two of which have survived as his depositions made on March 

24, 1584, at Santa Fe in the province of Rio de la Plata, 

and on January 8-10, 1587, in Lima, Peru. What became of 

John Drake is unknown, though he appears to have accepted 

the Catholic faith and to have spent the rest of his life 

in South America, enjoying at least moderate freedom. 

Zelia Nuttall recorded having come across his name in a 

document from I650 in the church of Santo Domingo at 

^^John Drake, "Discurso y relacidn de la causa del 
Capit^n Juan Drac Ingles," in The Family and Heirs of Sir 
Francis Drake, ed. by Lady Elizabeth Eliott-Drake (London, 
1911), II, 370. 
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Carthagena, the capital of the Spanish Main. If John Drake 

were living in Carthagena at this time, he would have been 

an octogenarian, unless the reference could have applied 

to a possible son of his, perhaps bom of a Spanish or 

2 =1 mestizo marriage. -̂  

Apart from the fascinating information which the 

two depositions of John Drake give concerning his own life, 

both contain extensive sections on Sir Francis Drake's 

circumnavigation. Though essentially identical, the first 

of these contains more of value, being recorded soon after 

John Drake's capture (1584), and hence closer in time to 

the events it describes. Much like Nurio da Silva's deposi

tion, John Drake's first deposition, the "Relaci(5n circun-

stanciada del viage que hizo Francisco Drak Ingles al Mar 

del Sur por el Estrecho de Magallanes," gave only the bare 

facts of the voyage as he could recall them and as they 
26 

were recorded by the scribe, Francisco P^rez de Burgos. 

He was even less inclined to sing the praises of Drake than 

Nunc da Silva had been, especially since the Spaniards had 

discovered his kinship to the notorious corsair. This 

reticence is also evident toward the end of his second 

narrative of the circumnavigation, where John claimed that 

he was given no treasure, only some articles of clothing, 

^^Nuttall, p. 23. ^^Eliott-Drake, II, 343. 
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after the return to England.^"^ Nevertheless, that the 

Spaniards should exhibit so great an interest in Francis 

Drake's voyage around the world as late as 1584 and 1587 

(the date of the second deposition) further indicates the 

impact he produced upon Spanish America. This, more than 

their content, is what makes John Drake's two narratives 

so interesting, and it helps to explain how Drake could 

have become a mythic figure in the Spanish mind. 

Technically speaking, the two depositions of John 

Drake, and those made by other English prisoners, present 

primarily an English point of view, though they were 

recorded in Spanish, Many of the depositions, however, 

were made in Spanish by Spaniards, several of whom had been 

prisoners of Drake. A specific Spanish deposition which 

throws light on Drake's character was given by Juan de 

Antolf in Panama in March, 1579. San Juan de Anton, it 

may be recalled, captained the Spanish treasure ship, 

Nuestra Senora de la Concepcion (popularly called the 

Cacafuego), which Drake overtook and sacked off the coast 

of Panama, making de Anton a temporary prisoner. Thus, 

'̂̂ Ibid. . p. 374. Other English deponents had 
been more bold.* John Oxenham, who v;as to be executed by 
the Spaniards, testified that "if the Queen were to give 
a license to Captain Francis Drake he would certainly 
come and pass through th Strait, because he is a very 
good mariner and pilot, and there is no better one than 
he in England who could accomplish this" (Nuttall, 
P. 10), 

28 Nuttall, p. 163. 
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de Antdn's personal acquaintance with Drake enabled him 

to supply some first-hand details about the English cap

tain. Concerning Drake's general bearing, for example, de 

knt^n testified that "the said Englishman was much feared 

by his men. He kept guards and when he dined they sounded 
2Q 

trumpets and clarions." ^ At several points de Antdn even 

quoted statements allegedly made by Drake to him during his 

six-day detainment as a prisoner, revealing in one instance 

Drake's fierce concern for his captured men: 
The said Captain Francis said to deponent: "I 
well knov7 that the Viceroy will send for you so as 
to obtain information from you about me. Tell him 
that he has killed enough Englishmen and that he is 
not to kill the four who remain [John Oxenham and 
his companions] , for if they are killed it will 
cost him more than two thousand Spaniards. These 
will be hanged in the presence of the Viceroy so 
that he shall know of it and the heads will be 
sent him."30 

In a later passage, on the other hand, -Drake addressed de 

Ant(̂ n more kindly, assuring him that "since thou wishest to 

go thou canst go with God's blessing, for I do not wish to 

take anyone with me against his will."-^ 

A more valuable deposition from the standpoint of 

what it reveals about the Spanish attitude toward Drake is 

^^Ibid., p. 171. ^^Ibid,, p. 173. 

^^Ibid., p. 174. Nuttall added that "De Ant(5n's 
gratuitous rendering of an incident so entirely creditable 
to Drake's character throws an equally creditable light 
upon that of the gallant Biscayan Captain," 
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the one given in February, 1580, by Francisco Gomez 

Rengifo, the factor of the port of Guatulco, on the south

western coast of New Spain, As the leading merchant of 

the town, Gomez Rengifo, like San Juan de Anton, was taken 

prisoner by Drake as the latter made port there during the 

circumnavigation. Gomez Rengifo's account merits special 

attention because he described Drake's activities in detail 

and recorded one of the longest statements purportedly 

made by Drake in all the Spanish documents which mention 

him. The deponent capitalized on the English desecrations 

of the Catholic images and shrines during their sacking of 

Guatulco; yet, at the same time, he described in detail the 

leading role which Drake took in what he would have con

sidered heretical religious services on the deck of the 

Golden Hind: 

The said Francis Drake had a table placed on deck at 
the poop of the vessel, and, at its head, on the 
floor, a small box and an embroidered cushion. He 
then sent for a book the size of the Lives of the 
Saints [possibly Foxe's Book of Martyrs] and when 
all this was in place he struck the table twice 
with the palm of his hand. . . . Then the said 
Francis Drake crossed his hands and, kneeling on 
the cushion and small box, lifted his eyes to 
heaven and remained in that attitude for about a 
quarter of an hour.-̂  

Furthermore, Gomez Rengifo testified in a similar fashion 

to Silva, de Ant(5h, Z^rate, and others concerning the rela

tive kindness with which Drake treated his prisoners. After 

32 Ibid,, p. 354. 
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his begging "Francis Drake again, as he had done many times 

previously, to set him ashore, for he had taken from him all 

he possessed, and he had children and a wife," Drake agreed 

to do so, even though he refused to supply him with the 

hundredweight of biscuit and a jar of wine that Gomez 

Rengifo had asked for. Instead, Drake gave him two bags of 

flour, two jars of wine, one jar of oil, and two bags of 

sugar; "and thus the witness and the others got into the 

boat and landed and the witness understood that Francis 

Drake sent him all that he had promised, and that it had 

been taken ashore by Nunc da Silva, pilot. "̂ -̂  

The most interesting part, however, of Gomez 

Rengifo's deposition is the long quotation in which Drake 

allegedly told him of his main objectives: 

You will be saying now This man is a devil, who robs 
by day and prays at night in public. This is what 
I do, but it is just as when King Philip gives a 
very large written paper to your Viceroy, Don Martin 
Enriquez, telling him what he is to do and how he 
is to govern, so the Queen, my Sovreign Lady, has 
ordered me to come to these parts. It is thus that 
I am acting, and if it is wrong it is she who knows 
best and I am not to be blamed for anything whatso
ever. But I do regret to possess myself of any 
thing that does not belong exclusively to King 
Philip or to Don Martin Enriquez, for it grieves me 
that their vassals should be paying for them. But 
I am not going to stop until I have collected the 
two millions that my cousin Jojjn Hawkins lost, for 
certain, at San Juan de Ulua.-̂ ^ 

If this statement can be taken at face value, it constitutes 

33ibid.. p. 358. ^^Ibid., p. 357. 
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one of Drake's most eloquent attempts to justify what the 

Spaniards considered to be acts of piracy. If these are 

not really the words of Drake, then they reveal the "mito 

Drakista" already taking shape in the mind of Gomez Rengifo, 

for the comparison of Drake to the devil was to be echoed 

in numerous references to Drake as a scourge of God and, 

more specifically, in Lope's La Dragontea as a direct 

manifestation of Satan himself. For just as Drake identi

fied himself with Queen Elizabeth in the passage quoted 

above, so are they united in the last scene of Lope's epic 

poem, he as Satan in the form of the Dragon, spoken of in 

the Revelation of John, and she as the painted harlot seated 

upon him. The similarities here suggest that Lope de Vega 

may have known Gomez Gengifo's deposition; if so, the latter's 

testimony reveals another example of how the prose documents 

on Drake provided source material for the poets. 

Passing to the next group of Spanish narratives, we find 

a large number of relaciones dealing with almost every 

aspect of Drake's anti-Spanish activities, from his earliest 

voyages to Central America, as in the "Relacion de los 

danfos y robos que los Cosarios Ingleses hicieron en la 

carrera de las Indias . . . desde el ano 1568 hasta el de 

1575, to Spanish accounts of his last voyage and death, 

as in Rodrigo Cabrera's "Relaci(in de la muerte de Francis 

Drake. "-̂  Many of these relations are anonymous, and most 

3^1^ Dragontea, II, 42. ^^Ibid., p. 193. 
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of them, like the depositions, lack the slightest trace of 

literary distinction, being purely factual in nature. 

Several, however, contain well written passages which pro

vide colorful details about Drake. One, for example, the 

anonymous "Relaciĉ n de lo sucedido en San Juan de Puerto 

Rico de las Indias, con la armada inglesa del cargo de 

Francis Draque y Juan Aquines, a los 23rd de noviembre de 

1595" (a prose account which may have directly influenced 

Lope de Vega), contains the statement that "el Draque se 

quedd' esbentado quando supo la poca gente que se hailed' en 

las fragatas la noche del fuego ĵat Puerto RicoJ , y se 

tiraba de las barbas por no aver tomado la plata, y la 

tierra no se dejando ver aquellos dos dias."^' How the nar

rator got hold of this detail of Drake's conduct is diffi

cult to determine, unless he obtained it from prisoners 

that Drake had taken or fabricated it himself. The same 

relation states that John Hawkins was killed by the Spanish 

defenders on shore at Puerto Rico, which is an outright 

fiction.-̂  Another narrative touching on Drake's final 

voyage, the "Relacion de las prevenciones de guerra que se 

^'^"Relaci<& de lo sucedido en San Juan de Puerto 
Rico," in Thomas Maynarde, Sir Francis Drake His Voyage, 
ed. by W. D, Cooley (London, 1849), p. 42. "Drake became 
angered when he knew how few men were to be found in the 
frigates on the night of the fire, and he plucked his 
beard for not having taken the silver, and did not allow 
anyone to see him for these two days." 

38 Ibid., p. 54. 
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han hecho en este Reyno de Tierra Firme" (Panama), concludes 

with a description of Drake as "un enemigo tan pujante 

contra nuestra Santa Fe Catc^lica, . . . tan gran Cosario, 

y enemigo de la Cristiandad. "-̂ ^ Still a third anonymous 

relation adds the interesting detail that Drake began his 

career as a "Cosario" in Panama, "en cuya costa, y en su 

misma tierra hizo diferentes robos, y la sabofa porque la 

anduvo disimulando, y estuvo en Panam^ y quiso Nuestro 

Senor que acabase en ella." Similar references to 

Drake's visiting Panama in disguise during the early years 

of his career appear throughout the Spanish literature on 

Drake, including the poetry of Castellanos and Lope de 

Vega. No evidence exists, however, to support this sup

position of the Spanish writers. More than likely, the 

statement quoted above is another aspect of the Drake myth, 

a legend which originated in rumor, was recorded in the 

prose documents, and was later utilized by the Spanish 

poets writing on Drake. 

^^La Dragontea. II, l68. "Such a powerful enemy 
against our holy Catholic faith, such a great pirate and 
enemy of Christianity." 

"Relacidn de la vuelta que hizo el armada in
glesa, " in La Dragontea. II, 189. "On which coast, and 
in the same land he made different robberies, and he knew 
it [the area] because he had been there in disguise, and 
he was in Panama, and our Lord wanted him to end his 
life there." 
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Probably the single most important relacidh concern

ing Drake is Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa's "Relacidh de lo 

que el cosario Francisco hizo y rohd'en la costa de Chile y 

Pirif y las diligencias que el Virey Don Francisco de Toledo 
y 4l 

hizo contra el." In this account, dating from 1578, 

Sarmiento related what he had learned concerning Drake's 

voyage up the western coast of Chile, Peru, Central America, 

and Mexico during the circumnavigation. He also recounted 

the part he took as Sergeant Major of the unsuccessful 

fleet which set out from Lima in pursuit of Drake. One can 

easily see from the impatience he expressed for the lack of 

initiative on the part of his superior officers in pursuing 

Drake that Pedro Sarmiento, like Drake, was a spirited man 

of action. This similarity to Drake in itself makes Sar

miento 's account worth reading and complements the estima

tion of him made by the Spanish historian Cesareo Fernandez 

Duro as a great mariner, cosmographer, cartographer, 

42 humanist, historian, and antiquarian. Furthermore, 

Sarmiento's account is one of the few Spanish documents on 

Drake which have been praised for their literary value, as 

in Zelia Nuttall's statement: 

Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, "Relacion de lo que 
el cosario Francisco hizo y robo," in Coleccion de 
documentos ineditos para la historia de Espana. ed. by 
Jose Sancho Rayon and Francisco de Zabalburu (Madrid, 1889), 
xciv, 432. 

Cesareo Fernandez Duro, Armada espanola 
(Madrid, 1895), H , 253. 
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The value of the present important document, which 
is enhanced by its literary style, consists not 
only in the fact that Sarmiento took a leading 
and active part in the expeditions he describes, 
but that he also gives, with the skill of a 
practiced historian, a summary of the evidence 
which he personallyK^gathered from the released 
prisoners of Drake. -̂  

Once again, no claim is made that Sarmiento has 

portrayed Drake as a heroic figure; on the contrary, he 

directed several derogatory statements against the English 

seaman. In one instance he related the prisoners' reports 

that Drake "iba diciendo muchas arragancias, de ladron 

desvergonzado que no tiene temor a Dios ni ^ los gentes, y 
y 44 

decia que Sein Juan de Anton no se la podia escapar." 

Yet at other points in the same account he spoke more sympa

thetically of Drake, describing him as an "hombre mediano 
y 45 

de cuerpo, membrudo, gran marinero y cosmographo." 

Later, in his mistaken theorizing that Drake would return 

to England by the supposed Northwest Passage, Sarmiento, 

perhaps unconsciously, revealed an unmistakable admiration 

for the Englishman's accomplishment: 
Como este cosario es navegante destas tierras 
dichas, y tan versado en todas navegaciones, se 
puede sospechar y creer que lo sabe, porque quien ha 

^^Nuttall, p. 59. 

^^Sarmiento de Gamboa, p. 442. "He made many ar
rogant speeches, like a shameless robber who ̂f ears not 
God or man, and he said that San Juan de Anton could not 
escape him." 

^^Ibid.. p. 436. "A medium sized man, robust, and 
a great mariner and cosmographer." 
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tenido ^imo para lo que ha hecho, no le 
faltar^ para acometer este camino, especial-
mente ofrepidndosele la ocasion del verano 
del polo artico.^^ 

Thus, in view of Sarmiento's own strong character, which 

comes across very clearly in his forceful narrative, and 

in view of what approaches an attitude of envy toward his 

arrogant, yet courageous enemy, the obvious frustration 

which Sarmiento felt toward the timidity of his superior 

officers in failing to pursue Drake becomes more under

standable as the narrative nears its conclusion, when he 

stated: 

Dios perdone i quien fu^ causa que la primera vez 
nos volvid'ramos y esta no se at raves as e, que con 
cualquiera de ellos que se fuera adelante se 
hubiera, castigado un t̂ in famoso ladrdh, y puesto 
freno a otros que estan a la mira, y se hubiera 
restitudo la hacienda 4. su Majestad y a sus 
vasallos.47 

Technically speaking, Pedro Sarmiento's account 

could be classified in the next category of Spanish docu

ments on Drake—the letters—as well as among the relaciones. 

Ibid.. p. 444, "As this corsair has navigated in 
the aforesaid parts, and is so well versed in all modes 
of navigation, it may be inferred and believed that he 
knows about this Qjorthv/est Passage^ , because a man who 
has had the spirit to do what he has done, will not be 
lacking in it to undertake this attempt, especially as he 
can take advantage of its being summer in the polar 
regions." 

"̂̂ Ibid. . p. 457. "May God forgive him v/ho was the 
cause that we turned back the first time and did not make 
the crossing, for in either case if we had pushed on, we 
would have punished this famous corsair, discouraged 
those who may attempt to imitate him, and obtained the 
restitution of the property of His Majesty and of his 
vassals." 
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for his narrative was actually addressed to an unidenti

fied ecclesiastical dignitary. Because of the frightening 

nature of Drake's anti-Spanish activities, it is not sur

prising that scores of Spanish letters concerning Drake 

have survived. Many of these were composed by men in 

high places, as exemplified in the letters of Philip's 

ambassador in England, Don Bernardino de Mendoza, to Philip 

concerning Drake's anti-Spanish campaigns from 1586 through 

1589, and in the correspondence between Philip himself 

and other high officials, especially the Duke of Medina 

Sidonia, who commanded the Spanish Armada in 1588. As in 

the case of the depositions and relaciones, the Spanish 

letters are more important as historical rather than as 

literary documents, although, like the relaciones. some con

tribute to the Drake myth, and a few, such as the letter of 

Francisco de Zarate to the viceroy of New Spain, enjoy 

literary distinction. The letters of Caspar de Vargas and 

Miguel de Erase have already been mentioned earlier in this 

chapter as documents which helped create and further the 

"mito Drakista." Another interesting example of this kind 

of exaggeration can be found in the letter of Andres 

Armenteros to the Duke of Medina Sidonia, in which he 

reported that at Drake's death his body was embalmed in a 

cask of beer. This ludicrous inaccuracy illustrates 

"Andres Armenteros to the Duke of Medina Sidonia," 
in Sir Francis Drake: A Pictorial Biography, ed. by Hans P. 
Kraus (Amsterdam, 1970), pp. 176-77. 
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the type of rumor surrounding Drake's death at Puerto 

Belo, including the rumor that Drake's own men, disgruntled 

at his failures, had poisoned him. More specifically, 

three of the documents in this group deserve closer exami

nation in the present context, a letter by Garcia Fernandez 

de Torrequemada, one by Francisco de Zarate, and a third 

written from Grand Canary by an unknown author. 

The first of these three cartas, "Garcia Fernandez 

de Torrequemada to the Crown, Santo Domingo, February 1, 

1587," concerns Drake's levelling of Santo Domingo in I586, 

and has elicited from its English collector and translator, 

Irene A. Wright, the description of being the most inter

esting Spanish document on that subject. She wrote con

cerning it: 

The Spanish official who came into closest contact 
with him has left a vivid picture of Francis Drake. 
Against the background of a blazing desecrated 
city, there he stands: rotund and rubicund, 
cheery and open-handed, a braggart able (obviously!) 
to make good his boasts: an alert imperious commander, 
obeyed and feared by his men even at a moment when 
lawless passions must have been straining at the 
leash, or loose.^9 

One of the first details of value in Fernandez de Torreque

mada' s letter is his statement near the opening that "this 

thing [Drake's attack] must have had Divine sanction, as a 

punishment for the people's sins."^^ Here again is the scourge 

motif. Although much of his emphasis was placed on the 

^Vight, p. xl. ^^Ibid., p. 222. 
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leading part he played in the negotiations with Drake over 

the city's ransom, Fernandez de Torrequemada gave Drake 

his due when he wrote "that if the impetus and force 

brought to bear here had suddenly appeared at the gates of 

Seville it would have put that city to flight had it found 

itself as defenceless, . . . as was this city,"^ But the 

passage which Irene A, Wright must have had specifically in 

mind when she enthusiastically praised Fernandez de Torre

quemada appears near the conclusion of the letter: 

Francis Drake knows no language but English and I 
talked with him through interpreters in Latin or 
French or Italian. He had with him an English
man who understood Spanish a little and sometimes 
acted as interpreter. Drake is a man of medium 
stature, blonde, rather heavy than slender, merry, 
careful. He commands and governs imperiously. He 
is feared and obeyed by his men. He punishes 
resolutely. Sharp, restless, well-spoken, inclined 
to liberality and ambition, vainglorious, boastful, 
not very cruel. These are qualities^! noted in 
him during my negotiations with him,-̂  

This description of Drake is significant, not only because 

it offers a remarkable view of the appearance and person

ality of Drake but also because it offers strong evidence 

that Drake did not know Spanish. Such a statement makes 

even more tenuous the belief by several Spanish writers 

that Drake used his knowledge of Spanish to gather intelli

gence clandestinely in Panama during the early 1570's. 

On the other hand, it supports the implication made by 

other Spanish prose writers and poets—especially 

^4bid. ^̂ Ibid. , p. 225 
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Banco Centenera and Miramontes Zuazola—that Drake treated 

his prisoners with magnanimity. 

The second Spanish letter—perhaps even more 

valuable for what it reveals about Drake—is the "Carta 

que escribicTD. Francisco de Z^ate al Virrey de Nueva 

Espana . , . dando aviso de lo que le habia sucedido con 

el Cosario Francisco Drake, Ingles en la mar de Sur, . . . 

ano de 1579" Zarate was the owner of one of the ships 

seized by Francis Drake in the vicinity of Acajutla, off 

the coast of Guatemala. According to Nunc da Silva's log

book Zarate was a cousin of the Duke of Medina Sidonia, 

which would have connected him with one of the greatest 

families in Spain.^ Perhaps this aristocratic background 

explains the genteel treatment Z^ate accorded to Drake, 

for his letter remarkably presents Drake in a more favorable 

light than do many of the accounts written by Drake's own 

countrymen. In narrating his capture by Drake, Zarate 

wrote that Drake's men did no personal harm to the ship's 

passengers, other than seizing their swords and keys. Zarate 

then revealed that he was taken before Drake on the deck of 

the Golden Hind, where, in the Spaniard's own words, 

"handle paseando por ^1, llegu^le a besar las manos: 

recibidme con buen semblante, y llev^me a su aposento, a 

53La Dragontea. II, 51. 54Nuttall, p. 199. 
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donde hizo que me sentase."^^ A further show of Drake's 

kindness to his prisoner is revealed later in the inter

view: 

Estuvimos parlando un muy gran rato hasta que se 
hizo hora de comer: mando que me sentase junto a 
^ , y comenzome a regalar de su plato, y djfjome 
que no tuviese pena, que mi vida y hacienda 
estaban seguros, Yo le bese' las manos por ello,^" 

And Drake appears to have remained true to his word, more 

or less, for Zarate went on to report that Drake took little 

from him, that he was courteous in doing so, and that he was 

apologetic for taking some of Zarate's porcelains and linens, 

explaining that he wanted them for his wife. In exchange, 

Drake gave the Spaniard "un alfange y un braserillo de 

Plata. "̂ "̂  

In addition to his emphasis on Drake's kindness to

ward him, Z^ate revealed much about other aspects of the 

English corsair, including the following description, which 

proves that Drake was already well known to the Spaniards: 

Este general de los ingleses es Sobrino de J,uan 
Aquines, es el mismo que tomd'ahora cinco arios el 
Puerto de Nombre de Dios. Llamase Francisco Drake, 

^^La Dragontea, II, 52, "I found him promenading on 
it, and I approached to kiss his hands. He received me with 
a show of kindness and took me to his cabin where he made 
me be seated." 

^^Ibid.. pp. 53-54. "We talked a long while until 
it was time to*eat. He ordered me to sit next to him, ani 
began to give me food from his own plate, and he told me not 
to worry, that my life and property were safe. I kissed 
his hands for this." 

'̂''ibid., pp. 54-55. "A short sword and a small 
brazier of silver." 
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hombre de 35 anos, pequeno de cuerpo, barbirrubio, 
uno de los mayores marineros que hay en el mar. 
ansi de altura, como de saber mandar su Navfo.-̂ ^ 

Following this laudatory description Z^ate then gave 

several valuable details concerning Drake's ship, its 

equipment, and its men, to whom Drake showed great favor 

but punished for the least fault, though Z^ate later 

ascertained that his men adored him.^^ One of the most 

interesting passages in this part of the letter is Drake's 

version, as told to Zarate, of his executing Thomas Doughty 

on a charge of mutiny near the Straits of Magellan. Accord

ing to Zgfrate, Drake spoke "muchos bienes del muerto; pero 

que no pudo hacer menos, porque asi' convenia al servicio de 

la Reina, y mostrdme las Provisiones que della traia." 

Even Lope de Vega, who would portray Drake on the whole as 

a villain of epic proportions, appears to have been duly 

impressed by Zarate's generous treatment of Drake; conse

quently, in La Dragontea he would allude to this incident by 

having Drake, "whose rigor was always tempered," bestow a 

IbM. » P» 56« "This general of the English is a 
nephew of John Hav/kins, and is the same who took, about 
five years ago, Ilombre de Dios. He is called Francis Drake, 
a man of 35 years of age, low of stature, with a fair 
beard, one of the greatest mariners to be found on the sea, 
both as a navigator and as a commander." 

^%bid.. pp. 51, 59. 

^^Ibid.. p. 58. "Much good about the dead man, 
but adding that he could not do less, because the Queen's 
service demanded such action, and he shov;ed me the com
missions from her which he carried." 
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red cross upon Zarate in recognition of the Spaniard's 

valor, even though Z^ate made no mention of this par-

61 
ticular gift in his account. 

The third letter of this group, part of an anony

mous epistle concerning Drake's invasion of Grand Canary 

during the final voyage, merits attention because its 

sarcastic author specifically commented on the literary 

effusions which Drake's incursion inspired among the 

Canarians: 

Military poems abound, for with the deluge and 
indacio aquarum hitherto unknown poets have been 
bom. I promise you the battle of Roncevalles, 
though bloodier than this bloodless affair, was 
not so much sung nor made the theme of so many 
romsuices. There was such a mob of sonneteers 
that the audiencia ordered—and with reason—that 
they should cease, and that all epigrams and ballads 
on this subject should be handed in so that the 
wheat might be winnowed from the chaff. Among them 
was a romance by Argote, which although unfinished 
took up five pliegos of paper. . . . Every day new 
ballads appear, which caused Francisco de Pineda, 
whom they call 'el cortesano', to remark that one 
could very well make a Montemayor's Diana out of 
this war.°^ 

Although Argote's romance and the other pieces appear to 

have been "winnowed" either by the Audiencia or by the hand 

of Time, and allowing for a certain amount of exaggeration 

on the part of the person writing the letter, his comment 

does provide a good insight into the tendency of the 

^^Ibid., I, 41. 

^^"Part of a Letter from Grand Canary," in The Last 
Voyage of Drake and Hawkins, ed. by Kenneth R. Andrews, p, l45 
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Spanish people to be poetically moved by the visitations 

of Drake. Cairasco de Figueroa, a Canarian whose poems 

on Drake have endured to the present time, will be 

examined in a later chapter. 

The final group of documents which have importance 

in the present context includes the early seventeenth-

century narratives containing accounts of Drake's activi

ties written by Spanish historians and biographers. Their 

late dates of composition make their influence on the con

temporary Spanish poets who wrote about Drake less important 

than the earlier prose documents had been; as a matter of 

fact, they themselves are based largely on these earlier 

documents. The Historia general del mundo, for example, 

written by Antonio Herrera y Tordesillas and published at 

Valladolid in I606, contains an account of Francis Drake's 

circumnavigation taken almost word for word from the 

deposition made by John Drake in 1584 at Santa Fe, in 

Argentina, -̂  On the other hand, some of these later ac

counts give a more comprehensive treatment of Drake than 

the earlier Spanish documents had done and therefore reveal 

Drake's fame living on into the seventeenth century along 

with that of Philip II and other major figures from this 

era in Spanish history. 

Probably the best example of this comprehensive 

63 Fernandez Duro, II, 501. 
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treatment of Drake can be found in Luis Cabrera de Cc5rdoba's 

Filipe Segundo. Rey de Espa?ia (Madrid, I619), a biography 

of immense proportions concerning the life of Philip II and 

the events which occurred during his reign. Virtually 

every aspect of Drake's anti-Spanish activities is dis

cussed at some point in Cabrera de C<5rdoba's mammoth work, 

including San Juan de Ulua (1568), the circumnavigation, 

the West Indian campaign (1585-1586), C^diz and Lisbon 

(1587 and 1589), and the last voyage (1595-1596). One 

major event which Cabrera de C(5rdoba left out was Drake's 

leading role in the defeat of the Armada in 1588, but this 

omission is not unexpected in a laudatory biography of 

Philip II. The most valuable portions of Filipe Segundo 

concerning Drake include Cabrera de C(5rdoba's treatment of 

San Juan de Ulua, the circumnavigation, and the final voyage. 

Drake's participation with John Hawkins in what 

turned out to be a humiliating English defeat in 1568 off 

the eastern coast of Mexico constituted, it will be recalled, 

Drake's first major confrontation with the Spanish. 

Cabrera de Cdrdoba appears to have accurately assessed 

the importance of this event, for, after narrating the 

details of the affair, he concluded concerning the English 

corsair: 

Francisco Draque llego' solo a Inglaterra y dixo se 
perdi(5' su general, y el oro y plata encubricf, aunque 
la Reina le meticf en prision. Con ello tuvo 
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principio en el mar el mayor cosario que en ^1 
hubo en aquellos tigmpos, y que m^s robos y 
atacaraientos hizo. 

In contrast, however, to the emphasis on Drake as the 

greatest pirate of his day in the narration of this early 

event, Cabrera de Cordoba de-emphasized the importance of 

Drake's circumnavigation. In a chapter entitled "La nave-

gacion y robos que hizo Francisco Draque en las Indias" 

the author squeezed the narration of Drake's entire voyage 

into a single paragraph and disposed of his raids along the 

western coast of South America and Mexico in a single sen

tence— "Francisco Draque, en diferentes puertos, tomcf tres 

navibs, y en el del Callao de Lima algunos, y cerca de la 

punta de San Francisco con mucha plata, y fu^ la vuelta de 

Nueva Espgina, y en Acapulco tom(5' un navio y en ^1 a D. 

Francisco de Zarate; y finalmente parecio despues en las 

Malucas,"^ Actually, this lack of attention to Drake's 

most outstanding accomplishment is more interesting for 

Luis Cabrera de Cordoba, Filipe Segundo, Rey de 
Espana (Madrid, l6l9; rptd. 1876), I, 612."Francis Drake 
arrived alone in England and said that his general was lost, 
and he hid the gold and silver, although the ^ueen put him 
in prison. With this began to sail the seas the greatest 
pirate in those times, the one who made the most robberies 
and attacks." 

^^Ibid.. II, 566. "Francis Drake, in different 
ports, took three ships, and in the Callao de Lima he took 
some, and one near the point of San Francisco with much 
silver, and made the voyage to New Spain, and in Acapulco 
he took the ship of D. Francisco de Zd^ate; and finally he 
appeared later in the Moluccas." 
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what it leaves out than what it includes, and the reason 

behind the omission is not far to seek. After all, even 

had he wished to, Cabrera de Cordoba would not have chosen 

to elaborate on this embarrassing affair in a complimentary 

biography of King Philip, Thus, he devoted most of the 

chapter to the attempts of Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa to 

establish a colony at the Straits of Magellan to keep in

truders from other nations out of the Spanish domain in the 

Pacific area. 

Other Spanish biographers and historians of the 

early seventeenth century had more to say about Drake's 

circumnavigation. In a biography dating from I613 of 

another major Spanish figure of the period, Don Garcia 

Hurtado de Mendoza, who served both as president of Chile 

and as viceroy of Peru, his biographer. Dr. Cristobal Su^rez 

de Figueroa, included several paragraphs concerning Drake's 

voyage around the world, as well as a briefer account of 

Drake's last voyage and defeat at Puerto Belo, in I596. 

Of greater importance, however, is another account of 

Drake's circumnavigation in Bartolome^Leonardo de Argensola's 

Conquista de las Islas Malucas. I609. What makes Leonardo 

de Argensola's narrative valuable in the present context 

is that at certain points in his account he seems to have 

Dr. Gristdl^al Suarez de Figueroa, Hechos de Don 
Garcia Hurtado de Mendoza. Cuarto Marques de Ganete. in 
Coleccioli de historiadores de Chile (Santiago, Chile, 1864), 
V, pt. I, 132-34, 143. 
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been thinking of Drake with the dimensions of the heroic 

figure that some of the Spanish poets had earlier por

trayed him to possess. Perhaps he had read some of the 

epic accounts of Drake, for at one point in his narrative 

he observed concerning Drake's practice of naming islands: 

Vagajido por diferentes derrotas, de que sus pilotos 
hacian observacion con la sonda y las cartas, toccf 
en seis is;Las, y di(< apellidos a algunas de ellas, 
imitando a los heroes fabulosos, y a los Cat<5licos 
y verdaderos, en ppner los nombres conformes a 
particular devocicm.°7 

Leonardo de Argensola used the term "hero" once again in 

connection with Drake in a later passage when he wrote that 

at an island near Java Major Drake "desamparc^ en ella una 

negra y dos negros, que le Servian, dejandoles fuego, arroz, 

y algunas semillas, para que la poblasen. Her(5icos princi-

6R 
pios de ciudad.""° Of course, the term "heroic" was being 

used ironically in the latter passage, and Leonardo de 

Argensola was undoubtedly contrasting Drake to those he 

considered the "true Catholic" heroes, such as Magellan, 

perhaps in reaction to poetic accounts he had read. Never

theless, Leonardo de Argensola's account, which relates the 

'Bartolome Leonardo de Argensola, Conquista de las 
islas Malucas (Madrid, l609; rptd. Zaragosa, 1891), PP. 105-6, 
"Roving along different routes, of which his pilots made 
observation by sounding and by maps, he touched at six 
islands, and gave names to some of them, imitating both 
the mythical and the true Catholic heroes in giving them 
names conforming to particular devotion." 

^^Ibid.. p. 107. "Left on it a Negress and two 
Negroes, who had served him, leaving them fire, rice, and 
some seeds, so that they should populate it. Heroic 
beginnings of a state." 
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main events of the voyage of circumnavigation while 

emphasizing Drake's activities in the Moluccas, imparts 

to Drake the dubious honor of being "el primero que abrio'̂  

el paso a los Sectaries Hugonotes, Luteranos y Calvinistas 

que despues pasaron a aquellos mares con navi'os cargados 

de textos pervertidos, Biblias her^ticas y otros libros de 

inficcionada doctrina,"^^ and it also gives him, "entre 

aquellas provincias ijltimas [Moluccas] el nombre del mayor 

de los cosarios, con que fu^ semlado en Europa."' 

This last passage from Leonardo de Argensola sounds 

much like the appellation that Cabrera de C<5'rdoba gave to 

Drake in his account of the San Juan de Ulua affair from 

Filipe Segundo. Rey de Espam, As mentioned earlier, 

Cabrera de C(̂ rdoba treated not only the events of 1568 and 

the circumnavigation, though the latter in less detail than 

Leonardo de Argensola and others, but he also touched on 

Drake's campaigns in 1585-1586, 1587, and 1589,"̂ ^ while 

giving considerably more attention to Drake's last voyage. 

In fact, Cabrera de Cdrdoba devoted more attention to the 

events of 1595-1596 than to any other of Drake's campaigns, 

IbM« "The first who opened the pass to the 
Huguenot sectarians, the Lutherans and Calvinists who 
afterwards passed to those seas in ships supplied with 
perverted texts, heretical Bibles, and other books of 
corrupted doctrine." 

' ̂ Ibid,., p, 106. "Among those last provinces 
[Moluccas] the name of the greatest of the corsairs, 

which he was famous for in Europe." 

"^^Cabrera de C(5rdoba, III, 175-82, 247-48, 337, 
346-47. 
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which, once again, seems entirely logical in a Spanish 

biography of Philip II, especially since the Spaniards con

sidered this event to be their final victory over Drake. 

Cabrera de Cdrdoba naturally took advantage of the situa

tion to portray Drake as an arrogant fortune-hunter, 

especially at Grand Canary, where, "enganado de su arro-

gancia y desestimaci6n de los canaries, se retird^ con m ^ 

de cuatro-cientos ingleses muertos y muchos m ^ heridos, 

sin que de los islenos faltase hombre,"' On the other 

hand, the Spanish author portrayed Drake's final defeat and 

death in a fairer and more noble fashion. After narrating 

the main events of Drake's unsuccessful attempts to attack 

Panama, he concluded with a straightforward account of 

Drake's death without exaggerating the Spanish side or 

giving expression to numerous rumors which had grown up 

concerning Drake's death: 

Francisco Drack se hizo a' la vela muy triste por el 
destrozo de tanta gente noble y de los dos generates, 
y fu^ al puerto de Veragua, en la misma costa, mas 
al Poniente, donde habido consejo con su hermano y 
con el coronel, dixo queria acometer la empresa por 
la Casa de Cruces pues con su retirada tendria poca 
defensa, adventurando su persona en la ocasion antes 
volver a oir los oprobrios de la Reina y de sus 
privados, Fue asaltado de recia calentura que le 
matd^ llegando su armada a la vuelta del rio de 
Chagre, y puesto en una caxa con puntas de hierro 
le echaron con su contrapeso en el fondo del mar.'-̂  

'Ibid,. IV, 153. "Deceived by his arrogance and mis-
calculation of the Canarians, he retreated with more than 400 
Englishmen slain and many more wounded, without the islanders 
losing a man," 

73 Ibid.. 156. "Frances Drake struck sail very sad 
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A similar version of this same event appears in 

Francisco Caro de Torres' Hechos de Don Alonso de Soto-

mayor (1620), a biography of the Spanish military leader 

who probably did the most to defeat Drake's forces in 

Panama during the final voyage. This account of Drake's 

death contains many similarities in wording to Cabrera de 

C(5rdoba's version and was probably based on the earlier 

account. It goes, however, far beyond Cabrera de Cdrdoba's 

narrative by treating Drake eulogistically, thus serving 

once again to illustrate the exaggerated admiration that 

some Spaniards felt toward their English enemy. The first 

part of the passage from Caro de Torres' work reads almost 

identically to the corresponding section from Filipe 

Segundo, but the reflections of Caro de Torres on the death 

of Drake have an individuality of their own and constitute 

an appropriate conclusion for this chapter: 

Asr determin(5̂  volver ejecutar este intento con gran 
coraje de que le sobrevino una calentura que le 
mat<5̂  llegando la armada a la boca del rio de 
Chagre, famoso por haber muerto en il tan gran 
marinero, que aunque su profesion no habia sido 
de soldado, vino a ser capitan jeneral de su reina. 

over the destruction of so many noble men and of the two 
generals, and he was at the port of Veragua, more to the 
west on the same coast, where having counseled with his 
brother and with the colonel, he said that he wanted to 
undertake the attack by the Casa de Cruces, for with its 
retreat it would have little defense, adventuring his ô -m 
person on the occasion before returning to hear the re
proaches of the Queen and her counselors. But he was as
saulted by a strong calentura which killed him, and his fleet 
arriving at the mouth of the Chagres River, they placed him 
in a coffin v;ith iron nails and threw him with its weight 
into the depths of the sea." 
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y ^uvo mui honrosos cargos, siendo unos de los 
senalados hpmbres que ha habido en el mundo de 
su profesidn, pues despues de Magallanes fu^ el 
segundo (nxe le rodeo y teniendo tanta dicha era 
mui cortes y discrete con los rendidos y mui 
afable como coirtaba el capitan 0jeda y don 
Francisco de Zarate, al cual encontro en el mar 
del Sur cue iba desde la Nueva Esmna al Peru y 
le regalo mucho, comunipando con el cosas de 
importancia y le volvio toda la hacienda que 
lle^aba, su plata y criados y una esclava y el 
navio con gran humanidad y cortesia virtud que no 
puede dejar de ser loada aunque sea en los enemigos.74 

74 
' Francisco Caro de Torres, Hechos de Don Alonso de 

Sotomayor. in Colecci(5n de historiadores de Chile, V, Pt, II 
^9", "Thus, with great courage, he determined to renew his 
attempt, during which a calentura overtook him which killed 
him, his fleet arriving at the mouth of the Chagres River, 
famous for so great a mariner's having died in it, who, 
although his profession had not been that of a soldier, 
came to be Captain General of his Queen, and had many hon
orable appointments, being one of the most famous men ever 
in the world of his profession; for after Magellan, he was 
the second to sail around the world. Despite such fame, 
he was very courteous and considerate with prisoners, and 
very hospitable^ as reported by Captain Ojeda and Don 
Francisco de Zarate, whom he met in the South Sea, who 
was voyaging from New Spain to Peru; for he entertained 
him much, imparting things of importance to him, and he 
returned all his property to him, his silver and servants, 
a female slave, and the ship, with great humanity and 
courtesy, virtues which can never be praised sufficiently, 
even in enemies." 



CHAPTER III 

DRAKE IN ENGLISH LITERATURE OF THE SIXTEENTH 

AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES 

Up to this point, we have limited our analysis of 

Sir Francis Drake's appearance in English and Spanish 

literature of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries to 

voyage accounts and related prose documents, most of which 

were based on fact, if not entirely factual in content. 

Turning our attention to more creative forms of English 

literature of the same period, especially the poetry and 

the drama, we find a great deal pertaining to Drake, though 

perhaps not as great an amount as might be expected, con

sidering the magnitude of his accomplishments. Since so 

much attention has been devoted to Drake's role in the Eng

lish and Spanish voyage accounts, it would be advantageous 

to begin this chapter with an examination of Drake's role 

in other forms of Elizabethan and seventeenth-century prose 

literature, in which he received frequent mention but little 

real emphasis. 

It will immediately be recalled that English prose 

as a literary form was in its infancy during the late six

teenth and early seventeenth centuries and that the majority 

123 
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of prose fiction being produced, represented by such works 

as Thomas Nashe's The Unfortunate Traveler, Thomas Deloney's 

Jack of Newbury, John Lyly's Euphues. and Sir Philip 

Sidney's Arcadia, was strongly influenced by the tradi

tions of the romance, the Italian novella, and Spanish 

picaresque literature. The interest in older subject 

matter and style may in part explain the absence of Drake 

and most of his swashbuckling contemporaries from this type 

of literature. At the same time, Drake's great popularity 

and reputation are reflected in frequent allusions to him 

and his accomplishments in other forms of prose literature 

of varying caliber and fame. In a rather obscure prose 

work, for example, commonly called "An Armada of Land Ships," 

by a rather obscure seventeenth-century author named John 

Taylor, the "water poet," appears a reference to Drake in a 

discussion of apprenticeship, which, along with lordship, 

scholarship, friendship, and other virtues, constitutes 

the "Armada." Apprenticeship, wrote Taylor, "is very slow 

of sayle, so that a man may make two East India voyages, or 

girdle the terrestriall Globe twice about (as Sir Francis 

Drake.) before shee can make a returne." 

In "Newes from Hell" by Thomas Dekker, certainly a 

better known author than Taylor, though this is one of his 

John Taylor, "An Armado, or Navy of Ships and other 
vessels, who have the art to sayle by the land, as well as 
by Sea," in All the Workes of John Taylor the Water Poet 
(London, I63O; rptd. Ann Arbor, n. d.), p. 83. 
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less important satirical works, appears an indirect 

allusion to Drake: 

These territories QHell] notwithstanding of Tartaric, 
will I undermine and blow up to the view of all eies, 
the black and dismal shores of the Phlegetonticke 
Ocean, shall be in ken, as plainly as the white (now 
unmaydend brests) of our own Hand: China. Peru and 
Cartagena were never so rifled: the vjinning of 
Cales, was nothing to the ransacking of this Troy 
that's all on fire."̂  

The rifling of Carthagena of course refers to Drake's 

sacking that South American city in I585. A third example 

reveals Drake's appearance in one of the best known and 

most admired prose works of the seventeenth century, Robert 

Burton's The Anatomy of Melancholy. Burton mentioned Drake 

in passing on two different occasions: once, in writing 

about remedies against discontents, that, among others, 

"Columbus, Americus Vespuccius, Vascus Gama, Drake, Candish, 

Oliver a Nort, Schouten, got all their honour by voluntary 

expeditions," and again, concerning symptoms of love, that 

lovers will "with Drake and Cavendish sail round about the 

world for her sweet sake, with adverse winds. "-̂  

Besides these casual allusions to Drake in widely 

varying examples of early English prose, more specific prose 

types contain references to the English mariner, especially 

^Thomas Dekker, "News from Hell," in The Non-
Dramatic Works of Thom.as Dekker, ed, by Alexander B. 
Grosart (London, 1885), H , 100. 

^Robert Burton, The Anatomy of Melancholy, ed, by 
Floyd Dell and Paul Jordan Smith (New York, 1927), 
PP. 532, 747. 
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the fictional voyages, historical and biographical works, 

and various kinds of satirical writing. Because the voyage 

accounts examined in an earlier chapter played an important 

role in the development of English prose (readily apparent 

in Robinson Crusoe and Gulliver's Travels), and because 

Drake enjoyed a prominent place in these accounts, one ex

pects to find considerable emphasis placed on him in the 

fictional voyages of the seventeenth century. Such, how

ever, is not the case. Although several important writers 

of the era employed the fictional voyage, such as John 

Donne in Ignatius His Conclave, Joseph Hall in The Discovery 

of a New World (Mundus alter et idem), and Francis Godwin in 

The Man in the Moon, not to mention Sir Francis Bacon's 

The New Atlantis, which is a type of fictional voyage employ-

ing the theme of the scientific Utopia, only one of these 

writers, Joseph Hall, mentioned Drake, and this only in a 

brief allusion based on the widely circulated story of 

Drake's capturing San Juan de Ant(5n's treasure ship, the 

Nuestra Senora de la Concepci(5h. In a marginal note to The 

Discovery of a New World Hall revealed his knowledge of 

Hakluyt's Principall Navigations by repeating a story con

cerning Drake's capture of de Ant(5n's ship that had ori

ginally appeared in Hakluyt's account of the circumnaviga

tion. Hall described de Ant6n's ship as one of the great 

Spanish "Caricks, which sir Francis Drake tooke. Her 
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name . , . was Cacafuego shitefire before, but now she may 

4 
be called Caca-plata. that is, shite-silver." 

Another fictional voyage, an edition of Jean 

Cartigny's The Voyage of the Wandering Knight, places 

greater emphasis on the exploits of Drake than did Hall, 

though not in the narrative proper. In 158I an English 

translation of Cartigny's work by William Goodyear was pub

lished in London by Robert Norman, who prefaced the trans

lation with a dedication to "the right worshipful Sir Francis 

Drake, Knight."^ It is this dedicatory letter to the Eng

lish translation of an earlier French work, which, written 

soon after Drake's return from his circumnavigation, cele

brates Drake's success in that undertaking. Norman's 

explicit purpose in dedicating Goodyear's translation to 

Drake was to extol Drake's modesty in success contrasted 

with the exaggerated boasts of other voyagers who had ac

complished much less: 

For, although you have had fortune holding the basin 
while you washed your hands and cast the best chance 
of the dice, yet for all that, such is your content
ment, you hoist not up the lofty sail of self-love, 
to swell the wind of vainglory, as vaunting of any 
exploit which you have achieved. . . . But as you 
went out, so you are come home: familiar with your 
friend, courteous to your acquaintance, remembering 

^Joseph Hall, The Discovery of a New World, ed, by 
Huntington Brown (Cambridge, Mass., 1937), P- 124, 

^Jean Cartigny, The Voyage of the Wandering Knight, 
trans, by William Goodyear, ed. by Dorothy Atkinson Evans 
(Seattle, 1951), P. ̂ ^i^-
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all, forgetting none, still of one mind, will, and 
affection, the prosperous event of your dangerous 
voyage notwithstanding.° 

So impressed with Drake's courteous disposition and 

friendly nature was the publisher that he considered Drake 

to be "a mirror in a gentleman in this our proud and ar

rogant age," who had given Norman the impetus to carry 

through with the publishing of The Voyage of the Wandering 

Knight in order that well-disposed people might gain some 

benefit from it.' 

Norman's criticism of boastful voyagers in contrast 

with the weightier record of Drake's achievements verges on 

satire, and satire constitutes one of the major prose forms 

emerging during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth 

centuries. As Norman had used Drake as a standard against 

which to measure voyagers of "six days'" seas, so Joseph 

Hall used Drake and Cavendish as his standard of measure in 

his satire against travel in general, entitled "Quo Vadis? 

A Just Censure of Travel, As It Is Commonly Undertaken by 

the Gentlemen of our Country." Like Hall's Discovery of a 

New World. "Quo Vadis?" satirizes the growing popularity of 

travel among Englishmen, but it differs in being a straight

forward invective satire; whereas The Discovery of a Nevj 

World is a many-faceted satire in the form of a fictional 

voyage. Thoroughly skeptical concerning the value of 

^Ibid,, p. 1. '̂ Ibid. 
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travel to foreign lands, Hall caustically wrote in "Quo 

Vadis?", "It is a higher faculty, that Travel professeth 

to advance; the supreme power of our understanding: which 

if from hence it may be manifestly improved, he should not 

be worthy to tread upon the earth, that would not emulate 
Q 

Drake and Candish in compassing it." Though this passage 

is directed against what Hall considered the foolish occu

pation of travel, he at least implied that the circum

navigations of Drake and Cavendish were worth mentioning 

as outstanding accomplishments. 

Other early English writers of satire used Drake 

in a more positive way. Gabriel Harvey, in Pierces 
# — — — — — 

Supererogation (1593), one of his satirical indictments 

of Thomas Nashe which comprise part of the Nashe-Harvey 

controversy, severely denounced Nashe's material—perhaps 

suitable in an earlier, less vital age—for being out of 

step with the times. For when the whole world is afire 

with splendid adventure, "who of reckoning, can spare anye 

lewde, or vaine tyme for corrupt pamphlets" such as those 

of Nashe? Instead, one should 
read the report of the worthy Westerne discoveries, 
by the said Humfry Gilbert: the report of the 
brave West-Indian voyage by the conduction of Sir 
Frauncis Drake: . . . the report of sundry other 
famous discoveryes, ^ adventures, published by 

^Joseph Hall, "Quo Vadis? A Just Censure of Travel, 
As It Is Commonly Undertaken by the Gentlemen of our 
Country," in The Works of Joseph Hall. D. D.. ed. by 
Josiah Pratt (London, 1808), X, 233. 
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M. Rychard Hackluit in one volume, a worke of 
importance: the report of the hoatt wellcom of 
the terrible Spanish Armada to the coast of Ing-
lande, that came in glory, and went in dishonour: 
the report of the redoubted voyage into Spaine, 
and Portugall, whence the brave Earle of Essex, 
and the twoo valorous Generals, Sir John Norris and 
Sir Frauncis Drake returned with honour.^ 

Though he was no match for his more skillful opponent, 

Harvey has prominently included Drake among the instiga

tors of the adventurous new age whose exploits he con

sidered to constitute more worthwhile reading material than 

the works of Nashe. Drake's significance takes on even 

greater proportions in Robert Greene's The Spanish Mas

querade (1589), an anti-papal, anti-Spanish satire in 

twelve parts which scathingly condemns the Pope and the 

Catholic leaders of Spain—Philip II, the Duke of Medina 

Sidonia, and Don Pedro de Valdez—for their humiliating 

defeat at the hands of the English in 1588. 

In contrast with the isolated allusions to Drake in 

most of the prose works discussed so far, Greene referred 

to him several times in The Spanish Masquerade, specifi

cally emphasizing Drake's accomplishments in the West 

Indies and against the Spanish Armada. Concerning the 

former, Greene celebrated 

the worthye deeds of Sir Francis Drake, who passing 
malgrado of the Spaniard, hard by his doore, nay 
setting foote into his land, and having praies. 

^Gabriel Harvey, Pierces Supererogation, in The 
Works of Gabriel Harvey, ed. by Alexander B. Grosart 
(London, 1884), III, 97, 96-97. 
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went with a few small Barkes and Pynasses into his 
Indies, and fetcht from them gold and treasure for 
the inriching of his prince and country, and re
turning backe in triumph, feared not what the 
Spaniard with all his great Vessels dard attempt: 
in so much that the report of his valour, both by 
sea as he past and by land when he arrived in India, 
beeing bruted in Spaine: his verye name is as 
great a terrour to the Spaniards as Scipio to the 
Numidians. 

Here, for the first time in this examination of the English 

prose literature, echoes the familiar ring of Drake's name 

in conjunction with heroic figures of earlier ages, in 

this instance a historical rather than a mythical one. 

But one passage eulogizing Drake was not sufficient for the 

patriotic Greene. He also praised Drake's success at Santo 

Domingo and Carthagena, where the Dragon, "putting the 

Spaniard to the foyle, ^ the sword, brought home store of 

wealth and treasure, and getting by his valour such endless 

fame and glorie, as far surmounteth such momentanie FsicJ 

11 
trash." In the same heroic fashion, when the Spanish 

Armada attacked England, 

that woorthy Gentleman, that famous Cavalier, the 
terrour of Spaine. that fortunate knight. Sir Francis 
Drake. bestirred himselfe, as his wonted manner, not 
fearfully as Medina, but valiantly standing in the 
fore roome, delivered with Cannon his Ambassage to 
the Enemie.l^ 

Finally, Greene brought his patriotic burst to a climax by 

asserting that Drake conquered the natives of the Indies 

Robert Greene, The Spanish Masquerade, in The Life 
and Complete Works in Prose and Verse of Robert Greene, ed. 
by Alexander B. Grosart (London, 18B1), V, 258. 

^^Ibid., p. 282. ^^Ibid.. p. 272. 
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"with such courtesie, as they thought the English Gods, 

and the Spaniards both by rule and conscience halfe Devils," 

while adding in a more materialistic tone that "the Span

iard digged out sweete honye from the golden Mines, and 

Sir Francis Drake fetched it home to be tasted in England, 

1'̂  reaping his profite out of their labours." ̂  

In addition to the writers of fictional voyages and 

prose satires, several historians and biographers of the 

late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries included Drake in 

their accounts. Some attention has already been given to 

the historical writings of William Camden, John Stow, and 

Thomas Fuller, as well as to those of the seventeenth-

century Spanish historians and biographers, in earlier 

chapters; however, no attempt at definitiveness in this area 

has been made, because such an attempt would lead beyond the 

scope of this study. Although the distinction between his

tory and literature was less pronounced in Drake's time 

than today, so that some historical treatises (such as 

Samuel Daniel's Civil Wars) were written in verse, the 

modern tendency is to separate historical and literary 

writing into two separate groups and to concentrate on one 

or the other. Thus, the following examination of bio

graphical and historical treatments of Drake will be 

limited to writers who also figured importantly on the 

literary scene. 

^^Ibid., pp. 282-83. 
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One of these writers was Fulke Greville, whose 

literary reputation has grown in more recent times, though 

it was slender in his own day. The author of a sonnet 

sequence entitled Caelica (1633), Greville is better known 

as the biographer of a more important sonneteer, Sir Philip 

Sidney, In his biography of this famous Elizabethan, 

Greville devoted a chapter to Sidney's dealings with Drake 

concerning the West Indian invasion of 1585-1586. Written 

sometime after l6lO, but not published until 1652, long 

after Greville's death, the work presents an earlier period 

of Greville's companionship with Sidney, making a spectacu

lar—and inaccurate—claim concerning Sidney's part in the 

West Indian campaign. For Greville wrote that "the next 

step which he [Sidney] intended into the world, was an expe

dition of his own projecting; wherein he fashioned the whole 

body, with the purpose to become head of it himself. I mean 

the last employment but one of Sir Francis Drake to the West 

14 Indies," It is true that the impulsive Sidney joined 

Drake at Plymouth, evidently planning to sail with him, but 

the presence of such an authoritative and conspicuous figure 

could have produced even more problems than Doughty's 

presence in 1577. That Drake did not relish having Sidney 

accompany him must have been obvious to Greville, who 

Fulke Greville, The Life of the Renowned Sr. Philiî  
Sidney, in The Works in Verse and Prose of Fulke Greville. 
Lord Brookef ed. by Alexander B. Grosart (London, 1870; 
rptd. New York, 1966), IV, 71. 
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observed concerning the situation: 

Yet I, being his beloved Achates in his journey, 
observing the countenance of this gallant mariner 
more than Sir Philip's leisure served him to do, 
acquainted him with my observation of the dis
countenance and expression which appeared in Sir 
Francis; as if our coming there were both beyond 
his expectation and desire. ̂  

Though Sidney evidently did plan to accompany Drake to the 

West Indies, Greville has undeniably exaggerated the fact 

in giving Sidney such a large share of the credit for 

planning the campaign. Julian Corbett asserted that the 

curious resemblance between Greville's story and the one 

which John Cooke wrote about Doughty's share in the circum

navigation is reason enough for doubting its validity. He 

therefore concluded that "the ascertained facts of the case 

show that it cannot possibly be true." As things turned 

out. Queen Elizabeth was even more opposed to Sidney's 

taking part in the campaign than was Drake himself; so she 

sent a royal mandate to Plymouth recalling Sidney to London 

and commanding that the fleet be stayed until he returned 

to her. This order must have produced a sigh of relief 

from Sir Francis. 

Francis Bacon was another prose writer who con

cerned himself with Drake's West Indian campaign of 1585. 

Though Bacon is usually identified as an essayist, a 

^^Ibid. 

^^Julian Corbett, Drake and the Tudor Navy. II, 16. 
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philosophical writer, and an apologist for the emerging 

modern science, he was also a capable historian, as his 

History of the Reign of King Henry VII (1621) reveals. In 

one of his less important historical pieces, "Considera

tions Touching a War with Spain" (I629), Bacon praised 

the "prosperous expedition of Drake and Carlile into the 

West Indies." He was particularly impressed by Drake's 

taking Carthagena, which feat 

was one of the hottest services and most dangerous 
assults that hath been known. For the access to town 
was only by a neck of land, between the sea on the 
one part and the harbour water or inner sea on the 
other; fortified clean over with a strong rampier 
and barricade: so as upon the ascent of our men 
they had both great ordnance and small shot that 
thundered and shov/ered upon them from the rampier 
in front and from the galleys that lay at sea in 
flank. And yet they forced the passage, and wan 
the town, being likewise very well manned.17 

Although Bacon was less complimentary of Drake's destroying 

Spanish shipping and provisions at C^diz in 1587, since there 

was no sharp fight or encounter, he did credit this expedi

tion with revealing "either that Spain is very weak at home 

18 or very slow to move." In a later context, Bacon brought 

up the subject of Drake and Hawkins' unfortunate last voy

age, while de-emphasizing in his propagandistic treatise 

its significance as a possible indication of Spain's naval 

'̂ Sir Francis Bacon, "Considerations Touching a War 
with Spain," in The Works of Francis Bacon, ed. by James 
Spedding (London, 1874; rptd. Stuttgart, 1963), ^IV, 485. 

18 Ibid. 
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or military superiority over England. In contrast, he 

insisted, "the disaster of that journey was caused chiefly 

by sickness; as might well appear by the deaths of both 

the generals (Sir Francis Drake and Sir John Hawkins) of 
1 Q 

the same sickness among the rest." -̂  In his national

istic fervor and patriotic admiration of Drake—and Haw

kins—Bacon could not admit the possibility that Spain 

might be capable of defeating two of Elizabethan England's 

greatest naval heroes, even in their declining years. 

From the strictly literary standpoint, the most 

skillfully written of the historical-biographical accounts 

of Drake is Thomas Fuller's "The Life of Sir Francis Drake," 

which appeared in the 1642 edition of The Holy State, among 

other brief lives and Theophrastian character sketches, for 

which Fuller is best known today. Alluded to in an earlier 

context concerning its influence on Nathaniel Crouch's 

The English Heroe, Fuller's narrative is more properly a 

biography, based largely on the voyage accounts in Hakluyt 

and historical information to be found in William Camden's 

Annales. But like Crouch's lengthier adaptation of the voy

age accounts, Fuller's concise biography defends Drake as 

one of the major heroes of the English nation. 

Beginning with a few details concerning Drake's 

birth at Tavistock and his early life. Fuller then mentioned 

^^Ibid.. 495. 
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his coming into possession of a small trading bark which 

sailed back and forth across the English Channel. Fuller 

explained, however, that "the Narrow Seas were a prison 

20 for so large a spirit, bom for greater undertakings;" 

so Drake, according to Fuller, accompanied John Hawkins to 

the West Indies and San Juan de Ulua, though, in actuality, 

he had made an earlier voyage to the Spanish Main in 1565 

with Captain James Lovell. One of the most fascinating 

passages in the early part of Fuller's biography is the 

author's justification of Drake's determination to avenge 

himself against the Spaniards (after the events of 1568) 

with the witty statement, "The Case was clear in sea-

divinity, and few are such infidels, as not to believe 

21 doctrines which make for their own profit." 

Prom this point. Fuller proceeded to reveal "how a 

dwarf, standing on the Mount of Gods providence, may prove 

22 an overmatch for a giant" by briefly recounting Drake's 

important campaigns, emphasizing Nombre de Dios (I572), the 

circumnavigation, and the final voyage. Though the last of 

these ended in miserable failure. Fuller defended Drake in 

his characteristic fashion by writing: 

Alas, this voyage was marr'd before begun. For so 
great preparations being too big for a cover, the 

^^Thomas Fuller, "The Life of Sir Francis Drake," 
in The Holy State, ed. by Maximilian Graff Walton, II, 133. 

^hbid. ^^Ibid. 
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King of Spain knew of it, and sent a Caravall of 
adviso to the West Indies, so that they had intelli
gence three weeks before the Fleet set forth of 
England. . . . Whereas in other of Drakes Voyages 
not two of his own men knew whither he went; and 
managing such a designe is like carrying a Mine in 
warre, if it hath any vent, all is spoyled.^3 

In the same context, moreover. Fuller stressed the heroic 

determination of Drake by repeating the statement allegedly 

spoken by Drake after the death of Sir Nicholas Clifford 

and Brute Brown at Puerto Rico: 

"Ah dear Brute (said Drake) I could grieve for thee 
but now is no time to let down my spirits." And 
indeed a Souldiers most proper bemoaning a friends 
death in warre is in revenging it. And sure, as if 
grief had made the English furious, they soon after 
fired five Spanish ships of two hundred tunnes 
apiece, in despight of"the Castle.^^ 

Concluding the biographical account with a final eulogy of 

Sir Francis, Fuller enhanced the heroic image of Drake by 

including him among the "great spirits"—such as Dante's 

Ulysses and Marlowe's Tamburlaine—who, 

having mounted to the highest pitch of performance, 
afterwards strain and break their credits in 
striving to go beyond it. Lastly, God oftentimes 
leaves the brightest men in an eclipse, to show thatp̂ . 
they do but borrow their lustre from his reflection. ^ 

Yet, the admiring Fuller came once more to Drake's defense 

by writing, in the brilliant closing sentence, "Should those 

that speak against him fast till they fetch their bread 

^^Ibid., p. 138. 

?k 
Ibid., p. 139. Fuller claimed to have received 

this statement first-hand from one of his own parishoners, 
Henry Drake. 

^^Ibid., p. 140. 
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where he did his, they would have a good stomach to 

eat it."^^ 

The emphasis on Sir Francis Drake in the various 

types of Elizabethan and seventeenth-century prose is sub

stantial, though not extensive, certainly not as extensive 

as the attention he received from the English poets of the 

corresponding period, to whom we now turn. Even among 

the poets and dramatists, however, none of the outstanding 

figures, such as Spenser, Marlowe, Shakespeare, Donne, and 

Milton, used Drake directly, though he did find his way 

briefly into Jonson's Every Man in His Humour. But there 

are some indirect references to Drake in Shakespeare and 

Milton. Walter Raleigh, writing about the influence of 

voyage literature in general on the poets, pointed to evi

dence of Shakespeare's acquaintance with the narratives of 

Drake's circumnavigation. Raleigh suggested that in 

The Tempest "the name Caliban is almost certainly a dis

tortion of Cannibal, and Setebos is a divinity of the 

Patagonians, described by Master Francis Fletcher, in an 

account of Drake's great voyage as 'Settaboth, that is, 

27 
the Divell, whom they name their great god.'" Likewise, 

Ibid.. p. l4l. The continuing fame of Drake 
into the eighteenth century is borne out by the fact that 
Samuel Johnson wrote a version of Drake's biography for the 
Gentleman's Magazine in 1740, entitled "The Life of Sir 
Francis Drake." 

"̂̂ Walter Raleigh, The English Voyagers of the 
Seventeenth Century (Glasgow, 1910), p. 180. 
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when Shakespeare had Puck boast, "lie put a girdle about 

the earth, in forty minutes," he was employing a figure of 

speech frequently used to describe Drake's circumnaviga-

tion.^^ 

John Milton, for his part, took such an interest in 

the voyages that Robert R. Cawley has written a book on the 

subject, Milton and the Literature of Travel. Like Shakespeare, 

Milton made no direct references to Drake, though he must 

have had Drake in mind when he wrote in Book IX of Paradise 

Lost: 

Satan involv'd in rising Mist, then sought 
Where to lie hid; Sea he had searcht and Land 
From Eden over Pontus, and the Poole 
Maeotis, up beyond the River Ob; 
Downward as farr Antartic; and in length 
West from Orontes to the Ocean barr'd 
at Darien, thence^to the Land where flowes 
Ganges and Indus. ̂  

The important word in this passage, of course, is Darien, the 

popular English name for Panama. Cawley observed that many 

conjectures have been made concerning Milton's use of this 
30 

name, "the most likely being the connection with Drake." 

The possibility also exists that Milton was thinking of 

Drake when he mentioned "Ternate and Tidore, whence Merchants 
31 

bring / Thir spicie Drugs," in Book II of Paradise Lost. 

^^Shakespeare A Midsummer Night's Dream II.i.175. 

^^Milton Paradise Lost ix, 76-83. 

^^Robert R. Cawley, Milton and the Literature of 
Travel (Princeton,*1951), P. 134. 

•̂'"Milton Paradise Lost ii. 639-40. 
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Most of the voyage accounts related Drake's spending several 

days at Ternate during the circumnavigation and befriend

ing the Polynesian king, thus ultimately opening that East 

Indian area to English trade. 

Not only were the accomplishments of Drake cele

brated, at least indirectly, by such major poets as Shake

speare and Milton, but Drake appears to have invoked the 

Muses himself on one occasion, for some verses ascribed to 

him appear at the beginning of Sir George Peckham's A True 

Reporte of the Newfound Landes (1583), a semi-official pro

pagandistic work extolling the riches of the newly dis

covered America, The particular poem ascribed to Drake, 

entitled "Sir Francis Drake Knight in commendation of this 

Treatise," consists of fourteen lines written in iambic 

hexameter couplets: 

Who seekes, by worthie deedes, to gaine renowme for hire: 
Whose hart, whose had, whose purse is prest: to 

purchase his desire 
If anie there bee, that thirsteth after Fame: 
Lo heere a meane, to winne himselfe an everlasting name. 
Who seekes, by gaine and wealth, t'advaunce his house 

and blood: 
Whose care is great, whose toile no lesse, whose hope 

is all for good 
If anie one there bee, that covets such a trade: 
Lo, heere the plot for common wealth, and private gain 

is made. 
Hee that for vertues sake, will venture farre and neere. 
Whose Zeale is strong, whose practize trueth, whose 

faith is void of feere. 
If anie such there bee, inflamed with holie care. 
Heere may hee finde, a readie meane, his purpose to 

declare: 
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So that, for each degree, the Treatise dooth unfolde: 
The path to Fame, the proofe of Zeale, and way to 

purchase golde,32 

The neat packaging of the ideas of the poem into a three-

part structure and summary statement has led George B, 

Parks, writing in the Journal of English and Germanic 

Philology, to conclude that the young Oxford poet, George 

Peele, was the author of the poem rather than Drake himself. 

In fact. Parks argued that all nine of the commendatory 

poems that preface the account—including verses ascribed 

to John Hawkins and Martin Frobisher—were actually written 

by Peele or one of his Oxford colleagues, such as Matthew 

Roydon.-̂ -̂  At the same time. Parks conceded that "some of 

these men of action might have written verse. Drake and 

34 Hawkins, for example, were no mere salty sea-dogs."^ It 

should also be borne in mind that Drake, at least according 

to the title-page of Sir Francis Drake Revived, contributed 

in a significant way to the writing of that account. The 

most convincing evidence, however, of Drake's own hand in 

the composition of the foregoing commendatory verses 

appears in the curious mingling of the thirst for fame and 

the lust for gold with a fiery religious zeal, the same 

-̂ Ŝir George Peckham, A True Reporte of the Newfouni 
Landes (London, 1583; rptd. Amsterdam, 1971), ^ig. *3v. 

•̂ -̂ George B. Parks, "George Peele and His Friends as 
'Ghost'-Poets," JEGP, XLI (1942), 527-36. 

^^Ibid.. p. 528. 
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characteristics which motivated Drake's spectacular under

takings. Thus, if Drake was not the actual author of the 

poem, then perhaps he expressed his ideas in prose, and 

George Peele or one of the other so-called "ghost-poets" 

turned it into modified "fourteeners." Whatever the case 

may have been, an appropriate observation in the present 

context is that at least one of the three motivations in 

the poem—the thirst for fame—constitutes a chief charac

teristic of the traditional epic hero. 

Turning now to the more specific aspects of Drake's 

image in Elizabethan and seventeenth-century poetry, we 

discover a wide diversity of material both in subject matter 

and in form. Consequently, the same approach as that 

applied to the Spanish prose accounts would be most advan

tageous: to classify the poetry on Drake according to 

types rather than to discuss it chronologically. For the 

reputation of the famous corsair found a prominent place in 

the various styles of verse that were being produced during 

the period of time under consideration: ballads, epigrams, 

commendatory poems of one kind or another, odes, and poetic 

chronicles, some written by comparatively important poets. 

Also, there is Charles Fitz-Geffrey's Sir Francis Drake 

(1596), the closest thing in early English poetry to an 

epic poem on the subject. 

That Sir Francis should have been celebrated in 
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ballads, mostly anonymous broadsides, is not at all sur

prising, considering that this type of literature—like 

Drake himself—had broad popular appeal. In spite of the 

ephemeral nature of broadside ballads, a substantial por

tion of the ballad literature pertaining to Drake has 

survived, most of the anonymous broadsides being collected 

either in The Pepys Ballads, edited by Hyder Rollins, or 

in the vast nineteenth-century collection of ballad litera

ture entitled The Roxburgh Ballads. The former of these two 

collections contains no ballads specifically devoted to 

Drake himself, but it does contain four ballads in which 

Drake, along with other English heroes, is held up as the 

pattern of exemplary conduct. The earliest of these, 

dating from 1612, is "London's Lotterie: With an incourage-

ment to the furtherance therof, for the good of Virginia, 

and the benefite of this our native Countrie; wishing good 

fortune to all that venture in the same." Comparable in its 

enthusiasm for the colonization of Virginia to Michael 

Drayton's poetically superior ode, "To the Virginian 

Voyage," the ballad singles out Drake and his contemporaries 

as the men first responsible for England's securing that 

new territory: 

Sir Gilbert, Drake, and others more, 
gave us thereof first sight.35 

35Hyder E. Rollins, ed., The Pepys Ballads 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1929), I, 30. 
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So impressed with Drake's heroism was another balladeer 

that, after describing the feats of the traditional Nine 

Worthies in "A Brave, Warlike Song" (ca. I626), he in

cluded Drake among "other brave Warriors not ranct among 

the Worthies, though as worthy": 

Cumberland and Essex. 
Norris and brave Drake 

I'th raigne of Queene Elizabeth 
did many battels make. 

Adventrous Martin Frobisher. 
with Hawkins and some more. 

Prom sea did bring great riches 
Unto our English Shore.36 

Two other ballads from the Pepys Collection, written 

very late in the seventeenth century, reveal the continuing 

use of Drake as a model of heroic behavior. The first of 

these two later ballads, "Torringtonia," was intended as a 

satirical indictment of Arthur Herbert, Earl of Torrington, 

who was accused of mismanagement and cowardice during the 

battle of Beachy Head against the French, on June 30, I690. 

The author of "Torringtonia" will not sing, he tells us, of 

the "Spanish Armada so brave and gallanto," 

Nor how they were bang'd by Invincible Drake, ^-
Nor the Courage and Conduct of Excellent Blake,-̂ ^ 

^^Ibid.. II, 60, 62. 

-̂ '̂ Ibid. . V, 180. The author of "Torringtonia" was 
not the only ballad writer to combine Francis Drake and 
Robert Blake (1599-1657) as English naval heroes. In his 
_Naval Songs and Ballads (London, 1908, pp. 48-52) C. K. 
Firth included "an Elegie on the Death of the Right Honour
able Robert Blake, Esq." (I657), which contains these lines: 

The Spaniards lately fear'd the name of Blake, 
As once their children did the name of Drake. 
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Instead, he chooses to sing about Torrington's undistin

guished part in the engagement against the French, 

Where th' English had joyn'd, but that their Comm-der 
In Chief, wou'd not be a with—but a by-stander.^Q 

The final ballad from this group, "The Valiant Colonel," 

refers to William Ill's campaign of I693 and purports to 

give an officer's address to his men just before the battle 

of Landen. In order to build up their courage, the officer 

patriotically recalls, as in the preceding ballad, Drake's 

part in the defeat of the Armada: 

The Spaniards of old. 
Who sent their Armado, 
This land to Invade, 0, 

While Generals bold. 
Soon burn'd them at Sea: 

There v/as brave Captain Drake 
He that caused them to quake.-̂ 9 

The identification of Drake as the central hero of 1588, 

where earlier ballads on the subject had tended to ascribe 

the victory to Elizabeth or to England as a whole, is an 

interesting characteristic of the late seventeenth-century 

poetry pertaining to Drake. 

This same characteristic also appears in the other 

broadside ballad collection containing Drake material. 

The Roxburgh Ballads. which has two versions of a ballad 

on Drake's role in I588. The earlier of these two versions, 

"Upon the Spanish Invasion in 'Eighty-Eight" (I656), 

3^Ibid. ^^Ibid., VI, 346. 
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merely mentions that when the Spaniards anchored before 

Dover, 

The Queen she was at Tilbury, what more could you 
desire a? 

For whose sweete sake Sir Francis Drake did set the 
ships on fire a, ^ 

Little detailed attention is given to Drake here, but he is 

the only hero specifically named. In the I670 version of 

the ballad, however, though his role is not expanded in the 

poem, his name is added to the title as an additional 

drawing card so that it reads, "An Old Song on the Spanish 

Armada, Sir Francis Drake; or 'Eighty-Eight.'" This 

difference in emphasis between the earlier and later ballads 

on the Armada can readily be observed by contrasting the 

foregoing examples from The Pepys Ballads and The Roxburgh 

Ballads with earlier ones written closer in time to the 

event. The ballad which concludes the Hakluyt account of 

the Armada invasion, for instance, names only Queen Elizabeth 
42 and England personified as the heroes, and Thomas Deloney's 

"A joyful new ballad declaring the happie obtaining of the 

great Galleazzo, wherein Don Pedro de Valdez was the Chiefe" 

(1588) does not mention Drake at all, though it describes 

the capture of Valdez's ship, for which Drake was given 

^^W, Chappell and J. W. Ebsworth, eds,, The Roxburgh 
Ballads (London, 1899; rptd. New York, I966), VI, 378, 

^4bid., p. 379. ^^Supra, p. 36. 
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credit in the Hakluyt account, ^ One further example, an 

earlier ballad included in The Roxburgh Ballads upon the 

death of Queen Elizabeth, ascribed the victory of 1588 to 

the wisdom and foresight of "Queen Bess," though even in 

this ballad, Drake is given partial credit: 

In 'Eighty-Eight-how shee did fight 
Is knowne to all and some. 

When the Spaniard came, her courage to tame. 

They came with Ships, fill'd full of Whipps, 
to have lash'd her Princely Hide; 

But she had a Drake made them all. cry 'Quake,' 

and bang'd them back and side.^^ 

Two additional broadsides collected in The Roxburgh 

Ballads celebrate a more unprecedented accomplishment than 

Drake's part in defeating the Spanish Armada, this being, of 

course, his earlier voyage around the world. The survival of 

these two ballads corroborates the statement of the Eliza

bethan historian John Stow that on Drake's return to England, 

"bookes, pictures, and ballads, were published in his 
4*5 

praise," ^ One of the ballads, "The Fame of Sir Francis 

Drake. (On his Return from Circumnavigating the World, in 

I58I)," portrays the mariner as a cosmic voyager in the 

43 ^Thomas Deloney, The Works of Thomas Deloney, ed. by 
Francis Oscar Mann (Oxford, 1912; rptd. 1967), p. 468. 

44 
^^The Roxburgh Ballads. VI, 38O. 
45 
^John Stow, The Annales, or Generall Chronicle of 

England begun . . . by maister John Stow, and after him con
tinued , , . unto the ende of this present yeere I6l4, by 
_E. Howes (London, I615), p. 807. 
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company of the sun and the stars, in terms of the old 

Ptolemaic system: 

Sir Drake, whom well the World's end knew. 
Which thou did'st compass round. 

And whom both Poles of Heaven once saw, 
Which North and South do bound; 

The Starres above would make thee knowne. 
If men here silent were; 

The Sun him selfe cannot .forget 

His fellow-traveller.^^ 

The other ballad, "A Song on Sir Francis Drake" (158I), 

though poetically inferior to the preceding one, places 

greater emphasis on the historical context of the circum

navigation. It reveals that, after Drake had returned to 

England, 
Then came my Lord Chamberlain, with his white staff. 
And all the people began for to laugh. 
And then the Queen began for to speake, ^^ 
"You're welcome home. Sir Francis Drake:" 

In these lines the enmity of the Lord Chamberlain, Sir James 

Crofts, who considered Drake a chief obstacle to the peace 

with Spain which he had intrigued to obtain, is contrasted 

with the open approval of Queen Elizabeth, who knighted Sir 

Francis as the first English commander to succeed in such 

a feat. 

Concerning Drake's last years of residence in 

Devonshire, just before the final voyage, Ernie Bradford 

has observed that Drake "was celebrated by local ballad-

46 The Roxburgh Ballads. VI, 376. 

^'^Ibid., p. 377. 
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mongers in these years more for his peaceful activities as 
ho 

squire and first citizen of Plymouth," ° much as he appears 

in Robert Hayman's "Of the Great and Famous, ever to bee 

honoured Knight, Sir Francis Drake, and of my little selfe." 

One of the few ballads on Drake whose author is definitely 

known, it opens in a more or less traditional fashion by 
introducing 

The Dragon, that on our seas did raise his Crest, 
And brought back heapes of gold imto his nest, 

but it takes on a more personal note as the poem progresses 

by describing the poet's cherished childPiood meeting with 

Drake in Plymouth: 

This man when I was little, I did meete. 
As he was walking up Totnes long Street, 
He ask'd me whose I was? I answer'd him. 
He ask'd me if his good friend were within? 
A fair red Orange in his hand he had. 
He gave it me, whereof I was right glad. 
Takes and kist me, and prayes, God bless my boy: 

Which I record with confort to this day.^^ 

Other ballads, no longer extant, must have been composed on 

the latter events in Drake's life—especially the last voy

age. Among these would belong "A Seamans coragious welcome 

to the Soldiers prepared for the voyage of Sir Ffrauncis 

Drake and Sir John Hawkins Knights" (June 14, 1595), the 

Ernie Bradford, The Wind Commands Me: A Life 
of Sir Francis Drake (New York, 1965), p. 236. 

^Robert Hayman, Quodlibets, Lately Come Over 
from New Britaniola, Old i:ewfound-land (London, 1628; 
rptd. Ann Arbor, n. d.), p. 58. 
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title of which is listed in An Analytical Index to the 

Ballad Entries.^ Owing, however, to the ephemeral nature 

of the broadside ballads, this and undoubtedly many other 

ballads on Drake have not survived the vicissitudes of 

time. 

A second large category of English poetry con

cerning Sir Francis Drake consists of the commendatory 

poems which celebrate his accomplishments. The m.ajority 

of the poems in this group either glorify the completion 

of one of his voyages, particularly his successful return 

from the circumnavigation, or else they take the form of 

"farewell" poems, commending the success of some expedition 

at its outset. 

The earliest of these commendatory poems (and one 

of the earliest surviving poems on Drake) is Nicholas 

Breton's "A Discourse in commendation of the valiant as 

vertuous minded Gentleman, Maister Francis Drake, with a 

reioysing of his happy adventures" (158I). Composed im

mediately on Drake's return to England from his voyage of 

circumnavigation, the "Discourse" contains a poem of praise 

in three six-line stanzas and a highly rhetorical prose 

eulogy in Euphuistic style. Although the prolific Breton 

was a novice poet at this early stage in his career, his 

^^Hyder E. Rollins, An Analytical Index to the 
Ballad Entries (1557-1709) in the Registers of the Conr̂ -nv 
of Stationers of London (Hatboro, Pa., 1967), p. 20o. ^ 
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later reputation makes the discovery of this work a notable 

event in English literary history and supports the testi

mony of the historians such as Camden and Stow that Drake 

was lavishly praised for his unprecedented deed. As a 

matter of fact, William Camden recorded that on the mast 

of Drake's historic ship, the Golden Hind, "many verses, 

composed to the praise & honour of Sir Francis Drake, were 

fastened, and fixed," one of which, written originally in 

Latin by a scholar from the College of Winchester, is 

quoted in Camden's text: 

Drake, on the Herculean columnes these words 
plus ultra] write. 

Thou farther wentst then any mortall wight. 
Though Hercules for travell did excell. 
From him and others, thou didst bear the bell. 

Brave Drake, that round the world didst saile 
And viewedst all the Poles, when men shall faile 
Thee to commend, the starres will do't the Sunne 
Will not forget how with him thou didst run. 

That Ship whose good successe did make thy name 
To be resounded by the trump of Fame: 
Merits to be beset with Stars divine, .^ 
Instead of waves, and in the skie to shine. 

Besides the close similarity between the second 

stanza of this commendatory poem and the ballad on Drake's 

•̂'•Hans P. Kraus, Sir Francis Drake: A Pictorial 
Biography, p. 197. l-/hat is thought to be the unique copy 
of Breton's exceedingly rare book resides in a private 
collection and is unavailable for examination. 

^^William Camden, Annales, The True and Royall 
History of the famous Empreess Elizabeth, trans, by 
A. Darcie (London, 1625), p. ̂ 29.Included in the text 
with the English version are the Latin original and a 
French translation. 
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circumnavigation recorded in The Roxburgh Ballads, a 

characteristic worthy of notice is the comparison of Drake 

to the legendary Hercules. In the initial stanza the poet 

was asserting that Drake had merited the right to inscribe 

the words plus ultra in place of the legendary inscrip

tion on the Pillars of Hercules, ne plus ultra (no further), 

because, in circumnavigating the earth, he had "borne the 

bell" even from the most celebrated hero of Greek mythology. 

Similarly, the Latin phrase appears again relative to Drake 

in William Kempe's The Art of Arithmeticke in Whole Numbers 

and Fractions (1592), which was dedicated to Sir Francis 

Drake. The prefatory section of this book contains two 

short poems in English praising Sir Francis, the first 

written by Kempe himself and the second, by "A. W.," pro

bably Abraham Wislake, who at one time was master of the 

Plymouth grammar school. The final lines of A. W.'s com

mendatory poem read as f ollov/s : 

Plus ultra certes had ere now 
His loftie bonnet vayld; 

Daunted with dent of they sword Drake 
All courage in him quayled: 

If carping lazie crue, 
(Such are our times and dismall dayes) 

Had not withstood thy brave^attempts 
And purpose good alwayes.-^^ 

Still another instance of this poetic comparison of Drake to 

^^Robert D. Pepper, "'Plus Ultra' and Sir Francis 
Drake," Notes and Queries, N. S., VI (December, 1959), 438. 
Kempe's work is not listed in the Short Title Gatalo-ue; 
the only known copy resides in the British Museum. 
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Hercules occurs in Robert Hayman's epigram, "Sir Francis 

Drake," a much later commendation (1628) of Drake's voyage 

around the world which sounds like the verses in Camden: 

Drake like a Dragon through the world did flie. 
And every Coast thereof he did descrie: 
Should envious men be dumbe, the Spheares will shew, 
And the two Poles, his iourneys, which they saw: 
Beyond Cades Pillars farre. Fame steerd his. way; 
Great Hercules on shore, but Drake by Sea.54 

This frequent identification of the English Dragon 

with Hercules is complemented by a poetic comparison to 

another legendary hero in an emblem poem celebrating Drake's 

circumnavigation. The emblem is entitled "To Richard Drake 

Esquier, in praise of Sir Francis-Drake Knight," printed 

in the I586 edition of Geoffrey Whitney's A Choice of 

Emblemes and Other Devices; and the legendary hero is Jason. 

According to the fashion of this particular genre, the poem 

is preceded by an emblem (Auxilio divino). then an engravwig 

of the Golden Hind sitting atop the world, with a hand 

reaching out of the clouds and pulling a double cord at

tached to the ship around the circumference of the earth. 

The hand from the clouds, of course, symbolizes the "helpe 

of povrer devine," which V/hitney emphasized in the early 

lines of the poem proper. Then he turned to a consideration 

of Drake in the light of Jason's mythical feats: 

^Hayman, p. 10. 
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/f^ Graecia then forbeare, to praise her Jason boulde? 
Who through the watchfull dragons pass'd, to win the 
fleece of goulde. 

Since by Medeas helpe, they were inchaunted all. 
And Jason without perrilles, pass'de: the conquest 
therfore small? 

But, hee, of whome I write, this noble minded Drake, 
Did bringe away his goulden fleece, when thousand eies 
did wake.-̂ -̂  

Thus, in both Whitney's emblem poem and the commendatory 

verses appearing in Camden's Annals, the heroic image of 

Drake exceeds that of Hercules and Jason, because his deed, 

rather than being legendary, was historical and was carried 

out through great difficulty with the help of God, not 

through magical enchantment. Another significant observa

tion concerning Drake's impact—at least on Whitney—can be 

made: the emblem dedicated to Drake is the only one in the 

volume on a specific historical event. All the other em

blem poems in Whitney's collection remain true to the tradi

tion of emblem poetry by treating more general aspects of 

human nature and the human condition, though several are 

addressed to specific individuals. Whitney was evidently so 

impressed by the magnitude of Drake's achievement that he 

altered the basic scheme of his work in order to eulogize 

the first English navigator. 

In addition to the poems of commendation which 

specifically emphasized Drake's successfully sailing around 

^^Geoffrey Whitney, A Choice of Emblemes and Other 
Devices (Leyden, 1586; rptd. Amsterdam, I969), p. 203. 
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the world, another group, called farewell poems, gave the 

voyager a rousing send-off and expressed their author's 

assurance of a prosperous outcome for later expeditions. 

Two of these were composed by Henry Roberts (or Robarts), 

a minor Elizabethan poet, and a third by the more famous 

George Peele, mentioned earlier in this chapter. Of these 

three, the earliest, A Most Friendly Farewell to Sir Francis 

Drake. belongs to Henry Roberts and concerns the West 

Indian campaign of 1585-1586. The work is divided into 

three parts consisting of a dedicatory epistle to Drake, 

a prose preface emphasizing Drake's successful circum

navigation, and the poem proper, the first section of which 

bids farewell to Drake himself, the second section taking 

leave of the sailors and soldiers who accompanied him. 

Throughout the farewell poem, Roberts contributed to the 

heroic conception of Drake by identifying him with both 

legendary and historical figures from antiquity such as 

Alexander, David, and Hannibal, as well as Achilles and 

Ulysses, of whom he wrote: 

How like Ulisses did he shew his policies ech were. 
And like Achilles bearded his foes a |sic"| daunted them 
with feare.5^ 

Such poetic comparisons were universally present in the 

English poetry on Drake (and even appeared in much of the 

^ Henry Roberts, A most friendly farewell. Given 
by a wel-willer to the right worshipful Sir Fraurcis Drake 
m^ht., ed, by E. M. blackie (Cambridge, Mass., 192M, 
Sig, B2r, 
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Spanish poetry), but what may constitute a more signifi

cant characteristic of Drake's image in English poetry 

appears in Roberts' concern that more poets were not com

memorating the accomplishments of Drake. Alluding to the 

immortality that Hannibal, for example, had achieved through 

the faithful recording of his deeds, Roberts admonished his 

fellow countrymen in the prose preface: 

Then English writers let these examples move you to 
take this in hande, forget him not that hath so well 
deserved of us his countreymen as the best of them, 
for it is scene that the desire of honour and not of 
wealth doeth move him to these enterprizes, but the 
desire to do his countrey good.57 

His admonitions seem not to have been heeded, however, for 

in the opening lines of the poem he lamented: 

I did expect some Ovids pen to paint his worthy praise. 
Who when he dies shal stil remaine with fame on earth 
alwaies. -g 

But none hath writ,-̂  

Actually, Roberts' statement is not quite accurate, since 

several poets—Breton and Whitney, for example—had written 

poems on the circumnavigation. Perhaps Roberts did not know 

these poems; more likely, he was expressing chagrin that a 

major poet had not written a poem of large proportions, an 

epic poem, based on Drake's circumnavigation. Now, at the 

advent of another great voyage, Roberts could no longer 

remain silent. Though his heart failed him at the thought 

of a larger undertaking, 

'̂̂ Ibid., Sig. A4r. ^^Ibid., Sig. Blv. 
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Yet hearing how the second time this worthy venterous 
knight, 

Doeth goe to seas accompanyed with many a worthy wight. 
My willing heart hath forced my pen thus much to undertake. 
To him and to his famous crew, a farewell to make.59 

Although Roberts' concern for the lack of poetic 

attention to Drake would be echoed more eloquently in a later 

poem by Charles Fitz-Geffrey, the success of the I585 expe

dition and the singeing of the Spanish king's beard in I587 

elicited, on Drake's departure for Lisbon in I589, a blank 

verse farewell poem of seventy-six lines from George Peele, 

who is better known to modern readers than either Roberts or 

Fitz-Gef frey. In the case of Peele, hovrever, Drake had to 

share the glory with his co-leader. Sir John Norris, for the 

title-page reads, "A Farewell. Entituled to the famous and 

fortunate Generalls of our English forces: Sir lohn Norris 

& Syr Frauncis Drake Knights, and all theyr brave and reso

lute followers. Whereunto is annexed: A tale of Troy." 

In his dedication to Norris and Drake, Peele wrote that he 

had annexed the "Tale of Troy" as fit recreation for the 

chivalry of England, "that good minds, inflamed with hon

ourable reports of their ancestry, may imitate their glory 

in highest adventures." In this statement Peele was 

^^Ibid. 

^^George Peele. "A Farewell to Sir John Norris and 
Sir Francis Drake," in The Works of George Peele. ed. by 
A. H. Bullen (London, 1888; rptd. Port Washington, New 
York, 1966), II, 235. 

61 Ibid., p. 236 
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obviously expressing his belief (at least poetically) 

that the English were descended from the Trojans through 

Brutus and that Drake and Norris were appropriate modern 

counterparts to their heroic ancestors. Along these same 

lines, the patriotic Peele alluded, as other writers of 

commendatory verses had done, to "great Alcides' [Herculesj] 

pillars" through which the Englishmen would sail to 

"cleanse Augeas» stalls in Italy. "̂ "̂  More specifically, 

Peele eulogized Drake in this farewell commendation by 

using the familiar terms of Drake's being the scourge of God, 

a figure also used extensively by both the Spanish prose 

writers and poets: 

You follow Drake, by sea the scourge of Spain, 
The dreadful dragon, terror to your foes. 
Victorious in his return from Inde, . 
In all his high attempts unvanquished.^^ 

So overwhelming was the confidence of Peele in the abilities 

of "noble Norris and victorious Drake" that he seemed to 

envy the men accompanying the two generals: 

0, ten-times-treble happy men, that fight 
Under the cross of God and England's queen. 
And follow such as Drake and Norris are! 

Ironically, time would reveal this expedition to Portugal in 

1589 as one of the greatest failures in Drake's career, and 

one particularly unfortunate for the men themselves, about a 

^^Ibid.. p. 239. ^^Ibid., p. 240. 

64 ^^Ibid. 
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thousand of whom were lost during the course of the 

campaign. 65 

The third farewell poem on Drake, The Trumpet of 

Fame, concerns Drake's ill-starred voyage of 1595 and was 

also composed by Henry Roberts,, the author of A Most 

Friendly Farewell to Sir Francis Drake. Roberts' The 

Trumpet of Fame (1595) differs from his earlier poem in 

that it has no prefatory prose discourse; instead, it con

sists entirely of pentameter couplets commending what would 

turn out to be the disastrous final voyage of Drake and 

Hawkins. The poem is addressed as much to the men who were 

to take part in the campaign as to the two leaders, and 

Roberts' opening lines encourage these men: 

You Gallants bold, of Albions fertile soyle. 
For Countries fame, on land and seas that toyle. 

To you that fetch more woorth, then lasons fleece. 
To you I do my rusticke Pen addresse."^ 

As a special encouragement to these men, Roberts employed his 

"rude pen" to paint the virtues of Sir Francis as an appro

priate leader for such a noble band of soldiers and sailors. 

^Peele also mentioned Drake and Norris' part in the 
1589 expedition in "An Eclogue Gratulatory" (Bullen, ed,, II, 
268-77), dedicated to Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, and 
welcoming him home from the same campaign, in which he took 
part against the Queen's wishes. The following lines concern 
Drake and Norris: 
Hark, Palinode, me dare not speak too loud; 
Hence was he [Essex] raught, wrapt in a fiery cloud. 
With Mars his viceroy [Norris] and a golden Drake, 
So that of him me durst no notice take. 

Henry Roberts, The Trumpet of Fame: or Sir Fraunces 
Drakes and Sir John Hav:kins Farewell (London. 1595; rptd. 
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As Peele had done, Roberts portrayed Drake as "a scourge 

unto the foe," specifically the Spanish, whose martial 

prowess reminded the poet of Moses: 

No Pylot may compare with him for skill. 
No man more foreward, his enemies blood to spill. 
What Captaine hath deserved more than he? 

. , . Moses well we may him call, .„ 
Who leads you forth, this noble Generall.^ 

To treat Drake as a second Moses must have seemed perfectly 

logical to Roberts, as it had seemed appropriate to the 

prose writer Robert Leng; for the English leader had put 

his trust in God, not men, and England's cause was just, 

because "God is our Chieftaine." Roberts .therefore ad

monished the men accompanying Drake: 

Be free from follies, and serve your God aright, 
And honour truly this renowned Knight. 
Leame by his worth, in actions he hath past, 
Tis sweet to such, that honors high will taste. 
The worlds whole Circuit in his travell great. 
He viewed throughout, and many Princes seat. 
What honor there he gaind, I do referre, ô 
To stories large, where registred they are. 

The "stories large" concerning Drake's circumnavigation to 

which Roberts referred in these lines remain unidentified 

in the poem. They could not have alluded to an extended 

poem on the subject, because Roberts himself had earlier 

lamented, just as Charles Fitz-Geffrey would later complain, 

that Drake's feat had not been appropriately celebrated 

Ann Arbor, n. d.), Sig. A3r. 

'̂̂ Ibid, , Sig. A3v. Ibid., Sig. A4r. 
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in verse. The only other possibility, if indeed Roberts 

had a specific published work in mind, would have to be the 

prose narrative of Drake's voyage which was added to some 

(if not all) of the copies of Hakluyt's Principall Naviga

tions, first published in 1589. 

The remainder of Roberts' farewell poem contains 

several lines of praise on Sir John Havjkins, Drake's co-

leader; a commendation of several other individuals who 

took an active part in the voyage, including Drake's younger 

brother Thomas but not Thomas Baskerville, who took charge 

of the fleet after the death of Drake; and an extended cata

logue of the ships which were employed in the expedition. 

Thus, the amount of attention which Roberts gave to Drake 

was limited, somewhat out of proportion to less important 

matters such as the listing of the ships. Nevertheless, his 

lines on Drake are lively and full of enthusiasm, especially 

when he concluded concerning the voyager: 

Be forward then, and ioy in this brave Knight, 
That never yet received foyle in fight. 
But still returned with fame and wealth away, ^Q 
In spight of those that would the fame gainsay. ^ 

Several other poems, which could not be specifi

cally classified as commendatory poems on Drake, since they 

treat larger subjects, do contain commendatory passages 

devoted to him. That passages of this type should appear 

in William Warner's Albion's England (l6l2), a historical 

^^Ibid. 
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chronicle written in verse, seems entirely natural, since 

Warner was writing about the major events of English history 

up to and including the reign of King James. Thus, vihen 

Warner got on the subject of the Armada invasion of 1588, 

he took care to record that "Lord Charles [Howard] our 

Admiral, & Drake did worthy feats," these being the only two 

English leaders whom he mentioned specifically."^^ In a 

later context Warner made further mention 

Of world admired Drake (for of his worth what argues more. 
Than fame envide? Some, for was his so rich thoght 
theirs to poore [sic"] . 

And his brave breeder Hawkins . . . . 

In fiction, or in mysterie to reade would lesse delight. 
Than would significantly some their glorious lornies 
writ.71 

In other words, to Warner, the voyages of Drake and Hawkins 

made more exciting reading than fictional accounts. Like

wise, no one is surprised to find a generous commendation 

of Drake in Michael Drayton's historically oriented Poly-

Olbion (1613, 1622), "Song XIX" of which is dedicated to 

"our Brittish brave sea-voyagers." Concerning the brave sea 

voyager in question, Drayton boasted: 

The Globe-engirdling Drake, the navall palme that wonne. 
Who strove in his long course to emulate the Sunne: 
Of v7hom the Spaniard us'd a prophecie to tell. 
That from the British Isles should rise a dragon fell, 
That with his armed wings, should strike th' Iberian 
maine, 

'''̂ William Warner, Albion's England (London, 1612; 
rptd. Hildesheim, 1971), P. 225. 

"^^Ibid,, 294. 
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And bring in after time much horror upon Spaine, 
This more then man (or what) this demie-god at Sea.'^ 

In his eulogy on Drake, which in a sense constitutes the 

climax to the whole song, according to Robert R, Cawley, 

Drayton was fabricating the supposed Spanish prophecy that 

a British dragon would descend on Spain, though he may have 

taken the suggestion from a completely unrelated account in 

Hakluyt's Principall Navigations that "there will a dragon 

arise in a strange countrey which will do great hurt to 

Spaine." -̂  Here, then, is a striking example of an English 

poet figuratively transforming the historical Drake into a 

mythical hero, a globe-engirdling demigod who emulated the 

sun and who thus became the subject of prophecy. 

While the figure of Drake seems quite at home in the 

historically oriented lines of Warner and Drayton, William 

Browne's Britannia's Pastorals (1616) comprises the kind of 

poetry in which one would not expect Drake to appear, until 

one discovers that Browne was a native of Tavistock, Devon

shire, Sir Francis' own birthplace. In Browne's hands, 

Drake's poetic image fits naturally into the pastoral mode, 

where it becomes, by another pun on the voyager's name. 

"̂ M̂ichael Drayton, Poly-Olbion, in The Poems of 
Michael Drayton, ed. by John Buxton (Cambridge, Mass., 
1953), II, 640-41. 

"̂ R̂obert R. Cawley, "Drayton and the Voyagers," 
PMLA, XXXVIII (1923), 546. 
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the Drake 
That scoured her [England's^ channels, and destroy'd 

the weed '^ 

Which spoil'd her fishes' nets and fishes' breed. "̂^ 

This particular play on Drake's name, which differs radi

cally from the more frequent identification of the name 

with the dragon, refers, of course, to Drake's activity in 

1588. Like Drayton, Browne was one of the poets who com

mended Drake for having "girdled the world" so that, in his 

mind. 

Time can never produce men to o'ertake 

The fames of Grenville, Davies, Gilbert, Drake. "̂^ 

A more personal commendation of Drake in Brovme's rambling 

pastoral poem is expressed by his identifying himself with 

the famous mariner in a poetic apostrophe to the River 
Tavy, which flows through Devonshire: 

And Tavy, in my rhymes 
Challenge a due; let it they glory be, „^ 
That famous Drake and I were born by thee:^ 

If it initially seems strange that commendatory lines on 

Drake should appear in the pastoral poetry of William Browne 

or, for that matter, in an emblem poem by Geoffrey Whitney, 

it is also surprising to find Drake as the subject of 

another kind of poem, the ode, though the term was used 

loosely in the seventeenth century. But such is the case in 

74 
' V/illiam Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, in The Poems 

of^William Browne of Tavistock, ed. by Gordon Goodwin 
(London, 1894), I, 142. 

"^^Ibid., II, 43; I, 284. "^^Ibid., II, 61, 
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Abraham Cowley's "Ode. Sitting and drinking in the Chair, 

made out of the Reliques of Sir Francis Drake's Ship" 

(1663), the best example of a separate group of poems 

alluding to Drake's famous ship, the Golden Hind. In the 

first stanza of the pseudo-Pindaric ode, as Cowley sat 

drinking wine in a chair constructed from the fragments of 

the decayed ship, he good-naturedly pretended to be sailing 

around the world "in the wide Sea of Drink." In the second 

stanza, however, he became less witty and more serious, 

almost reverent, at the thought of sitting in the chair 

which, in different form, 

Has wandered, and has traviled more. 
Than ever Beast, or Fish, or Bird, or Tree before 
In every Ayr, and every Sea't has been, 
'T has compas'd all the Earth, and all the Heavens 't 
has seen.'' 

The significance of the chair to Cowley thus becomes clear 

in the concluding lines of the second stanza: 

Let not the Pope's it self with this compare. 
This is the only Universal Chair.'̂ ^ 

As the third stanza unrolls, the Golden Hind is compared to 

Aeneas' ship, whose fleet became "a squadron of immortal 

Nymphs," and to Jason's Argo, "the first Poetick Ship of 

Greece," which became a star. Both of these, in the 

77 
''Abraham Cowley, "Ode. Sitting and drinking in the 

Chair, made out of the Reliques of Sir Francis Drake's Ship," 
In The Complete Works in Verse and Prose of Abraham Cov/ley. 
ed. by Alexander B, Grosart (New York, I967), I, 156. 

^^Ibid. 
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poet's mind, proved inferior to "Drake's sacred vessel," 

which 

Had done, and had seen more, 
Than those have done, or seen.'" 

These lines from Cowley provide still another instance of 

a patriotic outburst poetically elevating the heroic feats 

of Drake (or Drake's ship) above the legendary heroes of 

Greek and Roman antiquity, including even Virgil's much-

admired epic hero, Aeneas. The ode is then brought to a 

conclusion in a fourth stanza with a typical show of 

Cowley's metaphysical wit. Wishing to immortalize Drake 

and his vessel in poetry—as the legendary vessels had been 

made immortal—Cowley chose to make his verse the sail, him

self the pilot, so that 

The breath of fame, like an auspicious Gale. 
(The great trade-wind which ne're does fail) 
Shall drive thee round the ̂ orld, and thou shalt run, 
As long around it as the Sun.°^ 

The fate of the Golden Hind is a unique story and 

provided interesting subject matter for the poets, and for 

the dramatists as well. William Camden recorded that when 

Sir Francis returned to London from his voyage around the 

world. 

Her Maiesty commanded likewise, that for a perpetuall 
memory to have so happily circuited round about the 
whole Earth, his Ship should be drawne from the water, 
and put aside neere Deptford upon Thames, where to this 
houre the body thereof is scene; and after the 
Queenes feasting therein, shee consecrated it with 

79ibid. ^^Ibid., p. 157. 
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great ceremonie, pompe, and magnificence, eternally 
to be remembred; and her Maiesty forthwith honoured 
Drake with the dignity of Knighthood. As these 
things were performed, a slight Bridge, made of 
Boords, by which people went up into the ship, was 
broken downe by the Multitude, and about a hundred 
persons fell with it; they nevertheless received no 
harme at all: insomuch, that the ship seemed to 
have been built in a happy coniunction of the 
Planets, °-̂  

An eminent antiquarian, John Nichols, carried on the story 

of the Golden Hind by recording in The Progresses and 

Processions of Queen Elizabeth (1788) that "Sir Francis 

Drake's ship, when it became unfit for service, was laid 

up in Deptford yard, where it remained many years; the cabin 

82 being, as it seems, turned into a banqueting house." 

Although Drake's place in English drama will be examined 

later in this chapter, mention should be made of two plays 

at this point, because they support the statement made by 

Nichols. The better known of the two plays—and one of the 

most celebrated Elizabethan comedies—Ben Jonson's Every Man 

in His Humour, contains an allusion near the opening of the 

play (I iii) to "Drake's old ship, at Deptford."^ A similar 

line, "Drake's ship at Detford," appears in a poem by Henry 

84 Peacham prefixed to the I6II edition of Coryat's Crudities. 

^•^Camden, p. 429. 

John Nichols, The Progresses and Processions of 
Queen Elizabeth (London, 1823; rptd. New York, n. d.), 
n, 303. 

-̂̂ Ben Jonson, Every Man in His Humour, in The V/orks 
of Ben Jonson. ed. by C. H. Hereford and Percy Simpson 
"(Oxford, 1925), III, 314. 

^^Thomas Coryat, Coryat's Crudities (Glasgow, 1905), 
I, 114, 
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The other drama. Eastward Ho, is also ascribed to Jonson, 

along with George Chapman, the latter of whom probably 

wrote the following lines spoken by Sir Petronell Flash: 

We'll have our provided supper brought abord Sir 
Francis Drakes ship, that hath compast the world: 
where with full Cupps, and Banquets we wil doe 
sacrifice for a prosperous voyage. My minde gives 
me that some good Spirits of the waters should 
haunt the desart ribs of her; and be auspicious to 
all that honour her memorie, and v.'ill with like 
orgies, enter their voyages.°^ 

With the passing of time, according to Nichols, Drake's 

famous ship was at length broken up, some fragments of which 

were constructed into a chair and given to John Davis, who 

later presented it to Oxford University. This, of course, 

was the chair that inspired the previously cited ode by 

Cowley, as well as a shorter poem by the same poet, "Upon 

the Chair made out of Sir Francis Drake's Ship, Presented 

to the University Library in Oxford, by John Davis of 

Deptford, Esq.": 

To this great Ship, which round the Globe has run. 
And matcht in Race the Chariot of the Sun, 
This Pythagorean Ship (for it may claim. 
Without presumption, so deserv'd a Name, 
By knowledge once, and transformation now) 
In her New Shape this sacred port allow. 
Drake and his Ship could not have wish'd from Fate, 
A more blest Station, or more blest Estate. 
For (Loi ) a seat of endless Rest is ^ivA^, 
To her in Oxford, and to him in Heaven."^ 

Up to the present point, only shorter poems on Drake 

^^Jonson, Works. IV, 574. 

^^Cowley, Complete Works_> I, l69. 
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(such as the preceding verses by Cowley) and longer poems 

containing brief allusions to the famous corsair have been 

examined. There exist, however, two extended poetic treat

ments of Drake from the period under consideration: Thomas 

Greepe's The true and perfecte Newes of the woorthy and 

valiaunt exploytes, performed and doone by that valiaunt 

Knight, Sir Frauncis Drake (1587) and Charles Fitz-

Geff rey's Sir Francis Drake (1596). ^ The subject of Thomas 

Greepe's poem is the victorious—though not especially pro

fitable—campaign against the Spanish West Indies in 1585-

1586, when the English general was at the height of his 

glory. To speak truthfully, Greepe's verse chronicle quali

fies as poetry only in the technical sense of being set up 

in the form of six-line iambic tetrameter stanzas rhyming 

ababcc, for it is written in the worst kind of doggerel, 

much less readable, no doubt, than it might have been in 

prose. Yet Greepe defended his unpretentious style in the 

epistle to the reader by asserting that his narrative was not 

penned in lofty verse, 

but playnely and truely, so that it may be well 
understood of the Reader, for there is nothing can 
more profitte thy posteritie heereafter, then the 
leaving in memorie so worthie a thing, for how 
shoulde we know the woorthy deedes of our Elders, 
if those learned Poets and Histriographers had not 

'̂''A long poem of modern vintage on the Elizabethan 
hero is Alfred Noyes' epic, which carries the simple title, 
Drake (I906-I908). Other modern poems on Sir Francis include 
Henry Newboldt's sea ballad, "Drake's Drum," and John Mase-
field's "A Poem about Sir Francis Drake," concerning Drake's 
return to England from the circumnavigation. 
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sette them doune in wryting, as Josephus for the 
state of the Jewes: Homer and Euripides for the 
Grecians: Titus Livius for the Romaines: Quintus 
Curtius for the life of Alexander the great, and 
so of all others. At what time heretofore was there 
any English manne that did the l.ike?̂ ° 

Though Greepe's poetic reach exceeded his grasp, he evidently 

conceived of himself—after the fashion of the ancient 

poets—as the recorder of heroic deeds performed by the man 

he considered to be the foremost of English heroes. 

While laboriously carrying the reader through the 

various stages of the West Indian campaign, including the 

Canaries, Santo Domingo, Carthagena, and Florida, Greepe 

fleshed out the heroic image of Drake by according him and 

his men the special protection of God, by likening him to 

former heroes taken mostly from the Old Testament, and by 

insisting that Drake's feats far exceeded all earlier ac

complishments. All three of these strategies appear in the 

opening stanzas of the narrative, first with the promise 

to reveal 

Such rare exploytes performde and done 
As none the like hath ever wone.°9 

Then follows a reference to Gideon, who, with a mere 300 

men, defeated the entire Midian host at a thousand to one 

odds. Like Gideon, 

oo 
Thomas Greepe, The True and perfecte Newes of the 

woorthy and valiaunt exploytes, performed and doone by that 
valiaunt Knight Syr Frauncis Drake (London. 1587; rptd. 
Ann Arbor, n. d.), Sig. A3r. 

^^Ibid., Sig. A4r. 
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by Gods mighty hande 
Syr Frauncis Drake by dreadfull sworde 
Did foyle hys foes in forraine lande, 
Which did contemne Christes holy word,^^ 

Another instance, according to Greepe, of God's inter

vention on the behalf of Drake and his men occurred at 

Carthagena, the Spaniards' major settlement on the Span

ish Main, In an attempt to frustrate Drake's advancing 

forces, the Spanish defenders had placed poisoned barbs in 

the sands of the beaches; but the ruse fell through when 

the presence of the barbs was providentially disclosed to 

the Englishmen, the water being, by God's will, at low 

91 tide.^ God's protection against Spanish gunfire is further 

emphasized by Greepe's comparing Drake to the Old Testament 

prophet Daniel and his three companions: 

As god shut up the Lyons Jawes, 
From noying his Prophet Daniell: 
And eke preserved from tyrantes pawes. 
The three children of Israeli, 
And saved them in the Oven so hotte; 
So he convayed away away their shotte," 

The conquest of Cathagena completed, the Englishmen 

yielded hearty thanks to God, "both for his ayde and victory, "̂ -̂  

and then sailed on to still another victory at San Augustine, 

Florida, after which the apotheosis of Drake reaches its 

climax. Reviewing the English successes during the campaign, 

Greepe wrote the following lines on Drake: 

^^Ibid. ^^Ibid., Sig. B4r. 

^^Ibid. ^^Ibid.. Sig. Civ. 
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His rare attempts performed and doone, 
V7ith honour, fame, and victory: 
The like before who ever wonne. 
That you can call to memorie, 

Vlisses vjith his Navie great. 
In ten yeeres space great valour wonne: 
Yet all his time did no such feate. 
As Drake within one yeere hath doone. 
Both Turke and Pope and all our foes: Q̂ ^ 
Doo dread this Drake where ere he goes.-̂  

Thus, Drake, the Christian warrior protected and nurtured 

by the Almighty, returned to Portsmouth first, where he was 

95 welcomed by the people "with honor, fame, and renowne,"^^ 

his accomplishments having surpassed—at least as Greepe 

portrayed them—even those of Homer's epic wanderer. 

Charles Fitz-Geffrey's Sir Francis Drake, His Hon

orable lifes commendation and his Tragicall deathes lamenta

tions (1596) constitutes a finer piece of literature than 

Thomas Greepe's chronicle poem. It is also the closest thing 

in early English poetry to an epic on Drake, though it is 

really more of an eulogistic elegy than a narrative poem. 

Admittedly a minor Elizabethan poet, Fitz-Geffrey appears 

nonetheless to have been highly regarded by his contempo

raries. William Browne, for example, wrote concerning him 

in Britannia's Pastorals: 

On now, my loved Muse, and let us bring 
Thetis to hear the Cornish Michael sing; 
And after him see a swain unfold g^ 
The tragedy of Drake in leaves of gold. 

^^Ibid.. Sig. C2r. ^^Ibid,, Sig. C2v. 

^^Browne, Poems. I, 319. 
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Similarly, Francis Meres, in the Second Part of Wits Com

monwealth (1598), praised Fitz-Geffrey and his poem with 

the statement, "As C. Plinius writ the Life of Pomponius 

Secundus, so young Charles Fitz-Geffrey, that high tour

ing Falcon, hath most gloriously penned the honourable 

life and death of worthy Sir Francis Drake."^' Further

more, three poems commending the noble effort of Fitz-

Geffrey are placed in the prefatory matter of the work, two 

by Francis Rous and one by "D. W." Also included in the 

prefatory section are a Latin poem by Thomas Mychelbourne 

entitled "In Dracum Redivivum" and a dedicatory English 

sonnet to Drake's widow, Lady Elizabeth, written by Fitz-

Geffrey, who described himself as the "tongues-man" of 

'Englands Dragon," "heroique Drake." That Fitz-Geffrey's 

Sir Francis Drake was popular in its own day is also con

firmed by the fact that two editions were called for in the 
qo 

year of its original publication, 1596. 

The first thing of significance to be observed in 

Fitz-Geffrey's rime royal panegyric is his intense concern 

over the lack of attention accorded to Drake by England's 

poets. In this concern he was echoing the sentiments ex

pressed in Henry Roberts' earlier commendatory poem. 

"̂̂ Anthony a Wood, Athenae Oxonienses, ed. by Philip 
Bliss (London, 1813; rptd. New York, I967), II, 607. 

^^J. A. Ramsaram, "Sir Francis Drake in Contem
porary Verse," Notes and Queries. N. S., IV (1957), 100. 
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A Most Friendly Farewell to Sir Francis Drake (I585), 

Yet Fitz-Geffrey expressed himself more eloquently and 

at greater length than Roberts had done, for he appealed 

to specific poets by name: 

Spenser, vjhose hart inharbours Homers soule. 
If Samian Axioms be autenticall: 
Daniel, who well mayst Maro's text controule. 
With proud Plus ultra true note marginall: 
And golden-mouthed Drayton musicall, 

Into whose soule sweete Sidney did infuse 
The essence of his Phoenix-feather'd Muse: 

Be Drakes worth royalized by your wits 

That Drakes high name may coronize your writs.°^ 

Fitz-Geffrey specifically alluded to Spenser's Faerie 

Queene, when he pled: 
Let famous Red Crosse yeld to famous Drake 
And good Sir Guion give to him his launce,^^^ 

since, after all, the historical Drake was greater than 

these legendary figures. His chagrin that no major English 

poet had come forward to compose an epic poem on the sub

ject of Drake (he considered himself inadequate to accept 

the challenge) is clearly expressed by his imagining the 

impact of the hero in a Homeric setting: 

Had he beene borne in Agamemnon's age 
Wh? stout Achilles launce scourg'd Troies proud towres: 
When men gainst me', and Gods gainst Gods did rage. 

^^Charles Fitz-Geffrey, Sir Francis Drake, His 
Honourable lifes commendation and his Tragicall Deathes 
lamentations, in The Poems of Charles Fitz-Geffrey, ed. 
by Alexander B. Grosart (Manchester, 1881), I, 21-11. 
Only Drayton seems to have answered the appeal, either in
tentionally or by coincidence, by including lines on Drake 
in the "Nineteenth Song" of the Poly-Olbion. 

^^^Ibid., p. 22. 
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Aenaeus, Achilles, nor Ulysses powres. 
Had beene so famous in this age of ours: 
All poets would have written in his.praise 
Their Aeneads. Iliads, and Odysses. ̂-̂  

Nor did Fitz-Geffrey limit himself to the lyric and dra

matic poets; he also appealed to the dramatists. While 

calling on no specific playwrights by name, he offered them, 

in general, fresh new subject matter: 

Be Drakes heroique deeds the argument. 
His name the prologue of your tragedie. 
The acts and scenes, his acts all excellent, 
Himselfe chiefe actor of Spaines misery. 

Since Fitz-Geffrey felt so strongly that an epic poem on 

Drake should be v;ritten, and since so many of the Elizabe

than and seventeenth-century poets portrayed Drake in heroic 

terms, the question might present itself at this point just 

why no English poet did come forward with an epic treatment 

of the voyager. That major figures such as Spenser and 

Milton (who, like Drake, both had strong Protestant orienta

tions) were interested in the literature of travel is easily 

supported by the fact that the former has lent himself to 

an extensive essay on the subject and the latter, to a 

103 book-length study. -̂  Although no immediate answer to the 

question appears, two reasons are probably important. In 

^^4bid., p. 23. ^^^Ibid. , p. 28. 

-̂ Lois Whitney, "Spenser's Use of the Literature 
of Travel in the Faerie Queene," MP, XIX (1921-1922), 
143-62, • 

Robert R. Cawley, Milton and the Literature of 
Travel. 
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the first place, Drake was a controversial figure in his 

own age, and while much of the anti-Drakist feeling at 

Elizabeth's court was prompted by jealousy, many were 

simply unable to convince themselves that Drake's acts 

were not piratical. Charles Fitz-Geffrey obviously did not 

belong to this group and showed nothing but contempt for 

anyone who could doubt his idol: 

Some such there are, (o shame! too great a summe!) 
Who would impeach the worth of worthy Drake, 
With wrongfull obloquies sinister doome. 
And eagerly their serpent-tongues they shake. 
And sith they cannot sting, a hissing make.l^^ 

Spenser and Milton, however, may have been more strongly in

fluenced by negative feeling toward Drake. A second, and 

more satisfying, reason is that both poets were strongly 

influenced by the traditional concept of the epic poem which 

was part of the classical heritage, a concept which stressed 

the portrayal of an earlier hero—such as Aeneas, Arthur, 

or Adam—whose feats were instrumental in the foimdation of 

a national identity. For Spenser, who looked back to the 

Arthurian hero as epitomizing the qualities of Renaissance 

virtue (including magnanimity, frequently ascribed to Drake) 

and for Milton, who considered Arthur but who went ultimately 

back to the creation of man, Drake was simply too contem

porary. At the same time, it should be borne in mind that 

the Spanish and Portuguese poets had no difficulty in 

104 Fitz-Geffrey, p. 31. 
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adapting the epic form to the subject of modern geo

graphical discovery, two of the best examples being found 

in Camoens' Lusiads (1572), concerning Vasco da Gama, and 

Ercilla's La Araucana (1590), concerning the Spanish con

quest of Chile. 

But to return to Fitz-Geffrey, an even more signi

ficant characteristic of his elegy on Sir Francis Drake is 

that it epitomizes the heroic image of Drake that had been 

established in earlier Elizabethan poems and would con

tinue into the seventeenth century and beyond. ^ The poem 

merits this distinction because its author hyperbolized 

even more extensively—and in most cases more skillfully— 

than other contemporary poets "magnanimous Drake's" parity 

with and ultimate superiority to legendary and historical 

worthies from both ancient and modern times. The 

legendary figures whom Fitz-Geffrey stressed most are the 

same two who received the greatest emphasis in the broad

side ballads and commendatory poems, Hercules and Odysseus. 

In dealing with both characters, Fitz-Geffrey poetically 

asserted the superiority of "our new Alcides," as, for 

example, in these lines on "heaven-bearing Hercules": 

^^A typical example of this usage continuing into 
the seventeenth century appears in the heretofore unmen-
tioned narrative poem by David Lloyd entitled The Legend 
of Captain Jones (I631). The heroic nature of this 
legendary figure is once and for all established by des
cribing him as "this second Drake" (Sig. C3r). 

^^^Fitz-Geffrey, p. 55. 
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For though it [the se^ could beare him who bare the 

^^y®' 107 
It could not Drake, for Drake was more the he. ' 

More specifically, Drake's changing the course of a stream 

to bring fresh water to Plymouth during the early 1590's 

corresponds to a similar Herculean task: 

Equall with Hercules in al, save vice, 
Drake of his country hath derived grace, 
Who by his Industrie and quaint devise ^ 
Enforc'd a river leave his former place. 

Drake's superiority to Homer's Odysseus is even 

more pronounced in Fitz-Geffrey's poem than his super

iority to Hercules. As the feats of Drake exceeded the 

labors of Hercules, so the circumnavigation exceeded the 

wanderings of the Ithacan. Fitz-Geffrey therefore appealed 

to Homer as he had to his contemporary poets: 

Rase forth his name out of the Odysses. 
Be hee no more the subiect of thy verse; 
But let thy Muse record Drakes worthiness, 
And in Ulysses lieu his name rehearse. 
That far beyond Ulysses fame did pearse.1^9 

As if this eulogy were not sufficient, Fitz-Geffrey added 

a similar one several stanzas later: 

Why should Ulysses be oppos'd to Drake? 
Drake, that Ulysses worth exceld so farre. 
As Hyperions golden chariots slacke 
Surmounts his silver sisters two-wheel'd ĉ jj're; 
Or as her planet doth the smallest starre. 

Thus, the continuing lament: 

Ulysses Homer had to pen his storie, ^^^ 
Drake hath no Homer to emblaze his glorie. 

Q̂'̂ Ibid.. pp. 37, 56, 38. ^^^Ibid., p. 57. 

^Q^Ibid., p. 60. ^^^Ibid. , p. 64. ^^4bid., p. 65. 
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In addition to surpassing the legendary heroes, 

Drake surpassed the historical titans, both ancient and 

modern. Once again, a familiar name crops up—Alexander 

the Great, In this particular context, Fitz-Geffrey con

sidered Drake to be 

As great as Alexander in renowne, ..^ 
In vertue greater farre then ever hee. 

Of Drake's contemporaries, Fitz-Geffrey compiled a long 

catalogue of distinguished explorers, discoverers, and 

adventurers, who constitute a procession of mourners. In

cluded among these distinguished figures are Columbus, 

Vespucci, Sebastian Cabot, Grenville, Cavendish, Gilbert, 

Frobisher, Clifford, Essex, and, of course, John Hawkins, 

along with others. Yet even among these figures, whom Fitz-

Geffrey generously commended, Drake shines alone: 

What though his worth above yours is extold? 
Yet thereby is not yours extenuated: 
What though your neighbours iewels dearer sold, 
Than for the price whereat your gemme is rated; 
What thereby is your Diamond abated? 
Wherefore to give both him and you your ̂ .u^^^ 
I sale he was the best, the next were you. -̂  

During the course of his elegy, Fitz-Geffrey 

employed one other familiar device to enhance the image of 

England's "new-made saint": the play on the name "Drake" 

to get "Dragon." The pun is first used in the dedicatory 

112ibid.. p. 100. ^^^Ibid., p. 81. 
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sonnet to Drake's widow, but it appears again when Fitz-

Geffrey, half-way through the poem, was emphasizing Drake's 

part in the defeat of the Armada. In this context Drake, 

like the "Hyperborean Dragon" of mythology, 

rous'd him from his cave 
Against his foe-men bending forth his flight; 
All the sea-sourges passage to him gave. 
Until he had his enemies in sight, ..̂  

Gainst whome he bended all his force and might. 

The image is brought to a climax, however, at the end of 

Fitz-Geffrey's brief recounting of the disastrous final 

voyage, in a passage which constitutes the consolation of 

the elegy. Having lamented the fact that Spain would 

rejoice at the death of Drake, he took heart in the assur

ance that 
He, who alive to them a Dragon was, 
Shalbe a Dragon unto them againe. 
For with his death his terrour shall not passe, 
But still amid the aire he shall remaine 
A dreadfull Meteor in the eie of Spaine: 
And as a fierie Dragon, shall portend ^^^ 
Englandes successe and Spaines disaster end. 

Thus, the departed Drake, after the fashion of a mythical 

hero, has become a constellation whose name will be spelled 

in cosmic letters: 

The sunne and moone, the letters capitall; ^ 
The stars, the commas and the periods all. 

A final word concerning the Elizabethan and seven

teenth-century poetry on Drake must include the mention of 

^^^Ibid., pp. 41, 43. ^^^Ibid., p. 105. 

^^^Ibid,, p. 106. 
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several poetic epitaphs alluding to the somewhat mys

terious circumstances of his romantic sea burial off the 

Central American coast at Puerto Belo, Besides the six-

line epitaph appended to the conclusion of Nathaniel 

Crouch's The English Hero, examined in an earlier chap-
117 

ter, at least two others are extant, one of which has 

been printed in The Roxburgh Ballads, the other, in Thomas 

Fuller's The History of the Worthies of England. The first 

of these, in the form of a couplet, draws attention to 

Drake's watery grave and his lasting fame: 

The waves became his winding sheet, the waters were 
his tomb. 

But for his fame the ocean sea was not sufficient 

room.11^ 

The epitaph which appears in Fuller benefits from the always 

interesting comments of the biographer and character writer 
which accompany it: 

Having formerly, in my "Holy State," written his life 
at large, I will forbear any addition; and only pre
sent this tetrastic, made on his corpse when cast out 
of the ship (wherein he died) into the sea: 
"Though Rome's religion should in time return, 
Drake, none thy body will ungrave again: 
There is no fear posterity should burn ..Q 
Those bones which free from fire in sea remain." 

117c 
'Supra, p. 80-

•̂'•̂ The Roxburgh Ballads. VI, 377. 

11 Q 
^Thomas Fuller, The History of the Worthies of Eng

land (London, 1662; rptd. 1840), I, 418-19. Preceding the 
English translation of the epitaph in Fuller's text is the 
Latin original, ascribed to Henry Holland, author of the 
Heroologia Anglica. 
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When we turn to an examination of Drake's image 

in Elizabethan and seventeenth-century drama, we discover 

essentially the same situation that characterizes the 

prose and poetry: frequent passing references to Drake 

but little extensive emphasis, though he does appear as a 

character in Thomas Heywood's If You Know Not Me. You Know 

No Body and as the protagonist of William D'Avenant's 

mid-seventeenth-century drama. The History of Sir Francis 

Drake. Of course, the non-extant plays listed in Henslowe's 

Diary—New World's Tragedy (1595) and The Conquest of the 

West Indies (I60I)—may have given an important place to 

120 Drake's adventures. The point has already been made 

in an earlier context that one of the major Elizabethan 

dramatists, Ben Jonson, alluded to Drake's famous ship in 

two plays, Every Man in His Humor and Eastward Ho. the 

latter of which contains an additional reference to 

Drake's circumnavigation: 

Who would not straine a point of Neighbor-hood, 
For such a point de-vice? that as the shippe 
Of famous Draco, went about the world, 
Will wind about the Lawyer, compassing 
The world him selfe. 

The modern editors of Jonson's plays, however, ascribe this 

speech to Chapman rather than to Jonson himself, based on 

•'•̂ Ŵ. W. Greg, ed. , Henslowe's Diary (London, 1904), 
I, 27, 135, 147. 

^̂ •'•Jonson, Works. IV, 565. 
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122 

the conviction that "'Draco* is a Chapman touch." Cer

tainly, Chapman had Drake in mind when he wrote the opening 

lines of his masterpiece, Bussy d'Ambois (1607): 

And as great seamen, using all their wealth 
And skills in Neptune's deep invisible paths. 
In tall ships richly built and ribb'd with brass. 
To put a girdle round about the world. 
When they have done it, coming near their heaven. 
Are fain to give a warning-piece.123 

Here again is the familiar image comparing the circumna

vigator's task to placing a girdle around the world. Still 

another allusion to Drake's circumnavigation appears in a 

less prominent play. The City-Match, written by the minor 

Cavalier dramatist, Jasper Mayne, during the mid-l630»s. 

That the author should use Drake and, inaccurately, Hawkins 

to develop an entirely unrelated scene of comic intrigue 

indicates that the magnitude of Drake's accomplishment was 

still well established in the minds of Caroline playgoers 

long after the event had occurred and the details them

selves had been confused or forgotten. In Mayne's play, 

the appearance of the character Timothy, disguised as an 

exotic fish taken at the mouth of the Rio de la Plata, 

elicits the bizarre response: 

Salewit: Would you think, when we caught him, 
he should speak Drake, Drake? 

Bright: And did he? 

^^^Ibid., IX, 662. 

^^^George Chapman, Bussy d'Ambois. in The Plays of 
man ed bv Thomas M. Parrott (New York, 196I), George Chapman, ed. by 

I, 5. 
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Quarterfield: Yes, and Hawkins: 
A sign he was a fish and swam tbpre v/hen 
These two compass'd the world.-̂ 2̂4 

Jasper Mayne was born in Devonshire, and this fact 

may have enhanced his interest in Drake. Another minor 

play from the early seventeenth century also has ties with 

Drake's birthplace. The Play of Dick of Devonshire, an 

anonymous drama which A. H. Bullen believed to have been 

composed by Thomas Heywood and which is generally ascribed 

12 5 to him. ^ In this play the emphasis is placed on the 

English-Spanish conflict, for the drama concerns the ad

ventures of an English soldier named Richard Pike during 

the Earl of Essex's 1626 expedition to Cadiz, an account 

of which was published soon after Pike's return to England. 

In the second scene of the play's first act, as two Devon

shire merchants discuss the causes of the English-Spanish 

animosity, Drake's name figures prominently as 

That glory of his Country and Spaynes terror, 
That wonder of the land and the Seas minyon, 
Drake. of eternall memory. •'•2̂  

Like the poets, the author of Dick of Devonshire enjoyed 

punning on Drake's name at the expense of the Spanish, as 

in the example of the English ships which carried "firedrakes" 

•••̂ Ĵasper Mayne, The City Match, in A Select Col
lection of Old English Plays, ed. by W. Carew Hazlitt 
(London, 1876; rptd. New York, 1964), XIII, 256. 

^^^k. H. Bullen, ed., A Collection of Old English 
Plays (London, 1882; rptd. New York, 1964), II, Z-^, 
The play is also ascribed to Heywood in the CBEL. 

^^^Ibid., p. 13. 
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to destroy the galleons and in the example of the poorest 

ship-boys, who 

Might on the Thames make duckes_and drakes with pieces 
Of eight fetched out of Spain. "̂ ^̂  

In their conversation, the Devonshire merchants continue to 

assert that in Spain, 

The very name of Drake 
Was a Bugbear to fright Children; Nurses still'd 
Their little Spanish Nvnnyes when they cryde 
Hushl the Drake comes. 

A more significant use of Drake in an anti-Spanish 

context occurs in Thomas Dekker's The Whore of Babylon 

(1607), the subject matter of which is eloquently expressed 

in the playwright's prefatory statement: 

The Generall scope of this Dramaticall Poem, is to 
set forth (in Tropicall and shadowed collours) the 
Greatnes, Magnanimity, Constancy, Clemency, and 
other incomparable Heroical vertues of our late 
Queene. And (on the contrary part) the inveterate 
malice. Treasons, Machinations, Vnderminings, and 
continual blody stratagems, of that Purple Whore 
of Rome.129 

This image of the Roman Catholic Church as the Babylonian 

Whore from the Revelation of John is used several times in 

Dekker's play—for example, in the dumb show preceding Act 

IV, which has an "Empresse on the Beast" parading across the 

stage, and in the passage referring to the Roman Church as 

'̂ Ibid. . p. 14. The term "duckes and drakes" refers 
specifically to the ever popular pastime among boys of skip
ping flat rocks across the surface of the water. 

^^^Ibid., p. 115. 

•'•̂ T̂homas Dekker, The Whore of Babylon, in The Dra-
matic Works of Thomas Dekker, ed. by Fredson Powers (Cambridge, 
Ehgland, 1955), II, 497. 
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the "purple whore: / The whore that rides on the rose-

coloured beast," ^^ The image is also employed in a 

passage on Drake, in which Fideli and Titania (allegori-

cally Elizabeth) discuss Drake's recent West Indian 

campaign against the Spaniards:. 

Fideli: Thus they give out, that you sent forth a 
Drake 

Which from their rivers beate their water-
foule. 

Tore silver feathers from their fairest 
Swannes, 

And pluckt the Halcions winges that rove 
at sea. 

And made their wilde-duckes under-water dive. 
So long, that some never came up alive. 
This Sea-pie Babylon, her bug-Beare calles. 
For when her bastards cry, let the nurse cry 
But this, the Drake comes, they hush 
presently. 

For him thei'll cudgell us: will you ha 
the troth? 

That scarlet-whore is thirstie and no blood. 
But yours, and ours (sweete maide) can doe 
her good. 

Titania: That Drake shall out. againe [to meet the 

oncoming Armada]] . -̂  

Dekker's lines, which the author of Dick of Devonshire evi

dently imitated, reveal much about the image of Drake as the 

hero whose bold actions had been chiefly responsible for 

Spain's animosity and whom Elizabeth had depended on to 

deliver England from the Spanish invasion. Futhermore, 

Dekker's use of the biblical scarlet whore riding on the 

beast to symbolize Rome and Spain would be reversed, as 

remains to be seen, by Lope de Vega in La Dragontea to 

^^^Ibid., pp. 561-62. ^^^Ibid., pp. ^69-70. 
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symbolize Drake as the infernal dragon and Queen Eliza

beth as the painted harlot riding thereon. 

As Dekker's Whore of Babylon stressed Drake's anti-

Spanish activities in 1585-1586, so Thomas Heywood's 

If You Know Not Me. You Know No- Body (I632) emphasized his 

role in the Spanish invasion of 1588. The two parts of 

Heywood's chronicle play concern the major events in Queen 

Elizabeth's reign, the second part concluding with the 

climactic victory of the English over the Spanish Armada. 

The play merits special recognition among the dramatic 

literature on Drake because, near the conclusion, he appears 

briefly, along with Martin Frobisher, as a character. 

Drake's entrance is first prepared for with a long report 

spoken by a messenger who recounts Drake's initiative in 

subduing the Spanish ships: 

Sir Francis Drake. Vice-Admiral, was first 
Gave an onset to this great Armado of Spaine; 

This Drake. I say, (whose memory shall live 

While this great world, he compast first, shall last. ) -̂^ 

The messenger then goes on to explain that Drake was the 

one who approached the Armada through the fury of its 

cannon-fire until he got close enough to make his broad

side count. The other English ships, witnessing his valor, 

were encouraged to do the same, the result being that 

132 
^ Thomas Heywood, If You Know Not Me, You Know No 

-Body. The Second Part, in The Dramatic Works of Thorŷ as 
Heywood (New York, 1Q64), I, 339. 
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blood as visibly was scene 
To pour out of their portholes, in such manner 
As after showres i' th' city, spouts will raine. 
And thus Drake bad them welcome.-133 

After another messenger reports a similar show of valor 

on the part of Martin Frobisher, both heroes march onto 

the stage, carrying Spanish ensigns in their hands as 

trophies of victory. Although Drake shares the glory with 

Frobisher in this scene, only Sir Francis is given a 

speaking part, and the congratulations of Queen Elizabeth 

are addressed to him: 

England's God be praised! 
But prethee, Drake (for well I know thy name), 
Nor will I be unmindfull of thy worth 
Briefly rehearse the danger of the battle.134 

The lines spoken by the character Drake in reply to Eliza

beth's request are dramatically insignificant, being only a 

final report of the Armada's undoing and a listing of the 

major English ships employed against the Spanish forces. 

At the same time, Heywood's emphasis on Drake's dominant 

role follows the pattern apparent in seventeenth-century 

patriotic literature, especially the ballads, of portraying 

Drake as the central figure in the defeat of the Spanish 

Armada. 

While dramatists such as Dekker and Heywood con

cerned themselves with Drake at the height of his career, 

Sir William D'Avenant went back to Drake's early years to 

^^^Ibid., p. 340. ^^^Ibid., p. 342. 
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write the only extant English drama specifically on the 

subject of the adventurer. The History of Sir Francis 

Drake, In its subject matter and glorification of Drake, 

therefore, D'Avenant's play is to seventeenth-century Eng

lish drama what Sir Francis Drake Revived, an expanded 

edition of which had been published in I653, is to English 

voyage accounts of the same era. The History of Sir Francis 

Drake first appeared in 1659, somewhat incongruously, as 

an operetta "exprest by Instrumentall and Vocall Musick," 35 

partly in order to circumvent interregnum restrictions 

against the performance of plays and also because D'Avenant 

had an adept hand at such productions. When the collected 

works of D'Avenant were published in 1673, The History of 

Sir Francis Drake was added as Act IV of The Play-house 

to be Lett, a catch-all for several of D'Avenant's shorter 

dramas (including The Cruelty of the Spaniards in Peru) 

through the device of having several plays within a play. 

In D'Avenant's dramatic adaptation of Sir Francis Drake 

Revived, however, Drake became even more of a literary and 

less of a historical figure than he had been in the earlier 

prose accounts. For D'Avenant took the Drake myth a step 

further than any of the prose editions of Sir Francis Drake 

Revived (including Crouch's The English Heroe) by adapting 

Drake's story to the stage with little concern for 

^^Sir William D'Avenant, The Dramatic Works of 
Sir William D'Avenant, ed. by James Maidment and W. H. 
Logan (Edinburgh, 1872), IV, 4. 
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historical accuracy. Instead of setting the play in 

Panama, D'Avenant inaccurately had the events taking place 

in Peru, which Drake would not even see until the circum

navigation. Furthermore, the playwright never made clear 

whether "Drake Junior" V7as the hero's brother or his son 

(Drake had no children); he made "Capt. Rouse" (Ranse) 

Drake's right-hand man, when, historically, Ranse abandoned 

Drake and his place was taken by the Frenchman, Tetft; he 

omitted any mention of Drake's several failures before his 

ultimate success in capturing a Spanish recua, or mule-

train; and, finally, he left the mistaken impression that 

Drake's fame was already vjell established at the time of 

this adventure, when, in reality, he was a comparatively 

unknown privateer. As an illustration of the latter inac

curacy, the dramatist had Capt. Rouse defer to Drake when 

he exclaims: 

My fame does lay her Trumpet down. 
When yours does publish your renown. 

What man is that, Lov'd Admiral, 
Who does not hasten at your call? 

He must be either deaf, or ever lame, ^^^ 
Who follows not your loud and leading fame. 

D'Avenant underscored this premature emphasis on Drake's 

fame by having other significant characters lavish words 

of praise upon the mariner's head. The Cimaroon king 

•̂ 36sir William D'Avenant, The Play-house to be Lett, 
in The Works of Sir William D'Avenant, Kt. (London, 1673), 
P. 87. 
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greets Drake with the following encomium: 

Great Wand'rer of the Sea, 
Thy walks still pathless be 
The Races thou dost run, 
Are known but to the Sun 

Yet by thy deeds all Climes acknowledge thee-
And thou art known and felt as much as he.-̂ 37 

In like manner, Pedro, the devoted Cimaroon guide, praises 

"renowned Drake" by uttering a prophecy: 

For thou of all the Britons art the first 
That boldly durst 

This Western V/orld invade; 
And as thou now art made 

The first to whom that Ocean will be shown, ^ 
So to thy Isle thou first shalt make it known. 3° 

Although D'Avenant showed little concern for his

torical facts in developing the literary image of Drake, he 

remained true to the spirit of Sir Francis Drake Revived, 

his source; after all, both were intended as laudatory 

treatments of the "English Heroe." D'Avenant maintained this 

sense of continuity with the earlier prose work, first of all, 

by placing in a climactic position the celebrated tree-

climbing episode, in which Drake ascends to the top of a 

huge tree and, viewing two oceans, expresses these lofty 

sentiments: 

When from these lofty branches I 
The south Atlantick spy 
My vows shall higher fly, 

Till they with highest Heav'n prevail 
That, as I see it, I may on it sail. ^^ 

^^"^Ibid., p. 91. ^^^Ibid., p. 96. 

^^^Ibid,, p. 95. 
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More important, D'Avenant placed special emphasis, as the 

author of Sir Francis Drake Revived had done, on Drake's 

magnanimity, the highest of Renaissance virtues. This 

heroic attitude first reveals itself in the tree-climbing 

episode when Drake refuses to let one of the young himters 

pursue a wounded animal: 

Stay my Victorious BoyI 
When a couragious Beast does bleed. 
Then learn how far you should proceed 
To use advantage where you may destroy: 
To courage even of Beasts some pity's due; .̂ ^̂  
And where resistance fails, cease to pursue. 

In his dealings with men, Drake's magnanimity is further 

revealed through his generous treatment of Captain Rouse. 

The latter, ordered to remain at Port Pheasant to protect 

the ships, grows concerned about his leader and, contrary to 

his orders, joins him at the Cimaroon camp. Realizing that 

he has been disobeyed, but understanding the motive, Drake 

forgives his subordinate with the justification: 

I shall be very slow 
When I must backward go 

With punishment to overtake 
The errours which my friend did make. 
Tell him I know his fault is past; 
And now I cannot but go fast, 

When I shall forward move , 
To meet approaching Love. 

But the most dramatic expression of Drake's magnanimity 

occurs in the next scene, in which Drake confronts the pro

blem of rescuing a beautiful Spanish lady from his own 

allies, the Cimaroons. Here, once again, D'Avenant went 

I'̂ Olbld. ^"'m^.. P. 97. 
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beyond historical events by constructing an episode of 

his own to glorify Drake, a parallel to the episode not 

being foimd in the earlier prose accounts. As the scene 

opens, a lovely Spanish lady adorned with the apparel of 

a bride is discovered tied to a tree, while the fierce 

Cimaroons are preparing to take her life. Upon discovering 

the state of affairs, Drake cries out in anger: 

Arm! ArmI the honour of my nation turns 
To Shame, when an afflicted Beauty mourns. •'•̂2 

In his righteous indignation he is prepared to fight even 

the Cimaroons—his friends and allies—to free the Spanish 

bride. Fortunately, the loyal Pedro intercedes, and the 

captured bride is freed before an incident can develop. 

Intending "the stroke of justice" against those Cimaroons 

who had abused her, Drake is appealed to once again by the 

mediating Pedro, who explains that the cruel Spaniards had 

often forced Cimaroon brides and slaughtered their wedding 

guests, so that the thirst for revenge was partially justi

fied. Upon hearing this explanation, Drake magnanimously 

forgives the offenders, as he had forgiven Rouse, while 

asserting that 

The future guidance and the care 
Of their demeanor in this war, 
Is strictly, Pedro, left to thee: 
The gentle Sex must still be free. 
No length of study'd torments shall suffice 
To punish all unmanly cruelties.143 

^^^Ibid., p. 98. ^^^Ibid., pp. 99-100. 
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For D'Avenant, it V7as inconceivable that such a 

hero could be motivated only by the thirst for gold. 

Therefore, on the brink of the confrontation with the 

Spanish recua near Panama (actually Venta Cruces), 

D'Avenant had Drake express as his reason for such an 

undertaking that desire which inspires every hero of epic 

dimensions: 

All I would speak, should tell you, I despise 
That treasure which I now would make your Prize: 
Unworthy 'tis to be your chiefest aim. 
For this attempt is not for Gold, but Fame.^^^ 

Such ennobling lines as these qualify Sir William D'Avenant's 

The History of Sir Francis Drake, along with Charles Fitz-

Geffrey »s elegy, Abraham Cowley's ode. Sir Francis Drake 

Revived, and Nathaniel Crouch's The English Heroe. as one 

of the most fully realized literary deifications of the 

English Dragon, 

^^^Ibid.. p. 100. 



CHAPTER IV 

DRAKE IN SPANISH POETRY OF THE SIXTEENTH 

AND SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES 

The impact of Sir Francis Drake's activities against 

Spain and the Spanish possessions in the Americas is apparent 

from the large number of times he appears in Spanish poetry 

of the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries. 

In many instances, only a passing allusion may be made to 

Drake in a poem which concerns some completely unrelated sub

ject, but these numerous references indicate the familiarity 

of Drake's name among the Spaniards in general. Other 

poems, usually long narratives on historical subjects, may 

contain extensive sections on Drake, emphasizing his most 

outstanding accomplishments, especially the circumnavi

gation. Finally, besides shorter poems, such as sonnets, 

caneiones, villancicos. and romances. which may have been 

written on the subject of Drake, only two long poems in 

Spanish have survived that devote themselves entirely to the 

English seaman: Juan de Castellanos' Discurso de el Capit/n 

Francisco Draque and Lope de Vega's La Dragontea. The latter 

of these two poems is especially important in the present 

context, being a full-length epic in which Drake plays the 

196 
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role of the hero-villain. The other poems, however, are 

significant as well, for they romanticize the figure of 

Drake in one form or another, although they tend to exag-

grate, understandably, the negative aspects of his 

character. An analysis of the Spanish poetry on Drake can 

therefore be divided into three separate sections: an 

examination of the less important poetry concerning Drake, 

arranged chronologically according to the events in Drake's 

career; an examination of Castellanos' Discurso; and an 

examination of Lope's La Dragontea. 

Before a detailed analysis of Drake in Spanish 

poetry is begun, some words of explanation concerning his 

place in Spanish drama are necessary. Surprisingly, the 

Spanish dramatists of the Golden Age did not exhibit enough 

interest in Drake to merit the kind of attention devoted to 

the English dramatists in the preceding chapter. The virtual 

absence of Drake in Spanish drama was even more surprising 

to John Arthur Ray when he observed that "les guerres des 

Flandres ont fourni la matiere a plusieurs 'comedias.'" 

Like English drama of the same period, many of the Spanish 

plays were highly nationalistic; yet Drake did not appear 

as a character in any of these plays which have survived. 

What few allusions to Drake can be found appear briefly 

•̂ John Arthur Ray, Drake dans la poê sie espagnole 
(Paris, 1906), p. 3. 
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in such plays as Lope de Vega's El ausente en el lugar. 

in which the character Esteban brings "nuevas de que el 

Draque es muerto," or in Lope's La esclava de su galan. 

where Don Antonio speaks in passing of "el Draque muerto 
2 

ya, quien es vencido." An indirect allusion to Drake can 

also be found in Leiva Rami'rez de Arellano's La infeliz 

Aurora y fineza acreditada. in which mention is made of 

an English pirate who is ravaging the coast of Spain.3 

That Lope de Vega in particular, whose La Dragontea reveals 

an intense poetic interest in Sir Francis Drake, did not 

see fit to write a drama about him or even to use him as 

a character in one of his numerous plays constitutes one 

of the ironies of Drake in English and Spanish literature. 

The initial anti-Spanish activities in Drake's 

career, specifically his participation in Hawkins' defeat 

at San Juan de Ulua and his raids on Central America during 

the early 1570's, also seem to have generated little in

terest among the Spanish poets. Outside of rather brief 

summaries of Drake's activities at Nombre de Dios and 

Panama in the two poems by Castellanos and Lope de Vega, 

the only other poem to concern itself with these early 

events is a poem dated 1570 by Alvaro de Flores, entitled. 

Felix Lope de Vega Carpio, Obras de Lope de Ve^a, 
ed. by Juan Eugenic Hartzenbusch (Madrid, 1946), I, 25o, v88 
"News that the Drake is dead." "The Drake dead now, vjho is 
conquered." 

^Ray, p. 3. 
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"Obra nuevamente compuesta sobre una admirable victoria 

que huvo don Francisco Luxan contra don Juan Acle, 

4 lutherano capitan de la Reyna de Inglaterra." Even this 

poem makes no direct mention of Drake, since Hawkins, "el 

enemigo/de Dios y nuestros chri.stianos, "^ was much better 

known to the Spaniards at this time, and since the poem is 

primarily concerned with commending the Spanish victory 

over the English forces. In fact, no evidence appears in 

the poem that the author even knew of Drake's presence in 

the battle, for he merely states that the two ships, "destos 

perros infieles," escaped the fray, with no mention made 

of who escaped in them. It will be remembered, of course, 

that one of these, the Judith, was captained by Drake; the 

other, which was the Minion, by Hawkins himself. 

As might be expected, in contrast to the relative 

lack of interest among Spanish poets in Drake's earliest 

exploits, his next tour de force—the circumnavigation— 

received great attention, not only from Castellanos and 

Lope de Vega but also from several other poets as well. 

Two poems treating this accomplishment deserve special at

tention at this point: L'Argentina, by Martin del Banco 

Centenera, and Armas ant^rcticas, by Juan de Miramontes 

Cesareo Fernandez Duro, La armada invencible 
(Madrid, 1885), H , ^90. 

^Tbia,, p. 495. "The enemy of God and us Christians." 

^Ibid., p. 497. "Of these faithless dogs." 
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Zuazola. Although neither of these poems takes Sir Francis 

Drake as its main subject, both poems devote considerable 

attention to his voyage around the world. 

The first of these two poems, Barco Centenera's 

L'Argentina (first published in l602 at Lisbon) is a long 

narrative in twenty-eight cantos concerning the discovery 

and colonization of Argentina. Not until the twenty-

second and twenty-third cantos does the author take up the 

invasion of Drake and the attempt of Pedro Sarmiento de 

Gamboa to overtake him. As early as Canto I of the poem, 

however, Barco Centenera mentions Drake as a scourge of 

God sent to punish the Spaniards: 

Tambi^n dird̂  de aquel duro f lagelo 
Que Dios al mundo di(5' por su pecado. 
El Drake que cubrio' con crude duelo 
Al un polo y al otro en sumo grade.7 

Much later, in Canto XXII, the poet describes the high 

points of Drake's circumnavigation, including, of course, 

his landing in Argentina, but emphasizing his passage 

through the Straits of Magellan, his capture of San Juan de 

Antdn's ship (the so-called "Cacafuego"), and his safe 

return to England. Concerning Drake's capture of the Span

ish ship, the narrator calls it "la presa m^s famosa, / Y 

'MartlTn del Barco Centenera, L'Argentina. ed. 
by Pedro de Angelis (Buenos Aires, I836), II, 2. 
"Also, I will tell of that hard scourge that God sent to 
the v/orld for its sin, Drake, who covered with cruel 
affliction one pole to the other in great degree." 
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robo que jam^s hizo cosario [sic]] ." 

The surprising thing, however, about Barco Cen

tenera' s poem is its open and frank praise of Drake. 

Although the author explains that Drake's feats cannot be 

hidden and that his accomplishments should be truthfully 

revealed, he describes the English leader in the most 

complimentary terms: 

Aqueste ingles y noble caballero 
Al arte de la mar era inclinado, 
M^s era que piloto y marinero, 
Porque era caballero y buen soldado. 
Astuto era, sagaz y muy artero, 
Discrete cortesano y bien criado, 
Magnanimo, valiente, y animoso 
Afable, y amigable y generoso.° 

Certainly this description goes beyond a merely truthful 

account of Drake's success and even sounds somewhat like 

the exaggerated praise employed by the English poets and 

prose writers, particularly in the use of such words as 

"magnanimous." In fact, about the only real flaw Barco 

Centenera can find in Drake is that he lacked the love of 

Jesus Christ, and, although he undertook to become a "gran 

cosario," or pirate, he became such a one as had never 

V. 10 

been seen. 

Ibid., p. 248. "The most famous capture and 
robbery that a pirate ever made." 

^Ibid*> P- 2^5' "This noble English gentleman was 
inclined to the art of the sea. But he was more than a 
pilot and mariner, because he was a gentleman and a good 
soldier. He was astute, sagacious, and very artful, a 
discreet courtier and well bred, magnanimous, valiant, and 
brave, affable, friendly, and generous." 

^^ibid. 
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This same tendency to express admiration for Drake, 

while finding fault only with his religion, continues in 

Juan de Miramontes Zuazola's Armas antarcticas. composed 

sometime between 1607 and I615 but not published during 

the seventeenth century. Where Barco Centenera's poem dealt 

with the conquest of Argentina, Miramontes Zuazola devotes 

twenty cantos of octaves to the conquest of Peru, as can be 

seen from the poem's subtitle, "hechos de los famosos 

capitanes espa'noles que se hallaron en la conquista del 

Peru," Once again, Drake plays a significant role in 

the third, fourth, sixth, and eighth cantos of the poem; 

and, like L'Argentina, Armas antarcticas places special 

emphasis on the English seaman's courage, daring, and 

chivalry. In Canto III, for example, the author devotes 

an entire octave to piling up adjectives in praise of 

Drake, using such terms to describe him as bold, valiant, 

prudent, considerate, patient, and portraying him as an 

individual "De ^nimo y pensamiento levantado,/ Gran 

12 marinero y singular soldado." Similarly, the poet uses 

twenty-four octaves of Canto VI to describe the overwhelming 

turbulences of the Straits of Magellan and then portrays 

•̂ R̂ay, p. 80. "Deeds of the famous Spanish cap
tains which are found in the conquest of Peru." 

Juan de Miramontes Zuazola, Armas antarcticas. 
ed. by J. Jijdn y Caamano (Quito, I921), I, 75."Lofty 
of spirit and thought, a great mariner and a singular 
soldier," 
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Drake as having the strength of will to bring at least 

the men in his ship through safely, for he writes: 

Pero entre aquellos tempestuosos males 
No vio anegado el resplandor febeo 
A Draque, que animoso y gran piloto 
Libre salid del fuerte terremoto.^3 

Encouraging his men in the same context to conduct them

selves as Hector, Mars, or Achilles might have, Drake 

himself is seen (Canto VIII) to surpass the reputation 

even of Alcides (Hercules): 

Y porque tus hazams conocidas 
Fuesen de gloria, m^s que las de Alcides, 
En tu favor dispuso la fortuna . 
El tiempo, el viento, mar, estrellas, luna. 

Furthermore, in addition to Drake's heroic con

stancy, by which he conquered a thousand impossibilities 

1 ̂5 and returned safely to England, ^ Miramontes Zuazola, after 

the fashion of Barco Centenera, conceives of Drake's acting 

as the scourge of God. Although lacking the Catholic faith, 

Drake has been protected by the justice of God in order to 

do His pleasure, that being, in this case, to humiliate a 

"reino altivo," the haughty kingdom of Spain. 

13 ^Ibid., p. 171. "But among those tempestuous 
evils the Phoebean radiance was not seen to be drowned 
in Drake, the brave and great pilot who passed out free 
from the powerful earthquake." 

Ibid,, p. 226. "And so that your known exploits 
should surpass in glory those of Alcides, in your favor 
Fortune placed time, wind, seas, stars, and the moon." 

^^Ibid., p. 262. ^^Ibid., p. 248. 
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Three other poems which include brief mention of 

Drake's circumnavigation are Las_Guerras de Chile, a poem 

by Juan de Mendoza y Monteagudo published in 1660; Zufre 

de Aguila's Compendio historial de descubrimiento. con

quista y guerra del reyno de ChilR, first published in 

Lima in I63O; and Lima fundada. composed by the celebrated 

prodigy, Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo, Rocha y Benavides, and 

also published at Lima, in 1732. None of these poems con

tains much material on Drake, the first two merely referring 

respectively to Drake's breaking through the Straits of 

Magellan and his invading the coast of Chile. Lima fundada. 

however, contains several allusions, not only to Drake, but 

to John Oxenham and Richard Hawkins as well. Furthermore, 

the poem, which takes Francisco Pizarro as its central 

hero, also presents Drake in a heroic light, describing 

him as the "monstruo enorme" who conquered the Straits and 

as "El hi jo entonces de Neptuno fiero,/ De la fortuna 

17 alumno siempre engreido." ' Thus, although the literary 

value of Lima fundada is minimal and although the poem 

extends somewhat beyond the chronology of the present 

study, it nevertheless deserves mention because of its per

spective on Drake. 

17 
'Pedro de Peralta Barnuevo, Rocha y Benavides, 

Lima fundada, o conquista del Peru, in Documentos liter-
arios del Peru, ed. by Manuel de Odriozola (Lima, I863), 
I", 115, 124, 
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The next anti-Spanish events in Drake's career, 

the West Indian campaign of 1585-1586 and the attack on 

C^diz in 1587, were also treated by the Spanish poets. As 

a matter of fact, Juan de Castellanos took Drake's descent 

on Carthagena on the Spanish Main as the central theme of 

the Discurso de el Capit/n Francisco Draque. to be examined 

later in a separate context. ° Apart from this poem, 

Castellanos mentioned Drake in the eighth canto of the 

Historia de Cartagena, which forms a section of his Elegias 

de varones ilustres de Indias, a long series of poetic bio

graphies, most of which remained unpublished until the 

nineteenth century. After mentioning the invasion of 

some pirates, Castellanos wrote that Drake arrived at 

Carthagena with many ships, boats, and more than 7,000 

men and that, in spite of the Spanish preparations, he 

IQ entered the city without resistance. ^ One other poem, 

a romance of fifty lines in length, concerns Drake's 

capture of Carthagena in 1586. The poem carries no date, 

but it appears to have been composed shortly after the event 

occurred. The poem chiefly concerns the measures taken by 

Philip II to counteract the English attacks. Drake is 

•'•Ray (p. 4) included this poem among the lost 
Spanish works on Drake, for it was not recovered until 
fifteen years after his dissertation had been published. 

•̂ Ĵuan de Castellanos, Historia de Cartagena, in 
Biblioteca de autores espanoles. ed. by D. Buenaventura 
Carlos Aribau (Madrid, 194^), IV, 42 5. John Hawkin's 
attempt on Carthagena in 1568 is also recounted (pp. 437-
40), with no mention of Drake. 
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mentioned only once in the poem, but he is called "otro 

sigundo Anibal," an epithet which, like the poems treating 

his circumnavigation, places him in the heroic light of a 

formidable opponent. 

Concerning Drake's attack on Cadiz, which took 

place in 1587, shortly after his return from the West 

Indian campaign, at least one Spanish poem has survived, a 

"Cancion" attributed to one Doctor Mescue, who may have 

21 been Dr. Mira de Mescua (or Amescua), a writer of dramas. 

At any rate, the poem, which calls on Philip II to avenge 

himself against the English, stresses the bravery of the 

Spanish people more than the boldness of Drake. In fact, 

Drake's name is never mentioned, though it is strongly 

implied: 

El hereje pirata. 

/v.' 
A Espana viene por buscar su muerte, 
Cudicioso del oro y de la, plata. 
Y aunque vence un rat(̂ n a un elefante 
Al ^spid la mujer, al ledn el carro, 
iComo es tan arrogante, ^ 
Que se pone el ingles asi delante 
Al ^spid, elefante,2le(5n bizarre, 
Al soldado espariol? 

In general, then. Dr. Mescue's "Canci(̂ n" treats Drake's at

tack on Cadiz practically as a Spanish rather than as an 

^^Ray, p. 37. Ray's dissertation is used only when 
primary materials were impossible to obtain after a thorough 
search had been made. The original ms. resides in the 
Biblioteca Nacional of Madrid. 

^4bid.. pp. 139-40. 

^^Dr. Mescue Q i i r a de Mescua] , "Cancidn," i n 
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English victory, much as Lope de Vega would treat the 

event in Cantos I and II of La Dragontea. perhaps 

because Drake limited his actions to destroying Spanish 

shipping in the bay rather than taking the city of Cadiz 

itself. 

Next in the chronology of Drake's career come the 

Spanish poems on the campaign of 1588 and Drake's partici

pation in it. In contrast to the Spanish poems treating 

Drake's circumnavigation—especially L'Argentina and Armas 

antarcticas—Drake's image and reputation do not fare very 

well with the Spanish poets who describe what was, for them, 

a humiliating affair. Yet, in the beginning, the Spanish 

poets expressed absolute assurance that their "Armada 

invencible" would completely annihilate the English 

heretics who had rebelled against the Mother Church. The 

speaker in a little canci(̂ n entitled "Hermano Perico," for 

instance, is personally convinced that his brother will 

put an end to Drake and the pirate's queen: 

mi hermano Bartolo 
se va a Inglaterra 
a matar al Draque 

Flores de poetas ilustres de Espana, ed. by Juan Quiros 
de los Rios (oeville, 1896), I, 130. "The heretical 
pirate . . , comes to Spain to look for his death, 
coveting gold and silver, and although a rat may conquer 
an elephant, a woman an asp, a chariot a lion, how is 
the Englishman so arrogant as to place himself before 
the asp, the elephant, the gallant lion, the Spanish 
soldier?" 
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y a prender la Reina 
y a los Luteranos.23 

A similar attitude of confidence in the Armada is expressed 

in some lines of G(5ngora beginning "Que 4. tanto leno el 

humido elemento" and in the first of two canciones by Cer

vantes on the events of I588. The former of these two 

poems mentions the "ingl/s pirata" and the latter speaks 

of the "Pirata mayor del Occidente," but both of these 

allusions refer to Elizabeth and England in general rather 

than to Drake, though both G(̂ ngora and Cervantes may have 

had him in mind. In Andres Falc'ao de Resende's "Soneto 

al General de la armada D. Alonso de Baz^n" (ca. 159I) the 

English leader is once again depicted in derogatory terms: 

Famoso, infame Drake, 'te dir^n 
Con razdn, male e ingrato, ya en efecto. 
Contra la santa Iglesia y su precepto. 
Que eres corsario m^s que capitan.25 

The sonnet continues tauntingly with the accusation that 

^3Angel Gonzalez Palencia, ed., Romanoero general 
(I6OO. 1604. 1606) (Madrid, 1947), p. 61. "My brother 
Bartolo sails away to England to kill the Drake and hang 
the Queen and the Lutherans." 

^Manuel Serrano y Sanz, "Dos canciones ineditos 
de Cervantes," in Homenaje a Men^dez y Pelayo (Madrid, 
1899), I, 418, 420. "Greatest Pirate of the Occident." 

^^Andres Falc'ao de Resende, "Soneto al General de 
la armada D. Alonso de Bazan," in Gatalogo razonado de los 
autores Portugueses que escribieron en Castellano, ed, by 
Domingo Garcia Peres (Madrid, 1890), p, 203. 
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since Drake had fled from the Duque de Guzman, a leader 

of the Invincible Armada, into the refuge of the English 

Channel, he would not dare face on open sea the new 

leader of the Armada, Don Alonso de Baz/n. 

Of greater significance in the present context 

are two so-called "romances de ciegos" (romances of the 

blind) concerning Drake's participation in the Armada cam

paign. The term "romances de ciegos" originates from the 

fact that when news of some sensational event reached Spain, 

poems uniting all the available information on the event 

were quickly composed, printed on single sheets, and sold 

in the streets by blind men; they were much like the Eng-
?6 lish broadside ballads discussed in the preceding chapter. 

Two of these ephemeral romances, attributed to one Cristobal 

Brabo, somehow fell into the hands of Englishmen, and were 

considered to be so inaccurate in their treatment of the 

Armada Campaign—including Drake's participation in it— 

that the Englishmen took it upon themselves to print the 

romances and to answer them in separate poems written in 

the same style, and in Spanish, The anonymous pamphlet, 

printed by Thomas Cadman (Cadmano) in the house of Arnold 

Hatfield, 1589, is entitled: 

"x/ Respuesta y desengano contra las falsedades pub-
licadas / impresas en Espana en vituperio de la 
Armada inglesa y del illustrissimo y 

26 Ray, pp. 1-2. 
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excelentissimo senor don Charles, conde de Howarde, 
grande almirante de Inglaterra, etc., y del muy 
ilustre y valeroso caballero don Francisco Draque, 
y de los mas nobles y caballeros, dirigida a la 
Sacra Catholica y £eal Magestad de la Reyna don'a 
Isabel, nuestra senora, por la gracia de Dios 
Reyna de Inglaterra, Francia, Irlanda, y defensora 
de la fee . - . .̂ f 

• • • 

The romances themselves, which follow a group of 

Spanish letters answered by the English authors in prose, 

are headed, "Respuesta a los Romanzes del Christoval Bravo 

de C(^dova privado de la vista del cuerpo y del alma, en 

alabanza de la victoria, que la Armada Espanola tubo contra 

la Inglesa ano de el Senor 1588, The first romance is 

then printed, with a slurring reference to Drake as "aquel 

pestiTfero ingles / Francisco Draque llamado. " " Next 

follows a "Repuesta al Primer Romanze" in the same poetic 

style of short lines often with feminine endings, in which 

the name of Drake is defended at length: 

^Fernandez Duro, I, 178. "Answer and reproof 
against the falsities published and printed in Spain in 
vituperation of the English fleet and of the illustrious 
and most excellent Lord Charles, count of Howard, grand 
admiral of England, and of the illustrious and valorous 
gentleman Sir Francis Drake, and of other nobles and gentle-
men, directed to the Holy Catholic and Royal Majesty of the 
Queen Elizabeth, our lady, by the grace of God Queen of Eng-
land, France, Ireland, and defender of the Faith," 

28Ibid,, p. 179. "Answer to the Romances of 
Crist(ibal Brabo, citizen of Cc5rdova deprived of the vision 
of the body and of the soul, in praise of the victory that 
the Spanish Armada had against the English in the year of 
our Lord, 1588." 

^^Ibid., p. 181. "That pestiferous Englishman, 
by the name of Francis Drake." 
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fl 

<̂ Y dime, atrebido y sucio 
mas vil cme un ropin mat ado 
por que con palabras feas 

afrentas tan buen soldado 
Como Francisco Draque, 

columna de el temple sancto, 
y defensor de la Fee, 
y del gran Reyno britano? 
De quien tiembla el universe, 

tan solamente en nombrallo 
temen las Indias, que an sido 
castigadas de su mano. 
Temenle Galicia y Caliz, 

Sancto Domingo y Santiago, 
Sant Augustin, Cartagena, 
y el fiero mar Ozeano.30 

The second romance continues the "falsedades e injurias" 

by stating that a Spanish ship, the Sant Martin, 

aferr(^ con el navio 
donde el gran ladron venia, 
Llamado Francisco Draque, 

que traxo en su companfa 
todos los mexores hombres 
que en Inglaterra avia,31 

and that Drake's ship was captured. In the answer to the 

second romance, just the opposite occurred, for the Spaniards 

fled and Drake pursued, "cosas haziendo immortales,/ que al 

umn 

3Qlbid., p, 183. "And tell me, insolent and foul 
one, more vile than a dead rat, why with ugly v̂ ords you 
affront such a good soldier as Sir Francis Drake, a col,. 
of the holy temple, and defender of the faith and of the 
great British kingdom? At whom the universe trembles, 
from the mention of his name; the Indies are frightened, 
who have been punished by his hand. Galicia and Cadiz 
fear him, Santo Domingo and Santiago, San Augustine, 
Carthagena, and the proud ocean." 

•̂̂ Ibid. , p. 187. "Grappled with the ship in which 
the great thief was sailing, named Francis Drake, who 
carried in his company all the best men of England." 
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mundo espanto ponian,""^ Once again, the Spanish poet 

Brabo is questioned concerning his lies about Drake: 

<JSi es tal el valor de Draque, 
porque, lengua serpentina 
llamdiidole de ladrĉ n, 
le infamas y le aniquilas? 

Publicando tales nuebes 
que el Draque perdido avia 
su cuerpo, su nave, y gente 
y todo quanto tenia, 
Mientes en llamar ladron 

a quien tanto merezia, 
y a quien con su fuerza y mana 
aquist(5'gloria subida.33 

Obviously, as the preceding passages illustrate, 

the answers to Brabo's verses reveal Drake as a major hero 

in the events of 1588; of course, though written in Spanish, 

they represent the English viewpoint and must be considered 

in that light. Even Brabo, however, portrays the vice-

admiral as the central opponent of the Spanish Armada, the 

opponent in whose company the leading men of England sailed 

and whose capture—though spuriously reported—would best 

represent a Spanish victory. 

The only other event in Drake's career treated 

-̂ Îbid. . p. 189. "Doing immortal things, that put 
the world in fear." 

^^Ibid.. p. 190. "If the valor of Drake is such, 
why, serpentine tongue, do you defame and destroy him, 
calling him a thief? Publishing such accounts, that Drake 
lost his life, his ship and men and all that he had. You 
lie in calling a thief him who merited so much, and who 
with his force and skill acquired mounting glory." 
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extensively by the Spanish poets is his final voyage and 

death in 1595-1596. Drake's presence at Corunna during 

the expedition of 1589 is mentioned briefly in an anony

mous poem entited "Romance" (1590), in which the poet 

calls on the Spaniards to put off the superfluities of 

dress and manner by telling them, "Tened siempre en la 

memoria / la desverguenja del Draque."3 Here, again, Drake 

is pictured as a scourge sent by God to punish the excesses 

of the Spaniards, but the passage is merely a brief allu

sion to the English seaman in a poem on an entirely dif

ferent subject. In contrast, Drake's final voyage and 

death receive much attention from the Spanish poets. That 

the Spaniards would devote so much attention to such an 

event results largely from the great rejoicing occasioned 

by the death of Spain's arch-enemy; for Drake's death 

inspired not only La Dragontea. Lope de Vega's poem on the 

subject to be examined later, but several other poems as 

well, which concern themselves either partially or wholly 

with the demise of the "gran corsario." 

Bartolom^Cairasco de Figueroa, a resident of the 

Canary Islands, mentions Drake's unsuccessful attack on the 

Canaries, 1595, in two poems—La Esdrujulea and Temple 

militante. The first of these two poems contains eight 

canciones in esdru'julos. one of which is dedicated to the 

-̂  "Romance," in Romancero general (I6OO. 1604, 
1605). I, 443. "Keep in memory the effrontery of Drake." 
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Canaries for its victory over Drake's squadron.^^ Cairasco 

de Figueroa's more significant poem on the same subject, 

Templo militante (I603), consists of a series of saints' 

lives in verse, one of which contains a romance on the 

victory of the Canarians over Drake. In this poem Lady 

Fame narrates the victory of the islanders, one of the 

greatest ever achieved by them, and, overall, the assault 

of Drake is presented in the exaggerated language of an 

exalted combat between two great ladies: "Es la una 

Ingalaterra,/ La otra Canaria grande,"3" The poet's cen

tral purpose is to make heroes of the island's defenders; 

therefore, he treats Drake as a noble and worthy opponent 

in order to make the Canarians' victory look more heroic. 

He consequently has Drake deliver, from the poop-deck of 

his flagship, a martial address to his men, "en alta voz 

37 resonate," inciting them to battle,-^' Yet, in spite of 

the formidable strength of the "bravo enemigo," the defenders 

survive the three-hour assault without a single injury, 

while doing great damage to the enemy, so that "Perdidosos 

y afrentados,/ Acuerdan de retirarse. "-̂  Thus, the humble 

3^Ray, p. 196. In Spanish, an esdrî julo is a word 
of more than two syllables, the last two of which are short, 
so that an effect like that of feminine rhyme in English 
is achieved. 

-̂  Ibid.. p. 199. "One is England, the other is 
Grand Canary." 

rbid'» P» ^^3- "^^ ̂  loud and resonant voice." 

-̂ Îbid. . pp. 206, 208. "Sustaining loss and 
affronted, they agreed to retreat." 
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people of Grand Canary succeed in humbling Drake so ef

fectively that even he, in departing'from the island "con 

pavoroso semblante," openly affirms their heroism: 

No ha que esperar en Canaria, 
Dijo en alta voz el Draque, 
Valerosos hombres tiene, 
De taj.es pueden loanse. 
Mi senor, el rey Filipo, 
Puede muy bien gloriarse 
Que tiene en Canaria gente 
Briosa, fuerte, constante.39 

The later events in Drake's last voyage—after his 

departure from the Canary Islands—receive attention, first 

of all, from an anonymous poem entitled "Romance del 

combate y muerte de Francisco Draque" (1596). It must have 

been composed shortly after the death of Drake, when news 

of the event, incomplete and inexact, had just reached 

Spain; for the poem is wildly inaccurate. It opens with 

Drake's departing from the Canaries, burning with rage, 

Y aunque en lo ptfblico estaba 
el Yngles tan arrogante, 
en el pecho le lastima 
una p^dida tan grande.^^ 

In route to the Indies, the Englishmen encounter the Spanish 

fleet at sea, and a ferocious battle ensues, which, of course, 

never took place historically, although Drake's ships came 

into close contact with the fleet of Don Pedro Telle. 

39lbid , p. 209. "V/ith a formidable countenance." 
"'There islIHFhing'to hope for in Canary,' said Drake in a 
loud voice. 'Such people deserve praise. My lord. King 
Philip, can well glory in having in Canary courageous, 
strong, and constant people.'" 

^^Ibid p 213 "And although in public the English
man was arF^ii'At, in his heart he regretted such a great loss." 

http://taj.es
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This, however, constitutes only part of the fabrication, 

for in the poem, at the conclusion of the sea battle, 

Espa'na clam(5' victoria; 
murid'Francisco Drake; 
fud̂  preso un sobrino suyp 
y murieron mil infantes.^^ 

Such a gross misrepresentation of the facts concerning 

Drake's last voyage and death could result only from the 

lack of accurate information and from the Spaniards' being 

so elated at the demise of their most feared enemy that 

they would be willing to accept an inaccurate and exag

gerated account of his death. 

A much longer poem. La vida de Santa Rosa de Santa 

Maria (17II), which treats the last voyage of Drake more 

comprehensively, was composed by the Peruvian poet, Luis 

Antonio de Oviedo y Herrera, La vida de Santa Rosa, a 

heroic poem in twelve cantos, on the life of Peru's patron 

saint, devotes one section from Cantos X and XI, not only 

to the last expedition of Drake but also to the Pacific 

voyages of Richard Hawkins and the Dutch seaman, Spilberghen, 

Although the date of the poem's publication extends beyond 

the seventeenth century, the poem deserves mention because 

it contributes to the heroic image of Drake in Spanish 

poetry and because its numerous parallels with La Dragontea 

indicate the influence of Lope's poem on Oviedo y Herrera. 

Ibid.. pp. 214-15. "Spain claimed the victory; 
Francis Drake was killed; a nephew of his was made prisoner, 
and a thousand men were killed." 
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In the first part of the section on Drake, Ambicic^n, taking 

the form of Anne Boleyn, appears to Queen Elizabeth and 

incites her to send Drake forth on another expedition 

against Spain, reminding her of Drake's former heroic 

deeds in the "Indias de Occidente": 

Familiares al ndaitico desvelo 
Del Draque son las tierras, las estrellas 
De aquella gran region; no da en el cielo ^^ 
Paso el sol que el no siga con sus huellas. 

Persuaded by the apparition of Ambition in a dream, 

Elizabeth selects Drake and John Hawkins as the generals 

of her fleet and sends Richard Hawkins on his own expedi

tion to the Pacific. After an elaborate description of the 

fleet's departure, the narrator leaves Drake and Hawkins 

momentarily and turns to the latter's son, Richard, who 

encounters a sea monster at the Straits of Magellan. The 

monster, calling himself Glauco, welcomes Richard Hawkins 

to the Pacific and promises to guide him to victory in a 

passage resembling the one from Camoens' Lusiads concerning 

the monster that guards the Cape of Good Hope. After the 

younger Hawkins' capture by Don Beltr^n de Castro, the 

poet returns to Drake, treating rather summarily his fail

ures at the Canary Islands (where John Hawkins dies on 

hearing the news of his son's capture), at Puerto Rico, 

ho 
Luis Antonio de Oviedo y Herrera, Santa Rosa de 

Lima (Lima, 1711; rptd. 1867), p. 241. "Familiar with the 
nautical vin-ilance of Drake are the lands, the stars, of 
that great region; the sun does not take one step in the 
sky that he cannot follow with his steps." 
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and at Nombre de Dios. In the last campaign, Oviedo y 

Herrera devotes several octaves to the abortive inland 

march of Thomas Baskerville ("Basbeli"), and he mentions 

the valiant defense put up by Don Diego de Amaya, a cen

tral hero in Lope's epic. ^ Finally, the "Dragon," 

completely frustrated in his efforts, withdraws to Puerto 

Belo, where he meets—from the perspective of Oviedo y 

Herrera—an appropriate end: 

Alli de sus desgracias oprimido, 
De sus muchos achaques aquejado, 
Muri(5' aquel monstruo de la mar temido. 
En sus soberbias olas sepultado; 
MuricT con il su nombre, su apellido, 
Su valor, de sus hechos infamado; 
MuricT la fama del mayor pirata, 
Y murid^ su ambicidn, que es quien le mata.^5 

The remains of Drake's fleet, a "Troya destrozada" con

taining only five ships, makes its way back to Plymouth, 

carrying the heavy news of its leader's death to Queen 

46 Elizabeth and England. 

In the Spanish poetry on Drake examined thus far, 

the attitudes toward the English seaman admittedly have 

varied from poet to poet, and some poets have achieved a 

^3ibid.. p. 274. Ibid. 

^Ibid.. p. 287. "There, oppressed by his misfor
tunes, afflicted by his many failures, that monster, feared 
by the sea, died, in its proud waves buried; with him died 
his fame, his name, his valor, who was notorious by his 
deeds; the fame of the greatest pirate died, and his ambi
tion died, the thing which killed him." 

kfi 
^Ibid.. "Destroyed Troy." 
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fair amount of objectivity in their presentations. The 

general tendency, however, has been to romanticize Drake 

by exaggerating the negative or, surprisingly, the posi

tive aspects of his nature. Overall, the colonial poets 

of South America—Barco Centenera, Miramontes Zuazola, 

Oviedo y Herrera—have been more generous in their assess

ments of the "gran cosario" than the peninsular poets, per

haps because they were in a better position, geographi

cally and emotionally—being far removed from the direct 

influence of Spain—to appreciate Drake's achievements. 

At any rate, if Drake emerges as a pirate in the Spanish 

poetry, he is the greatest pirate of all; if he is an 

infernal spirit rather than merely a man, then he has been 

sent by God to punish an excessively proud kingdom; and if 

he instills a sense of awe and respect in the hearts of the 

Spaniards, the news of his death results in general 

rejoicing throughout the Spanish world. This tendency to 

romanticize Drake into a legendary figure of epic propor

tions will be continued and elaborated even more fully 

in two major Spanish poems on Sir Francis Drake: Juan de 

Castellanos' Discurso de el Capitan Francisco Draque and 

Lope de Vega's La Dragontea. 

Along with Lope de Vega's La Dragontea, the 

Discurso de el Capitan Francisco Draque of Juan de 

Castellanos (1522-1607) is the most important contemporary 
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Spanish poem concerning the career of Sir Francis Drake. 

In fact, the Discurso anticipates Lope's later poem and 

perhaps exceeds it in historical veracity. Although it 

can validly be treated as an independent work, the 

Discurso was intended as part of a much larger group of 

biographical poems on colonizers of America, which 

Castellanos entitled Elegias de varones ilustres de Indias, 

or Elegies of Illustrious Men of the Indies. This larger 

work is divided into four general parts, based on geo

graphical distribution: the first part concerns the 

Greater Antilles and Mexico and treats Columbus, Ponce de 

Leon and others; the second part deals with Venezuela and 

Santa Marta; the third part deals with Carthagena and its 

heroes; and the fourth part is devoted to the Nuevo Reyno 

de Granada (present-day Colombia), which Castellanos knew 

intimately, having spent much of his life there as a bene

ficed priest. Part I of Castellanos' Elegias was the only 

part to be printed during his lifetime, being published at 

Madrid in 1589, "in the house of the Widow of Alonso 

Gomez, the printer of His Majesty." Parts Two and Three 

did not appear until 1850, when they were published as 

Volume IV of the Biblioteca de autores espanoles de 

Rivadeneyra: in 1886 the fourth and final book was printed 

under the editorship of Paz y Melia as volumes 44 and 49 
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of the Coleccidn de escritores castellanos.^ Among 

none of these volumes, however, did the Discurso de el 

Capitan Francisco Draque appear, and its dismemberment 

from the original context and eventual re-emergence consti

tute a fascinating story, though all of the details may 

never be known. 

It will be remembered that the first part of the 

Elegias had been published in 1589. A year or two later, 

Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa, who had unsuccessfully pursued 

Drake in the Pacific during the latter's circumnavigation, 

returned to Spain and took a seat on the Council of the 

Indies. While in this office, he examined the third part 

of Castellanos' Elegias, which were grouped around Cartha

gena, including a poetic biography of Pedro Fernandez de 

Bustos, governor of that city. To this biography Cas

tellanos had appended an account of Drake's descent and 

capture of Carthagena in the year 1586, during his West 

Indian campaign. Obviously displeased with Castellanos' 

account of Drake's success in capturing the city, Pedro 

Sarmiento took advantage of his position to censor the poem 

by putting his pen through the two concluding verses of 

the Bustos elegy and through the title of the following 

narrative. At the head of the page he wrote, "Desde 

^'^Geoffrey Gallender, "Fresh Light on Drake," 
The Mariner's Mirror. IX (I923), I6-I7. 
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este estancia se debe quitar, P. Sarmiento." Then, 

turning over to the last page of the appended Drake nar

rative, he marked through the last three stanzas above 

the words, "Laus Deo," writing neatly at the foot of the 

page, "Hasta acqui es el Discurso de Drac que se a de 

quitar," and signed his name again. 

Afterward, the entire Discurso, excepting the first 

verse and the last three verses, which were printed with 

the nineteenth-century edition of Part III, were evidently 

torn out of the original manuscript and bound separately, 

made complete again by the four missing octaves. Though the 

details remain uncertain here, this sixteenth-century 

binding of the Discurso may have passed into the hands of 

"Doctor Melchior Perez de Arriaga, Abbad del Burgo Fondo," 

to whom the poem was dedicated, and who may have recovered 

it from Pedro Sarmiento on the condition that he keep it 

to himself. In any event, the book eventually left the 

shores of Spain, for the next item of information can still 

be found on the fly-leaf, "Biblioteca Palmeriana Londini 

1745," indicating that the volume found its way into the 

Palmer Library of London, perhaps during the Anglo-Spanish 

War of 1739-1748. Just how it got there no one can say for 

sure, though it may have passed into the hands of some 

Englishman during operations against the Spaniards. Once 

Ibid.. p. 17. "From this stanza on must be 
omitted." 
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in London, the volume passed through the hands of several 

collectors and booksellers, such as Sir Richard Heber, 

Sir Thomas Phillips, Sotheby's and Quaritch's, narrowly 

missing transferrence to the collection of Pierpoint 

Morgan. Ultimately, the volume was returned to Madrid, 

where it has been preserved in the Institute of Valencia 

of Don Juan, where the poem first was published in 1921 

under the editorship of S^or Don Angel Gonzalez 
4 Q Palencia. ^ 

Concerning the literary and historical importance 

of Castellanos' Discurso de el Capitan Francisco Draque. 

most commentators have concurred in the opinion that, while 

mediocre as a poet, Castellanos deserves considerable dis

tinction as a historian. Although unaware of the Discurso's 

existence, John Arthur Ray, in describing Castellanos' 

Elegias de varones ilustres de Indias. asserted that 

"L'auteur fut un po^te sans pretensions; il ^rivait dans 

un style tres simple et parfois prosa*ique, mais son poeme a 

une haute valeur historique comme I'oeuvre d'un homme qui 

connut personnellement les principaux personnages du nouveau 

monde."^^ Similarly, Geoffrey Gallender, who classified 

Castellanos' Elegias as an epic, affirmed that "the author 

has therefore two claims to notice, as historian (or bio

grapher) and as poet. In the latter capacity he may be 

^^Ibid. , pp. 19-23. '̂ R̂ay, p. 134. 
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summarily dismissed, for his verse is never more than 

mediocre in quality and seldom wings its flight into the 

realms of poesy. But as a historian, Castellanos has 

weightier claims to distinction. He was fairminded, and 

a diligent searcher after trustworthy evidence."-^ 

The historical veracity of Castellanos' work is especially 

borne out in the judgment of his twentieth-century editor. 

Angel Gonzalez Palencia, who stated, "La nota caracteristica 

de las obras de Castellanos es la veracidad histc^ica, 

Cuando no trata de hechos en que personalmente tomĉ  

parte, utiliza relaciones, escritas o verbales, de testigos 

oculares, cotejando con escrupulosa minuciosidad las dis-

52 tintas versiones."^ 

Admittedly, then, the Discurso is more important as 

a historical document than as a literary work, a statement 

which could probably be applied to La Dragontea as well, 

which Lope de Vega deliberately intended as an epic, where 

Castellanos' Elegias fall more into the category of poetic 

biography. At the same time, Castellanos' poem contributes 

greatly to the image of Drake as a heroic figure of literary 

^^Callender, p. 17. 

^^Juan de Castellanos, Discurso de el Capitan 
Francisco Draque, ed. by Angel Gonzalez Palencia (Madrid, 
1921), pp. xxix-xxx. "The characteristic note of the works 
of Castellanos is the historical veracity. When he is not 
treating events in which he personally took part, he 
utilizes relations, written or verbal of eye-witnesses, 
comparing with scrupulous minuteness the distinct 
versions." 
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as well as historical significance in contemporary English 

and Spanish poetry; for, as the following discussion of 

the Discurso will reveal, Castellanos frequently subordi

nated his concern for historical accuracy to his imagina

tion by portraying Drake at climactic points in the poem 

as a dramatic and powerful—albeit accursed—character. 

The Discurso de el capit^ Francisco Draque is 

divided into five cantos, the first of which concerns 

Drake's career from his birth to the conclusion of his voy

age around the world. The second canto treats the earlier 

events of Drake's West Indian campaign, centering upon his 

capture of Santo Domingo; and Cantos III, IV, and V deal 

with his attack on Carthagena, which was Castellanos' cen

tral interest in the poem. Although Canto I departs from 

the main concern of the Discurso, it plays an important role 

in building Drake up as a figure of large proportions. After 

introducing Drake's descent upon the Indies as 

Un case duro, triste y espantable, 
un acometimiento furibundo, 
una calamidad que fue notable ^̂  
en ciertos puertos deste Nuevo Mundo,-̂ -̂  

Castellanos relates the early career of Drake, mentioning 

his kinship to John Hawkins and including the story that 

-̂̂ Juan de Castellanos, Discurso de el Capitan 
Francisco Draque. in Elegias de varones ilustres de Indias 
(Bogota, 1955), IV, 9. All subsequent references to tne 
Discurso are taken from this edition and will be cited 
by page number in the text. 
"A difficult case, sad and frightening, a furious attack, a 
calamity that was notable in certain ports of this New World." 
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the "cossario" had served as a page of the Duchess of 

Feria, in Spain (p. 9). Next, he recounts Drake's early 

adventures in Central America, at Nombre de Dios and 

Panama, thus corroborating the subject matter of Sir Francis 

Drake Revived, though with a different emphasis; for, in the 

words of Castellanos, Drake "no venia con sus companeros / a 

ganar honrra, sino m^s dineros" (p. 20).^ 

Of greater significance is Castellanos' treatment 

of Drake's circumnavigation, its being a feat which created 

a certain amount of awe in the heart of the Spanish poet, 

and to which he devotes the remainder of the canto. He 

takes up the account of the circumnavigation just after 

the "astuto ladrin de Ingalaterra" (p. 22) has broken through 

the Straits of Magellan and has arrived on the coast of 

Chile, at Coquimbo and Arica. Drake works his way up the 

coast to Lima, where continued bungling prevents the Span

iards' taking any decisive action against the "mal cossario" 

(p. 28), even though various leaders, such as Alvaro de 

Avendano, make valiant but futile attempts. In consider

able detail, the poet then narrates Drake's famous capture 

of San Juan de Ant(̂ n's treasure ship, the "Cacafuego," though 

Castellanos never uses that term to denote it. He does 

reveal, however, that the ship carried "un buen millon 

^^"Did not come with his companions to gain honor, 
but more treasure." 
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de plata y oro fino,/ segun por los registros se mostrava" 

(p. 2 9 ) . ^ More important, he portrays Drake, in the 

manner of Barco Centenera and Miramontes Zuazola, as 

courteous and chivalrous in this moment of embarrassment 

to the Spaniards: 

A la desposeida compania 
que mpstrava no poco sentimiento 
habl^ales con toda cortesi'a, 
urbano y amigable tratamienta, ^^ 
y dabales de aquello que traia.-̂  (p. 3I) 

On a somewhat more cynical note, however, Drake tells the 

Spaniards that all the sons of Eve should have a right to 

enjoy the riches of the Indies, and he challenges them to 

show him the text in which Adam commended wealth only to 

the Spanish. Cavalierly, he offers San Juan de Anton a 

receipt for what he has taken, claiming that Philip II owed 

it to him for what the Spanish viceroy had done to his 

kinsmen, "Joan Acle," at San Juan de Lua (pp. 31-32). 

Commenting on the good fortune of Drake during this 

undertaking, Castellanos refuses to accept the opinion of 

many that Drake "deve de tener algun demonic" (p. 33), 

though he will resort to similar accusations later. 

^^"A good million in fine silver and gold, as 
shown by the registers." 

^^"To the dispossessed company, who were showing 
no little grief, he spoke with all courtesy, with urbane 
and amiable usage; and he gave to them of those things 
he was carrying." 

^'"Must be possessed by some demon." 
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Instead, he openly admits that, 

en todos los negocios subcedidos 
astuto fu^, sagaz y diligente; 
y el descuido de los acometidos 
y el mal orden le hazen ser valiente, 
popque la floxedad y covardia 

crian en los contraries valentia.^° (p. 33) 

Castellanos' praise of Drake is modified somewhat in this 

context by his emphasis on the carelessness and cowardice 

of the Spaniards; nevertheless, his admiration for the 

daring accomplishments of the English corsair cannot be 

concealed. It becomes even more apparent at the conclusion 

of Canto I, after Drake has successfully carried out his 

mission in the Pacific and has returned safely to England. 

That Castellanos has been duly impressed by the achieve

ments of Drake up to I58O appears explicitly in one of the 

fullest and most flattering portraits of him to be found 

în the Spanish poetry on Drake: 
Hes hombre rojo de gracioso gesto 

menos en estatura que mediano; 
mas en sus proporciones bien compuesto 
y en pl^tica, medido cortesano, 
respuestas vivas, un ingenio presto 
en todas quantas cosas pone mano, 
en negocios mayormente de guerra ̂ Q 
muy pocas o ningunas veces yerra.-^^ (p. 38) 

^ "In all the succeeding affairs he v/as astute, 
sagacious, and diligent; and the carelessness of those at
tacked and the lack of order made him to be valiant, for 
weakness and cowardice create valiance in the enemy." 

^^"He is a ruddy man of gracious bearing, less than 
average in height, but well proportioned, and in speech, 
level-headed and courteous, quick in repartee, nimble of 
wit, in all things to which he puts his hand, especially 
in affairs of war, seldom if ever v;roncr." 
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Thus, by the conclusion of Canto I, Castellanos has built 

Drake up into an awe-inspiring force to be reckoned with 

in the most serious of terms. 

Canto II treats the earlier part of Drake's West 

Indian campaign, emphasizing his sacking of Santo Domingo, 

the capital city of Hispaniola, or "Espariola." In recounting 

this incident, the poet places much blame for Drake's suc

cess on the officials of Santo Domingo, who refused to 

believe reports of Drake's approach and who thus failed to 

make sufficient preparations (p. 43). On the other hand, 

Castellanos gives Drake his share of credit as a brilliant 

military leader and strategist, illustrated in the speech 

Drake makes to a company of 800 men just before the initial 

attack, a speech which Gonzalez Palencia described as a 

"trozo literario de los mejores del poema." In eight 

octaves, coming directly from the imagination of Castellanos 

according to his conception of Drake's character, the Eng-

lish leader inspires his men in typical heroic fashion, 

based on his own overwhelming self-confidence and sense of 

good fortune: 

Id a gozar de vez tan oportuna 
y de riqueza pues inestimable; 
no temais accidentes de fortuna, 
ni la pintei^ agora variable; 
porque ningun intento me repugna 
y en todo se me muestra favorable; 

60 Gonzalez Palencia, p. xxxvii. "One of the best 
literary pieces in the poem." 
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no perdais ocasidn ni coyuntura ̂ ^ 

que nos ofrece prĉ spera ventura. (p. 47) 

At dawn on the following day (January 11, 1586), the Eng

lish begin their attack on Santo Domingo, and, in the 

enormous confusion that results, most of the inhaldtants 

flee into the surrounding countryside. In an epic-like 

catalogue, Castellanos names some of the Spanish noblemen 

who have remained in Santo Domingo to fight, but, owing to 

the lack of reinforcements, ammunition, and leadership, 

they are forced to retire (pp. 52-53), 

Thus, the riches of the city of Santo Domingo 

fall into the hands of the Englishmen. Once in possession 

of the city, the English forces fortify themselves and, 

according to Castellanos, destroy most of the houses and 

cathedrals by means of artillery and fire, which con

sumes books, scriptures, and other documents. In addi

tion, they hang two Dominican friars, martyrs who had 

remained in the monastery, and they commit all types of 

sacrilege upon the images of the saints (pp. 56-51)» Un

able to contain his indignation any longer, Castellanos 

allov/s his literary interests to dominate his historical 

ones by resorting at this point to the imagery of Satan 

"Go forth to enjoy such an opportune time, and 
such inestimable riches. Do not fear accidents of fortune, 
and do not paint it as fickle now; because no purpose 
opposes me and everything shows itself favorable to me; 
do not lose either occasion or opportunity that offers us 
a prosperous fortune." 
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and Hell that characterizes much of the Spanish poetry 

concerning Drake, Earlier in the canto, Castellanos had 

alluded to Drake and his men as "luteranos infernales" 

and "miembros del demonic" (pp. 54, 55) and had referred 

to their attack as a "furor luciferino" (p. 56); but now 

he lashes out with the fierce denunciation, 

I 0 fiera crueldad, furor insane, 
nefando crimen, infernal motivol 
La pluma s^ me cae de la mano 
con un frio temblor, quando lo escrivo.^^ 

(p. 58) 

He even apostrophizes Drake in the lines, "Hijo de 

perdiciĉ n y hombre perdido,/ ̂ iquien te privd'de todo tu 

sentido?" (p. 58); 3 a,nd he weeps not only for Drake but 

for the entire English nation, 

guiados al profundo del infierno 
por una bestia falsa desalmadal 
aquel g;ran charlat^ y mostro fiero^ 
que fue Martin Luder o mal Lutero. 

(p. 59) 

His anger vented for the moment, Castellanos returns to 

more historical aspects of the event, noting that the dom

ination of the English continues for thirty-one days, while 

6? 
"0 fierce cruelty, insane furor, heinous crime, 

infernal motive! The pen falls from my hand with a cold 
trembling, when I write of it." 

3"Son of perdition and lost man, v;ho has deprived 
you of your emotions?" 

"Guided to the depths of hell by a false, soul
less beast: that grand charlatan and fierce monster 
that was Martin the play-actor Qpun^ , the evil Luther." 
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they careen their ships. And only after the citizens 

agree to a ransom of 25,000 ducats does Drake consent to 

depart, heading toward the city of Carthagena, on the 

Spanish Main, "donde verbis en el future canto / 

pusilanimidad no menos llena" (p. 6 4 ) . ^ 

Actually, the third canto is of less concern in 

the present context, for it shifts away from Drake and 

reveals the state of alarm in general throughout the 

"Nuevo Reyno de Granada" over reports of Drake's sack of 

Santo Domingo and his heading toward Carthagena. Canto 

III does bring Castellanos more directly into the poem by 

recording a letter written by him to President Doctor 

Chapurra, in which Castellanos advocates that exact mea

sures be taken to guard against the intrusion of the enemy. 

Rather interestingly, the letter is written in terza rima, 

quite a departure from the ottava rima employed in the rest 

of the poem. Drake, however, is never mentioned directly. 

Similarly, Canto IV concerns itself primarily with 

the preparations made to defend against Drake rather than 

with the activities of Drake himself, but at this point 

Castellanos turns from the outlying regions to the central 

concern of his narrative, Carthagena. In describing the 

desperate efforts of the city's governor, Pero Fernandez 

de Bustos, to organize forces of defense, Castellanos 

^"Where you shall see in the future canto 
pusillanimity no less complete." 
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develops a catalogue of the captains and leaders (pp. 87-

88) as elaborate as that of Homer in the second book of 

the Iliad. The artillery is placed under the command of 

Bias de Herrera; and the land forces, under the leader

ship of Alvaro de Mendoza, amount to 450 men. The ships, 

commanded by Don Pedro Vique, carry about 600 more men, 

including slaves. The Spaniards even take care to have 

Indians sow "puas venenosas," or poisonous barbs (p. 90) 

along the beaches and paths as a means of dispatching the 

English intruders, though they turn out to be ineffective. 

Demoralized by reports that Drake's forces total around 

4,000 men and thirty-five ships, the people of Carthagena 

fall into a state of panic. As a result. Governor Bustos 

calls the troops together in the cathedral, eloquently 

urging them to perform their duty courageously against the 

"depravados luteranos" and "maligna gente pecadora" (p. 96). 

His speech is met only by silence. Don Pedro Vique then 

takes up the harangue and incites the men to bravery by 

alluding to a resident who, after boasting of his courage, 

had disguised himself as a woman to flee from the town 

(p. 98). At this point the men take on the determination 

of their leaders and appear resolved to resist the enemy. 

The canto then concludes on a note of rising sus

pense with the appearance, on Ash Wednesday, of twenty-five 

66 

66 „ Malign and sinful people." 
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English ships off the coast. At noon they approach the 

shore, and a light boat—thought to contain Drake him

self—cruises along the shore-line, inspecting it. Cas

tellanos remarks that the entire English force appears to 

be in mourning, for the ships are flying black flags, and 

Drake himself is said to be "de panes de dolor cubierto" 

6? 

(p, 101). Night having fallen, the Spanish forces ner

vously await the impending conflict, and Castellanos shifts 

the point of view away from the Spaniards and back to the 

English side once again in the final octave of Canto IV: 

Dexemos, pues, agora nuestra gente 
a puncto puesta para rompimiento; 
volvamos al ingles, porque se cuente 

su gran sagazidad y atrevimiento."° (p. 104) 

Canto V returns, then, to Drake as the central 

interest of the poem and brings the narrative to its con

clusion. At midnight, Drake lands 1,000 men on the "punta 

de Hicacos," an unidentified point not far from the town. 

Once again, Castellanos imaginatively converts history 

into literature by having Drake deliver another stirring 

speech to his soldiers in vjhich he refers to himself as 

the standard of heroic conduct in time of battle: 
Tambi^n como vosotros fui soldado, 

mas tal que nunca supe ser inerte, 

''̂ "Covered in clothes of mourning." 

"Let us, then, leave for now our people placed 
ready for the breaking; let us return to the English, to 
recount his great sagacity and daring." 
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y las honras y premios que e ganado 
fu^ por no hazer caso de la muerte."9 (p̂  107) 

Drake then returns to his ships to take charge of the on

slaught, and, as the English approach, the Spanish defenses 

begin to fold. Both at sea and on shore, English forces 

completely overpower the Spanish defenders, and Drake is 

able to take control of Carthagena, much as he had taken 

control of Santo Domingo. His men go through the Spanish 

houses, confiscating any edibles and money that they come 

across and discovering some royal decrees giving notice 

of Drake's descent upon the Indies. Translated by an 

interpreter named Jonas, the words of Philip arouse great 

indignation in Drake, "porque dezian que cossario era,/ 

70 como si por ventura no lo fuera" (p. II7). Later, when 

treating with the leaders of Carthagena for ransom, he gives 

vent to his fury by insisting that Philip's calling him a 

pirate resulted from the Spanish king's signing what his 

secretaries had put before him without reading it. 

Boasting to the Spaniards that he would appear before 

Philip one day in Spain to demand satisfaction for this 

insult, Drake appears to become, in his excessive pride. 

"^"Also I was once a soldier like you, but such 
a one v7ho could never be unskillful, and the honors and 
prizes that I have won were from taking no thought of 
death." 

"^^"Because they said that Drake was a pirate, 
as though, by chance, he were not one." 
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"con sus victorias quasi loco" (p. 120).'̂ "'" 

Concerning the ransom of Carthagena, Drake demands 

more than 600,000 ducats, although the Spaniards are willing 

to pay only 100,000 ducats at first. To force their hand, 

Drake orders "sus ministros infernales / con aquel coraz(5n 

de bestia fiera" (p. 121)"^^ to burn the suburbs of the 

town, three arches of the cathedral, and some convents. 

Finally, an agreement is reached, and the Spaniards con

sent to pay 110,000 ducats, which added to the ransom of 

certain properties such as the estate of Luisa Alvarez, and 

the ransom of important hostages such as Bravo Hidalgo, 

must have amounted to a sum exceeding 400,000 ducats 

(p. 123). But the significant thing about Castellanos' 

treatment of Drake's ransom demands is his suggesting, in 

similar fashion to other Spanish writers, that Drake had 

been sent as a scourge of God to punish the Carthagenians 

for their sins: 

Mas agora con tantas muni^iones, 
gentes y prevenciones quantas digo, 
parescen ser divinas puniciones 
puestas en voluntad del enemigo, 
por ventura por las dissolupiones r,̂  
sin correcicm, enmienda ni castigo. '-̂  (p. 123) 

"̂  "With his victories almost mad." 

'''̂ "His infernal ministers with that heart of a 
fierce beast." 

'3"But now with such munitions, men, and provisions 
as I speak of, they seem to be divine punishment placed in 
the power of the enemy, perhaps due to the dissoluteness 
without correction, amendment, or punishment." 
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The ransom paid, Drake remains in the harbor 

until April 10, I586; then he puts out to sea in the 

direction of Cuba. Returning to their homes, the resi

dents find them sacked, and they regret having paid the 

ransom. Just as they are getting settled, Drake's ships 

reappear, causing a second flight among the people. 

Drake's spokesman, Jonas, explains that they have returned 

out of suspicion that part of the Spanish fleet has arrived, 

but, in reality, they have returned to careen "la gran 

urea" (p. 128), a ship they had captured at Santo Domingo. 

Realizing that the Englishmen intend them no harm, the 

people of Carthagena return to their homes pacified, even 

indulging in barter with the English soldiers and sailors. 

Finally, as Drake leaves Carthagena for good, on April 

24, 1586, Castellanos brings the poem to its conclusion 

by repeating the rumor that Drake is supposed to have 

sailed on to Florida and died, "con mal fin y remate de su 

vida" (p, 129),̂ ^ an obvious piece of misinformation which 

the author incorporated into his poem. 

Such inaccuracies as the foregoing one do not take 

away from the general historical value of Castellanos' 

Discurso de el Capitan Francisco Draque. Neither does 

Castellanos' concern for historical accuracy detract from 

the literary value of the work, for he has done what all 

7^"With a bad end. and conclusion of his life." 
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poets working with historical material must do: he has 

dramatized the events and amplified the central characters 

so that they become larger than life. Castellanos accom

plishes this task specifically in the case of Drake by 

placing special emphasis on his good points, as in the 

flattering description from Canto I; by exaggerating, on 

the other hand, his villainy from the Spanish perspective, 

making him a virtual minister of Satan; by imaginatively 

recreating Drake's martial speeches, in v/hich Drake incites 

his men to heroic conduct; and, finally, by bestowing on 

Drake that distinctive—though dubious—honor shared by 

such literary-historical characters as Shakespeare's 

Richard III of being a scourge of God. All of these char

acteristics work together to mold Castellanos' Drake into 

as much a literary figure of epic proportions as a historical 

one, though perhaps to a lesser extent than in the next work 

to be considered. Lope de Vega's epic poem. La Dragontea. 

Lope de Vega's La Dragontea is an epic poem in ten 

cantos based on the final expedition and death of Sir Francis 

Drake in 1595-1596. The poem v;as composed some months after 

these events occurred, during 1596-1597, l̂ ut it did not 

actually appear until 1598 at Valencia, in an edition by 

Pedro Patricio Mev."̂ ^ Preceding the text of the poem is a 

^^k. K. Jameson, "Lope de Vega's La Dragontea: His
torical and Literary Sources," Hisr-anic Review. VI (1938), 
104, 
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dedication by Lope de Vega to the Prince of Asturias, 

later Philip III, in which the poet enumerates tv;o moti

vations for having written La Dragontea: 

La primera que no cubriese el olvido tan importante 
victoria: y la segunda que descrubriese el desengaTio 
lo que ignoraba el vulgo; que tuvo a Francisco Draque 
en tal predicamento, siendo la verdad que no tom(5' 
grano dê  oro que no le costase mucha sangre^ En la 
una vera V. Alteza que valor tiene los Espanoles: 
y en la otra como acaban los enemigos de la Iglesia.'^" 

Lope's dedication is followed by a prologue written by Don 

Francisco de Borja, who discusses the epic qualities of the 

poem and who states that Lope's material was taken directly 

from the relation that the Royal Council of Panama made 

and authorized, with trustworthy witnesses,'"' Then, after 

four dedicatory and commendatory poems by individuals other 

than the author, the poem begins. 

The first canto opens with an allegorical scene in 

which the Christian Religion, with her three daughters. 

^^Lope de Vega, La Dragontea. I, 11-12. "The 
first, that so important a victory might not be forgotten: 
and the second, that the truth of which the common people 
are ignorant might be uncovered; the truth being that Drake 
had such difficulty, that he took not one grain of gold 
that did not cost him much blood. In one your Highness 
will see what valor the Spaniards have: and in the other 
how the enemies of the Church end." 

'̂ '̂ Ibid. , p. 16. Also see Jameson, pp. 104-09, for 
a detailed comparison of the documents from the Royal 
Council with the episodes of La Dragontea. Jameson con
cluded that, for the most part, the poem follows the 
manuscripts very carefully, giving the poem a high degree 
of historical accuracy. 
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Spain, Italy, and America, appear before the throne of 

Divine Providence to plead for protection against the 

pirate Drake, "la vil simiente de Lutero infame. "'̂ ^ 

Receiving assurances of divine aid, the four women retire, 

and the scene changes antithetically, introducing "Aquel 

Drag(5n de la cruel Medea / Francisco Draque" (p. 31). 

Resting idly in official disgrace after his adventure at 

C^diz (1587) and his failure at Lisbon (1589), he is 

visited in a dream by a hellish figure named La Codicia, 

or Covetousness, who spurs him on to a new expedition 

against the Spaniards. In flattering words. La Codicia 

reminds Drake of being "El primero que ha honrado tu linaje, / 

De quien tan pobre y sin favor naciste" (p, 36),"^^ She 

reminds him particularly of his former brilliant feats, 

such as his early success at Nombre de Dios, where 

Pusiste en tierra tu persona sola: 
Y conformando el Espanol vestido 
Con la lengua que sabes Espanola 
Fuiste a Nombre de Dios cubriendo el tuyo.°^ 

(p. 36) 

^ Ibid.. p. 28. All subsequent references to the 
poem are taken from Volume I of this edition and will be 
cited by page number in the text. "The vile likeness of 
the infamous Luther." 

'°"The first who has honored your lineage, of 
whom so poor and unfavored you were born." 

"You put yourself on land: and conforming to 
the Spanish in dress, with a tongue that knows Spanish 
you went disguised to Nombre de Dios," 
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She also mentions his circumnavigation and V/est Indian 

expedition (pp. 40-42) and makes a special appeal to his 

vanity by comparing him to such heroic figures as the 

"Lacedemonio prodigioso" (Achilles), Ulysses, Magellan, 

Diomede, Maccabeus, and especially. 

Oh tti', nuevo Alejandro Macedonio, . . . 
Hercules eres ya del Ingles peso.°-̂  

(pp. 35, 39, 47, 43) 

As Canto I concludes. La Codicia ends her successful 

exhortation with a fiery appeal to Drake: 

Ahora e^ bien que en ese pecho infundas 
Mi espiritu de guerra y de codicia, 
iAl arma, al arma, al oro, al oro, Draque, 
Si hay tanto junto que la tuya aplaquel"2 jp̂  i^y^j 

Canto II opens with the departure of La Codicia to 

her place among "los espiritus negros infernales" (p. 49), 

and Drake awakens from his dream in a coleric mood, enraged 

against the Spaniards and convinced of his ability to wage 

another successful campaign against them at Nombre de Dios 

and Panama. Consequently, he eloquently pleads his case 

before the throne of Elizabeth: 

Dame cincuenta velas, que con ellas 
Har^ temblar el mar cuando me importe, 
Aunque me falte el viento y las estrellas.°^ 

(p. 54) 

Q1 

"Oh, you Alexander of Macedonia, . . . you are 
still the Hercules of the English measure." 

oo 
"Now it is good that in that breast you infuse my 

spirit of war and covetousness. To arms, to arms, to gold, 
to gold, if they together are enough to please you." 

^^"Give me fifty sails, for with them I v:ill make 
the sea tremble at my will though the wind and the stars 
should fail me." 
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The Queen, motivated by the same lust for gold that 

characterizes Lope's Drake, gives the General another 

chance and presents their plan before Parliament, the 

result being that, in spite of mocking opponents, Drake 

is elected general of the sea forces and old John Hawkins 

is placed in command of the land forces, both overseeing 

the loading of supplies and the selection of strong and 

experienced men. 

The remainder of the canto is devoted to a conven

tional description of the sailing of Drake and Hawkins' 

ships, and to a digression on the preparations of the 

latter's son, Richard Hawkins, for his own anti-Spanish 

expedition. Canto III continues the digression, in which 

Richard passes through the Straits of Magellan, attacks 

Chile, but is finally defeated and captured by Don Beltr^n 

de Castro, who carries him as a prisoner to Lima. On the 

whole, this digression is poorly integrated into the text 

of La Dragontea, for Richard has no direct contact in the 

poem with Drake, and parts of the episode are highly 

derivative of Pedro de Ona's Arauco domado, to whose v;ork 

Lope explicitly alludes (p. 79). Perhaps Lope saw in 

Richard Hawkins a striking contrast to Drake and the elder 

Hawkins, for he describes Richard as a "mozo honroso . . , 

con verdes anos y robustos brios" (p. 71) who—after 

84"A praiseworthy youth of green years and a robust 
spirit," 
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being captured—ultimately sees the light and accepts the 

Catholic faith: 

Esto decia Don Beltran, en tanto 
Que lloraba^icardo enternecido, 
A quien movia un pensamiento santo 
El coraz;5n, del mismo Dios movido. 
Y no fue vano el fruto de aquel llanto 
Que su esteril terrene humedecido 
La simiente evang^lica recibe 
Y en gremio cat(^ico se escribe.85 (p, 86) 

With the conclusion of this rather long digression. 

Lope returns to the activities of Drake, who has learned 

that the Spanish treasure fleet from the Indies, under the 

command of Don Francisco de Coloma and Don Sancho Pardo 

Osorio, has been forced by inclement weather to put in at 

Puerto Rico. He heads for the V/est Indian island by way 

of the Canaries, vjhere the first of his failures in this 

doomed expedition is vigorously narrated by Lope. In two 

separate attempts on the islands, Drake's men are rebuffed 

by the inhabitants, the second attempt being particularly 

significant to Lope, for the defenders are simple herdsmen, 

que ̂  sus due rio s 
Guardaron mas el agua que las reŝ es, 
Ya con tejidas hondas, ya con lenos 
Como troncos de pinos o cipreses^ 
Prueben los brazos rusticos islenos 
En los soldados mfseros ingleses,^^ (p. 100) 

^"Don Beltran spoke this in such a way that, moved, 
Richard v/ept, whose heart a holy sentiment moved, sent from 
God Himself. And the fruit of that weeping was not in vain, 
for his barren heart novi moistened, receives the evangelical 
seed, and in the Catholic fraternity is inscribed." 

R6 

"Who for their masters guarded the water more 
than the cattle. Novr with woven slings, now with logs such 
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so that Drake is forced to withdraw, losing twenty men 

in this last skirmish, not to mention the loss of forty 

men in the first attack. Blind with rage at the loss 

of so many men, Drake sails on to Puerto Rico, where the 

fourth canto reveals him having no greater success. 

During his voyage to the West Indian island, his 

fleet comes in close contact with the fleet of Don Pedro 

Telle, who has come to the aid of Don Sancho Pardo, 

between Dominica and Matalino, with the result that two 

of Drake's smaller vessels are surprised and eighteen Eng

lishmen are taken prisoners. These captives confess, "al 

tormento" (p. 107), Drake's plans in detail so that the 

Spaniards are able to establish their defenses at Puerto 

Rico ahead of time, as vjell as to warn the other Caribbean 

ports of Drake's imminence. His arrival at Puerto Rico 

thus anticipated by Pedro Telle and Sancho Pardo, Drake is 

unable to take the port and sack the treasure fleet, in 

spite of his attacking under the cover of night, 

mostrando el celo 
Que de su plata prc/spera tenia. 
Con veinte lanc?ias, y con mil ingleses 
Tronando los ca'nones milaneses.87 (p. II3) 

as trunks of pines or cypresses, the rustic islanders 
prove their strength of arm on the miserable English 
soldiers." 

^'^"Showing the zeal that resulted from its rich 
silver, with 20 launches and 1,000 Englishmen, the 
Milanese cannons thundering." 
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Once again rebuffed, with the loss of 300 men, including 

John Hawkins, who dies according to Lope from the vexation 

of defeat (pp. 117-18), Drake sails on to Nombre de Dios, 

passing allusions being made to the destruction of Rio de 

la Hacha and Santa Marta on the Spanish Main. At this 

point, Drake has lost much of his form.er spirit and con

fidence, for. 

No es provecho de robar tan cierto 
Como parece que al Ingles lo ha sido, 
Oimos que llev(5' esta plata y esta, 
Mas no las vidas y almas que le cuesta.88 (p, ng) 

The remaining cantos of La Dragontea, then, concern 

Drake's activities on the Panamanian isthmus, narrating his 

vain efforts to repeat the heroic feats of an earlier time, 

and leading up to his death off Puerto Belo. His first 

effort is concentrated on taking the town of Nombre de Dios, 

whence he plans to send a large force of men, under Thomas 

Baskerville, across the isthmus to attack Panama on the 

Pacific coast. His forces outnumbering the Spanish 

defenders of Nombre de Dios by 500 to 72, the wrathful 

Drake enters the deserted and solitary city. The valiant 

leader of the Spaniards, Don Diego de Amaya, has retreated 

with his 72 men to a strategic location on the road to 

Panama in order to make a desperate last stand, but not 

^^"The wages of piracy are not so certain as they 
had seemed to the Englishmen, l/e hear that he carried 
away this and that silver, but not of the lives and the 
souls that it cost him," 
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without first'having killed five of the English intruders, 

only one of his Negroes being wounded in the exchange. 

With Nombre de Dios in their possession, Drake's men rob 

the church and mistreat the inhabitants, though Drake him

self is not portrayed as participating in such activities. 

One of these incidents Lope narrates rather dramatically. 

Five English soldiers encounter a beautiful woman who has 

remained behind to care for her ailing husband and aged 

father. Taking advantage of the situation, the soldiers 

tie the two helpless men to a tree and force the woman to 

prepare a meal for them, during which they drink so much 

wine that they become drunk and fall asleep. Profiting 

from this turn of events, the abused woman gains her revenge; 

she manages to untie her husband and father, "Y de comun 

consejo los tres luego / A la casa de paja ponen fuego" so 

that the five English soldiers are burned to death 

(p. 152).̂ 9 

In Canto VI the central thread of the action is 

taken up again, and Drake sends Colonel Baskerville with 

900 men toward Panama in pursuit of Amaya, who plans to 

make his stand at a strategic point called the Sierra de 

Capria, Meanwhile, at Nombre de Dios, 

Quedd^ Francisco Draque con la armada. 

^9"And with common consent the three then put 
fire to the thatched house." 
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Pasando en, tierra, del suceso incierto 
De la dificil y ^spera Jornada.90 (p̂  1^3) 

Drake's uncertainties are justified even in his dealings 

with the Cimaroons, who had treated him so graciously 

during his campaign of 1572, but who give him considerable 

trouble during his last sojourn at Nombre de Dios. Unwil

ling to form an alliance with Drake, the Cimaroons, under 

the leadership of their king, Louis Mozambique, and their 

general, lalonga, attack Drake's men and slay, among 

others, the Sergeant Major "Rudolfo," said by Lope to be 

Drake's nephew (p. 173).^^ The effect of Rudolph's death 

on Drake is profound: 

Draque furioso, los despojos viendo 
Que traen en lugar del agua amarga 
Arr&case las canas, maldiciendo 

Su larga edad, para nosotros larga.92 (p̂  173) 

The next day Drake sends his men out to avenge the death of 

Rudolph against the Cimaroons, who fight valiantly and 

burn their village before retreating. 

In the meantime, Don Diego de Amaya, reinforced with 

35 soldiers under the command of one "capitan Henrique" 

(p. I85), has constructed his defenses against Baskerville. 

Despite the fact that Baskerville's men outnumber Amaya's 

^ "Francis Drake remained with the fleet, bivouacin^ 
on land, uncertain of the outcome of the difficult and 
rugged journey," 

^•^Jameson, p. H I , states, "There does not seem to 
be any foundation for this." 

92"Drake, maddened, seein.cr the remains that they 
carried in place of the bitter v/ater, pulls ou^ his rray 
hair, cursing his long life, for us long." 
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"con novecientos para ciento," or 900 to 100 (p. 206), 

Amaya's position is so strategic and he exhibits such 

brilliant leadership that the British are rebuffed to 

the point that the life of one Spaniard costs ten English 

lives, including one captain among them. By the third 

attack, the defeat of the English forces has become 

evident, for. 

En el tercero asalto acometieron 
Con tal tibieza, hielo, y cobardia. 
Que ya sus capitanes no pud^eron 
A palos animar la infanteria,93 (p. 214) 

Back in Nombre de Dios, 

Triste, afligido por tan varies cases 
Cubierto el corazĉ n de sangre y hielo, 

Temiendo de la guerra los fracases, 
Y de Don Diego el generoso celo. 
En el Nombre de Dios el Draque espera 

El cierto fin de la batalla fiera.94 (p̂  228) 

With the return of the defeated Baskerville and the 

remnant of his troops, Drake burns Nombre de Dios and with

draws, making other unsuccessful forays on Panama at the 

River Chagres and at Puerto Belo. In spite of repeated 

defeats, the stubborn Dragon refuses to renounce his project 

and arrives at Veragua with another plan in mind, but where 

the death of 300 men from various illnesses foils his last 

°-̂ "In the third assault they attacked //ith such 
lack of enthusiasm, coldness, and cov/ardice, that their 
captains were unable to animate the infantry even with blows." 

^ "Sad, afflicted by such changed circur..3tances, the 
heart covered with blood and ice, fearing the calamities of 
war and the generous zeal of Don Diego, in Nombre de Dios Drake 
awaits the certain end of the fierce battle." 
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attempt. Furthermore, in this moment of defeat, Drake's 

own men—with some aid from the devil himself, v;ho appears 

among them in the form of a sergeant (p. 254)--rebel 

against their leader and conspire to poison him, encouraged 

by the fact that Drake has fallen ill. The conspirators 

carry out their plan, administering the poison to Drake's 

medicine, and his death is vividly described by Lope: 

Porque el tc^igo en una medicina 
Hallo camino al corazdn mudable. 
Mirad la desventura y la ruina 
De aquel hombre atrevido e indomable, 
Mirad que triste g^ero de muerte, 
Del cuerpo el alma a los infiernos vierte. 

Algo debi</de ver tras estas cosas 
Que dijo en voz ya tremula y turbada: 
Ya voy, ya voy, joh sombras espantosas! 
Y con ella qued(5' la lengua helada.95 

(pp. 257, 258) 

After the death of Drake, the remainder of his crew 

resolve to make their way back to England. A contention 

erupts among two men named Hubert and Edward and Thomas 

Baskerville over who should be leader, but the latter is 

finally elected; and the battered fleet, after many hardships, 

enters Plymouth with only five ships. The epic poem con

cludes as it had opened, with the allegorical figures of the 

"^"Because the poison in a medicine found its way 
to the mutable heart. See the misery and ruin of that bold 
and indomitable man, see how sad the manner of death. From 
the body the soul is cast into hell. . . . -Something he 
must have seen through these things; for he spoke in a 
trembling and disturbed voice, 'I am going, I am goingl 
Oh frightening shadows I ' And with this, the tongue 
remained frozen." 
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Christian Religion and her three daughters—Spain, Italy, 

and America—before the throne of the Almighty, praising 

Him for their deliverance: 

Gracias te doy, Senor de cielo y tierra. 
Que al gran Dragon y la mujer sentada. 
Que la abominaci(5n infame encierra 
En la copa del t(5sigo dorada. 
Con el cordero tuyo hiciste guerra, 
Y con la cruz de su sangrienta espada, 
Esp^a, Italia, America, contentas, 
Estan a tu servicio siempre atentas.96 (p_ 269) 

As a piece of literature. La Dragontea admittedly 

belongs among the inferior works of the prolific Lope de 

Vega. Even though written on a subject of great interest 

to Lope's contemporaries, the poem was not popular even in 

its own day, most of the extant contemporary comments being 

unfavorable toward the poem. Gongora, for example, scored 

the poem and its author in one of his sonnets by writing, 

Senor, aquel drag(̂ n de ingles veneno, 
Criado entre las flores de la Vega 
M ^ f^til que el dorado Tajo riega. 
Vino a mis manos, puselo en mi seno. 
Para ru^do de tan grande trueno 
Es rel^pago chico; no me ciega; 
Soberbias velas alza; mal navega; „ 
Potro es gallardo, pero va sin freno.-̂ ^ 

^ "I give You thanks, God of heaven and earth, that 
against the great Dragon and the seated v/oman, whom the 
infamous abomination encircles in the gilded cup of poison, 
with Your Lamb You made war, and with the cross of His 
bloody sword, Spain, Italy, America, content, are forever 
attentive to Your service." 

'̂̂ Luis de G(5ngora y Argote, "A cierto senor que le 
envli la 'Dragontea'de Lope de Vega," in Obras coriPletas, ed 
by Juan Mille y Gimenez and Isabel Mille y ^̂ imenez (Madrid, 
1961), pp. 534-35. "Sir, that dragon of English venom, 
created among the flowers of Vega more fertile than the 
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At the same time, it should be borne in mind that the 

literary rivalry between these two poets made objective 

estimates of each other's works impossible. Nonetheless, 

modern critics have not been much more favorable in their 

comments on the poem. George Ticknor, the first signifi

cant American critic of Spanish literature, condemned 

La Dragontea as the only example "of a grave epic devoted 

to the personal abuse of a single individual."^ Gregorio 

Maranon, in his prologue to the I935 reprint of the Pedro 

Patricio Mev edition (1598), agreed with the verdict that 

La Dragontea belongs among those works of Lope's whose 

mediocrity serves as a contrast to the perfection of the 
Q Q 

rest.^^ And A, K. Jameson, in his essay on the sources of 

La Dragontea, concluded that "Lope's poem has deservedly 

sunk into oblivion. " Jameson went on to say, however, that 

the poem "has an interest, especially for those of English 

speech, as giving a picture from the enemy side of one of 

England's popular heroes." 

gilded and watered Tagus, came to my hands, I clasped it 
to my bosom. For noise of such great thunder, there is 
little lightning; it casts proud sails; it navigates poorly; 
the colt is lively; but it runs without reins." 

^George Ticknor, History of Spanish Literature 
(New York, 1849; reptd. 1965), II, 131. 

°^Gregorio Maraiion, "Prologo," La Dragontea, I, xiv. 

^^^Jameson, p. 119. 
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From the standpoint of analyzing Drake as a 

heroic figure in English and Spanish literature of his own 

time. Lope's poem deserves—in spite of its mediocrity and 

its negative treatment of Drake—still greater signifi

cance than that ascribed to it by Jameson; for it remains 

the only one of the contemporary poems which could qualify 

as a fully developed epic revolving around Drake as the 

central figure. It is true that Don Diego de Amaya— 

whose men turned back the assault by Drake's forces on the 

road to Panama—functions as the ostensible hero of the 

poem, and Lope is certainly alluding to him in the Virgilian 

first stanza of Canto I: 

Canto las armas y el le(5n famoso 
Que al atrevido Ingles detuvo el paso, 
Aquel nuevo Argonauta prodigioso 
Que espantd^las estrellas del ocaso. 
Canto el esfuerzo y brazo belicoso 
De un espariol en tan dificil caso, 
Que en la furip. mayor de su discurso 
Detuvo como r^ora su curso.-'-̂  (p. 21) 

But Don Diego does not take an active role in the action 

until the latter half of the poem, and, even then, the impli

cation is made that Don Pedro Telle has been responsible for 

the overall success of the Spaniards (p. 256). Where the 

^̂ "̂ "I sing of arms and the famous lion who halted 
the progress of the insolent Englishman, that prolitrious 
new Argonaut who frightened the stars of the Occident. I 
sing of the bellicose courage and bravery of a Spaniard 
in such a difficult situation who in the great fury of 
its unfolding halted its course like an obstacle." 
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heroism of the Spaniards appears in various sections of 

the poem, the alleged villainy of Drake is present on 

every page. Only in Drake as the central figure does 

Lope's epic find unity, and Drake fulfills a heroic role 

even from Lope's perspective in that the scope of his 

villainy is great. 

Moreover, at least a grudging admiration of the 

English sea-dog can be seen on the part of the Spanish poet 

when he describes Drake in heroic terms indirectly through 

the words of such figures as the infernal spirit La Codicia, 

who compares him to other heroic figures like Achilles, 

Ulysses, Magellan, Alexander, and Hercules. Later in the 

poem. Lope uses similar indirection by having a Spanish 

traitor named Ojeda sing the praises of Drake, comparing 

the English captain's troops with the "Dragones de Anibal, 

cuya ponzona / Hizo temer i la contraria armada" (p. 229). 

More directly. Lope alludes to Drake in one instance as 

"el nuevo Ulises griego" (p. H I ) , and he explicitly 

indulges in grudging praise of Drake in another place by 

confessing that the career of Drake had been "para nosotros 

larga" (p. 178).^^^ 

But the ultimate success in Lope's treatment of 

Drake on the heroic level is his transforming the English 

"'•̂ "̂Dragons of Hannibal, whose poison wrought 
fear in the opposing fleet." 

103npQj. ̂ s [Spaniards] long." 
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privateer and naval leader into a villain of epic pro

portions, a treatment which is analogous to Milton's 

depiction of Satan in Paradise Lost. Both characters are 

villainous, but on such a grand scale that they merit a 

certain degree of awe; neither can be dismissed as a petty 

offender unworthy of one's attention. Although Lope's 

poem contains a considerable degree of historical accuracy, 

he goes beyond history to the level of myth and supersti

tion in La Dragontea by making Drake a diabolic figure, not 

only symbolically, but literally. Several passages in the 

poem bear out this identification. For example, the force 

which motivates Drake to undertake his last voyage. La 

Codicia, is an infernal spirit sent from hell whose return 

is received with applause and celebration on the part of 

the black, infernal spirits (p. 49). More to the point. 

Lope portrays Drake in Faustian terms, alluding to a pact 

with the devil made by Drake, which information the poet 

claims to have gotten from Spanish soldiers who had served 

eight years of imprisonment in London. Not only the Span

ish soldiers, but 

Su misma patria afirma que el demonic, 
Con il teni'a pacto y conveniencia, 
De que era cierta prueba y testimonio 
Una cedula escrita en su presencia. 
Est^ Psicl el dragdn del monte Calidonio, 
Y el que cay(5' para su eterna ausencia, 
Del monte del excelso Testamento 
Hicieron con infame juramento. 
A cierto plazo el alma le mandaba. 
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/v» 
Que si es verdad, senor, es prodigiosa, 

Y de hombre que ha negado a Dios, iflui/n duda. 
Que a su enemigo por favor acuda?-'-'-̂ ^ 

(pp. 230-31) 

Lope follows up this myth of Drake's selling his soul to 

Satan by having the Arch-Demon .take direct action to 

secure the mariner's soul. For Satan's appropriating 

human form and stirring up rebellion in Drake's disillu

sioned men is the catalyst which moves them to poison 

their captain. But the most significant passage in this 

context comes at the end of Canto X, when Lope identifies 

Drake with the dragon in the New Testament book of Revela

tion, chapters seventeen through twenty, and brings to a 

climax his uses of the term "dragon" in its application 

to Drake. In this passage, the allegorical Christian 

Religion gives thanks to God, 

Que al gran Dragmi y la mujer sentada, 
^ue la abominacion infame encierra 
En la copa de tĉ sigo dorada. 
Con el cordero tuyo hiciste guerra.^^ (p. 269) 

104 
"His own country affirms that the devil made 

a pact and agreement with him, certain proof and testi
mony of v:hich there was a document v/ritten in his pres
ence. This the dragon of the Caledonian mount and the 
one who fell for an eternal absence from the summit of 
the sublime Testament made v;ith a hideous oath. At a cer
tain time he vjould demand his soul, v/hich, if it is true, 
sir, is prodigious. And for the man v;ho has denied God, 
who can doubt that he will turn to his enemy for help." 

-̂ "That against the great Dragon and the seated 
woman, whom the infamous abomination encircles in the 
gilded cup of poison, with Your Lamb You made war." 
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This picture of Drake—whose identity at this 

point has been completely merged with Satan's, just as 

Queen Elizabeth has been identified with the painted 

harlot seated on the dragon's back—is certainly not a 

flattering one. But neither is it petty or conde

scending. As the English poets and prose writers had 

exaggerated Drake's virtues and heroism. Lope has exag

gerated Drake's misdeeds to the cosmic level, so that he 

becomes an epic villain, inspiring a feeling of awe in 

the hearts of his enemies. Thus, only in Lope de Vega's 

La Dragontea can be found a genuinely epic treatment of 

Drake—in spite of its negative approach—for Lope alone, 

of the contemporary poets in Spain and England, appears 

to have combined the interest, the poetic ability, and 

the breadth of vision to weave a full-length epic poem 

around the figure of Sir Francis Drake. 



CONCLUSION 

A comparative examination of Drake as a figure in 

English and Spanish poetry, drama, voyage accounts and 

other types of prose during the late-sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries reveals that the two national literatures 

made similar uses of the English seaman. First of all, 

the highly nationalistic coloring of much of the litera

ture during this era in both Spain and England molded 

Drake into an effective tool of propaganda for writers of 

both countries. The emphasis differed between the two 

nations, of course. Spain viewed Drake as symbolizing 

the greatest of threats, not only to her vast possessions 

in the Americas but also to her national security. The 

Spanish poets, therefore—especially Cairasco de Figueroa, 

Oviedo y Herrera, and Lope de Vega—took advantage of 

Drake's star-crossed final voyage (1595-1596) to portray 

in the most patriotic of terms the Spanish lion's tri

umphing over the "mal corsario ingld̂ s" (the wicked English 

pirate). In contrast, the English poets and prose writers 

praised Drake as the symbol of England's ability to hack 

away at Spain's monolithic empire until it v;as ultimately 

reduced to shambles. Little wonder is it, then, that 

Drake came to assume more and more in the English mind, 

257 
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as the seventeenth century progressed, the role of the 

hero who saved England against the Invincible Armada of 

1588, That Drake was used propagandistically by English 

writers as a symbol of aggressive action against the 

Spanish can be seen in the fact that with virtually every 

English-Spanish conflict during the seventeenth century, 

Drake's exploits were revived as an example of how Eng

lish patriots should conduct themselves. This, in part, 

explains the appearance of Sir Francis Drake Revived (1626) 

and The World Encompassed (1628), early in the reign of 

Charles I, as well as the 1653 edition of the former work 

and Sir William D'Avenant's The History of Sir Francis 

Drake (1659) during the interregnum period, when Cromwell's 

dream of a Protestant crusade against Catholicism had stimu

lated the expression of anti-Spanish sentiment in England. 

Similarly, Nathaniel Crouch's interest in Francis Drake, 

which resulted in The English Heroe (I687) was furthered, 

if not prompted by, feelings of animosity toward Spain. 

In addition to the general propagandistic uses, 

more specific comparisons of Drake in the two literatures 

can be made. In the first place, both English and Spanish 

writers portrayed Drake as the scourge of God directed 

against Spain, This constitutes one of the most con

sistent concepts of the voyager, especially on the part 

of the Spaniards, who humbly acknowledged God's punishment, 

while George Peele and his English contemporaries vaunted 
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over it. Both literatures built up the heroic stature 

of Drake by identifying him with the same legendary and 

historical worthies, especially from antiquity. Ulysses 

and Hercules provided the two most prominent identifi

cations, though others were employed extensively, such 

as Achilles, Alexander, and Hannibal. That the English 

writers should have used such literary comparisons to 

establish the heroic stature of Sir Francis seems entirely 

logical and consistent with their perspective; more 

remarkable is the fact that the Spanish poets—Barco 

Centenera, Miramontes Zuazola, Oviedo y Herrera, Cas

tellanos, Lope de Vega, and others—should have frequently 

identified their potent adversary with these figures from 

legend and history. These flattering comparisons, to

gether with the numerous commendatory passages appearing 

unexpectedly in the Spanish poems and prose accounts on 

Drake, clearly reveal the respect, and even awe, which the 

Spanish writers felt toward his accomplishments. Further

more, both the English and Spanish writers punned on 

Drake's name to get "dragon" (though the English poets 

sometimes associated the name with a bird of prey). This 

device, in the form of a red wyvern, was often used in 

Drake's own coat of arms. Again, a considerable difference 

distinguishes the respective uses of this image. Charles 

Fitz-Cicffrey and his fellow British poets used the term 

positively by bestowing on their hero the proud epithet. 
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"English Dragon," while Lope de Vega and his Spanish 

contemporaries exploited the negative implications by 

associating Drake with the infernal dragon (Satan) from 

the Revelation of John. 

These specific parallels suggest the existence 

of direct influences between English and Spanish poets, 

dramatists, and prose writers who wrote about Francis 

Drake. Certainly, the poetic answers in Spanish dis

cussed in Chapter IV which Thomas Cadman and others had 

printed in London to "set right" the anti-English romances 

of CristcM)al Brabo indicate that Cadman knew how Spain 

was portraying the English heroes of the Armada invasion 

in popular poetry. Specific evidence, however, showing 

that the parallels just discussed resulted from direct 

influences is lacking and, for that matter, unnecessary 

to explain the effect. More than likely, the explanation 

for these specific similarities in the two literary treat

ments of Drake rests on the fact that both England and 

Spain were experiencing similar intellectual, religious, 

and literary undercurrents produced by the Renaissance 

in Europe, which came late to both England and Spain. 

The humanistic emphasis on classical literature and his

tory would explain the dependence of both English and 

Spanish writers on classical heroes to portray Drake as 

a titanic figure. The similar religious backgrounds 

(even after the Reformation), which pre-supposed an extensive 
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biblical knowledge, would explain the emphasis on Drake 

as the scourge of God, just as Shakespeare used that 

figure in Richard III, and it helps explain the biblical 

allusion to the dragon, especially in the Spanish poetry. 

Perhaps the most remarkable discovery to be made 

in a comparative study of Drake in English and Spanish 

literature concerns the relative portrayals of Sir Francis 

as an epic hero. Examining the figure of Drake in this 

perspective bears out the validity of the statement made 

by Walter Raleigh and quoted in the Introduction that 

"the reflection of contemporary events in thought and 

imagination is . . . utterly unlike expectation." What 

contradicts expectation in the case of Drake in early 

literature is that the Spanish poets had greater success 

in making him an epic figure than the English poets did. 

It is certain that the English writers conceived of Drake 

as an epic hero, for Henry Roberts and especially Charles 

Fitz-Geffrey lamented the failure of the leading English 

bards to write an epic poem about him, while Nathaniel 

Crouch wove the accounts of his voyages into a kind of 

epic biography on the level of popular prose literature. 

Nevertheless, it remained for a major Spanish poet and 

dramatist. Lope de Vega, to produce a poem on the sub

ject of Drake which would fulfill the requirements of 

the epic. Although La Dragontea makes an arch-villain 
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of Drake, and although it remains buried among the minor 

literary productions of its prolific author, the poem 

succeeds where the English poems failed in making Drake 

the central figure of a narrative which has dignity, 

breadth, and heroic action on a grand scale. That a 

Spanish poet should have enjoyed greater success than 

the English in portraying as an epic figure the man who 

robbed Spain's gold, raided Spain's coasts, and helped 

defeat Spain's Invincible Armada, constitutes the chief 

irony in a comparative study of Sir Francis Drake in Eng

lish and Spanish literature of the sixteenth and seven

teenth centuries. 
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